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ABSTRACT
This study is an exploration of the people and the landscape of the well-known Camino
de Santiago pilgrimage route. Although there are many routes that make up the entirety of the
pilgrimage, this research is specifically focused on the landscape of the Camino Francés, or
French Route, in northern Spain. The path has been written about in many ways and for a
myriad of reasons since it became affiliated with the Christian tradition in the early ninth
century. This research, however, is different. By way of an environmental history and
hermeneutic approach, an investigation of the interrelated and overlapping human actions of
dwelling, movement, and service that stem from the pilgrimage tradition on the Camino de
Santiago is conducted. Unlike other studies of this pilgrimage path, both pilgrim and resident
receive equal attention, and the landscape emerges as central to the research.
This study provides: an integrated evaluation of the ancient pre-Christian and medieval
Christian histories and perceptions of the path; a description of the physical landscape; an indepth assessment of conventional landscape and cultural heritage strategies for preservation; and
a linguistic, social, and philosophical discussion of the correlations among dwelling, walking,
serving, and preserving that are apparent on the landscape. Embedded within this examination of
the Camino de Santiago landscape is a return to the essence and origin of the ideal of
preservation itself.
This analysis of landscape preservation is specifically centered on traditionally peopled
landscapes and cultural landscapes, i.e., those with a deep history and presence of people. This
study proposes that the Camino de Santiago landscape serves as a model for the preservation of
tradition, history, culture, and nature. Moreover, it contends that the landscape is an exemplar of
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what I have termed organic preservation precisely because the people evolved in a reciprocal
relationship with each other and the land. As a result of this study, the Camino de Santiago can
become a part of the ongoing protected landscape dialogue, helping the current discourse to
move toward a much needed different direction, perhaps even becoming the inspiration for a new
and egalitarian preservation paradigm for traditionally peopled landscapes.
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PREFACE
Engaging in this research on the Camino de Santiago has been part of a personal quest to
make a significant contribution to the efforts being made to achieve egalitarian preservation on
landscapes around the world. Having lived, walked, explored, and experienced the Camino on
many occasions, its enduring outer landscape has become engrained in the personal journey of
my own inner landscape. Over the years, it has become a place very dear to me and where I see
a fusion of culture and nature evolving over time in an organic way.
I grew up in a bicultural family in which a good balance was maintained between the
cultures and traditions of each of my parents. While growing up, associations with the Camino
existed on both the Spanish and U.S. side of my upbringing. Santiago, or St. James, is the patron
saint of the town where my father was born, on the southeast coast of Spain. It is customary to
participate in yearly cultural celebrations in the saint’s honor. Santiago was also an important
part of my maternal grandmother’s life. Beginning at a young age, she developed her own
pilgrim tradition of visiting the city of Santiago de Compostela each holy year. It was mainly
due to her influence that I was first motivated to encounter the Camino landscape.
Thinking back on my first experience of the Camino in 1999, I never could have
imagined that the landscape would have come to have such a deep affect on my personal and
academic life. When I began the Ph.D. program at Antioch University New England, I knew that
I wanted my work to center around landscape preservation and the injustices associated therein
because I believed that the dialogues surrounding preservation had become stagnant and lacked
fluidity. For that reason, I felt that I needed to find a different approach, to take part in the
ongoing dialogue but with a new story, thereby aiding the dialogue’s ability to go in a new
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direction. At the end of my first semester I realized that the Camino was the ideal landscape to
help me achieve this goal.
I was given many valuable opportunities at Antioch to engage both theoretically and
practically with my research on the Camino. One of the most influential was the Service
Learning Project, where theory and practice are fully integrated. Here students have the
opportunity to incorporate the ideals of service into their research. For my project, I chose to
broaden the idea of pilgrimage. Typically, a pilgrimage is done in service of the self, as a
journey toward some kind of enlightenment, spiritual or otherwise. I decided that I would walk
the Camino pilgrimage yet again, but this time in the service of others. This experience validated
the panoply of connections between service and preservation, authenticating my research on the
dwelling and walking lifeways of the path. What I discovered was that service on the Camino is
spontaneous and serendipitous, dually simple and complex, and almost unconscious because it is
so embedded in the actions of the people and character of the place.
Throughout the course of my research, the Camino confirmed and reconfirmed for me the
ideals inherent in the concept of preservation. It helped me to realize that preservation is not
something done in isolation, but is rather a unification that is multilayered, overlapping, and
circular.
In the Celtic tradition, which has long been a part of the Camino landscape, spirals are
valuable tools for gaining insight. In particular the triple spiral, when placed inside of a larger
circle, is called the símbolo de la caldera, or “symbol of the cauldron” by the people of Galicia.
It is representative of the transformation toward knowledge and wisdom. It is a step beyond the
double spiral and allows for movement upward, toward a resolution. This triple spiral is a strong
symbol for my vision of preservation on the Camino, with movement and connectivity at its
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core. My many repeated journeys of body, mind, and spirit along the Camino have been my own
way of pilgriming in service toward a new understanding of preservation for people and
landscapes around the globe.

4
INTRODUCTION
The Camino de Santiago, or “Way of St. James,” pilgrimage route is a historical and
mythological landscape where people have embarked on journeys of the body, mind, and spirit
for over two millennia. For the people who engage with the land it holds countless meanings as
a place of journeying and a place of dwelling. Amid this landscape and embedded in its essence
lies the interplay that takes place between the cultural and the natural. Because the landscape
lies directly under and follows the same path as the Milky Way Galaxy, it is also referred to as
the Camino de las Estrellas or “The Way of the Stars.”
There are a series of distinct paths that make up the Camino de Santiago throughout
Spain. Once beyond Spain’s borders these paths, leading into Spain, spread out all over Europe.
The Camino de Santiago consists of at least nine officially recognized pilgrimage routes within
Spain: Camino Francés (French Route), Camino Inglés (The English Way), Camino Portugués
(The Portuguese Route), Camino Primitivo (The Primitive Route), Camino del Norte (The
Northern Route), Camino Aragonés (The Aragonés Route), Vía de la Plata (The Silver Route),
Ruta del Mar de Arousa (Route of the Arousa Sea and River Ulla), and the Camino de Fisterra y
Muxia (Finisterre and Muxia Way).1

1

María Pilar de Torres Luna, Los Caminos de Santiago y la Geografía de Galicia: Rutas, Paisajes,
Comarcas [The Caminos of Santiago and the Geography of Galicia: Routes, Landscapes, Regions] (Santiago de
Compostela: Xunta de Galicia, 1999.) and See, Antonio Viñayo González, The Pilgrim Route to Santiago: A
Practical Guide (León: Edilesa, 1999.)
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Figure 1: Caminos de Santiago in Spain and Europe

Figure 2: Caminos de Santiago within Spain
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The oldest and best known route is the Camino Francés, and for this reason it is the focus
of this study. Throughout this research it will be referred to as the Camino de Santiago, or
simply as the Camino. Along its length of approximately 830 kilometers of the Iberian
Peninsular landscape, it stretches from the Pyrenean border with France, westward, to the
Galician city of Santiago de Compostela, and onward to the seacoast of Finisterre. It meanders
across the entire northern regions of Spain and is a mix of high mountains, deep valleys, desert
steppes, lush forests, cultivated farmlands, overflowing rivers, medieval cities, and pre-Christian
burgs. According to the geographer Xosé Antonio Perozo Ruíz, the landscape diversity of this
route is far greater than that of the other Camino routes within Spain.2

Finisterre

~

Figure 3: The Camino Francés passing through Spanish Provinces

The presence of human dwelling along the French Route has kept it from being
considered a protected, conserved, or preserved area in the conventional sense. In the majority
of areas, however, dwelling along the Camino does not interrupt the nonhuman, or natural,
2

Xosé Antonio Perozo Ruíz, Para Conocer y Comprender el Camino de Santiago [In Order to Know and
Understand the Camino de Santiago.] (Vigo: Ir Indo Ediciones, S.A., 2001.)
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continuum of the landscape. The Camino flows through many lowlands and areas where the
human presence is so ancient, as to seem permanent. There are places where the human and the
nonhuman have interacted for millennia. The areas through which the Camino passes include
five zones of bioclimatic variation: sub-alpine, mountainous, hillside, supra-Mediterranean, and
meso-Mediterranean regions. The variety amid these different zones is reflected in the faunal
and floral diversity throughout the route, such that there are over 300 avian species across the
length of the Camino.3
Nevertheless, the Camino does not fit the conventional image of landscape preservation,
which is contrived to be devoid of people. The Camino is instead a landscape with the visible
mark of humanity. Landscape preservation, as it most commonly exists in the world today,
implies a land where the human footprint is removed to be barely visible or possibly even nonexistent. The debate that erupted regarding this kind of preservation raised many questions as to
whether or not this conventional approach is applicable to all areas.
This conventional view of preservation has actually excluded the possibility for
landscapes that have evolved to have a united cultural and natural element to be considered
preserved. Adherence to this convention has perpetuated the thought that humans are always a
cause of landscape degradation, and thus can never be a solution for it.4 In other words, humans
are viewed as an erosive force, rather than a creative force. Excluding humanity from these
landscapes, without considering that there are ways in which people can interact with the land

3

For more on these bioclimatic zones see, Perozo Ruíz, Para Conocer y Comprender el Camino de

Santiago.
4

Laura Watt, “The Trouble with Preservation, or, Getting Back to the Wrong Term for Wilderness
Protection: A Case Study at Point Reyes National Seashore.” (The Yearbook of the Association of Pacific Coast
Geographers, Vol. 64, 2002, 55-72.)
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that are productive for both the human and nonhuman, as well as generative of preservation, only
allows for the pervading perception that all human uses are “ab-uses.”5
The overall aim of this research is to provide a counter argument to the conventional
perceptions of landscape preservation by using the Camino de Santiago as a model. It is my
belief that a landscape in wholesome condition is one that reflects a merging of the human and
nonhuman components as an integrated entity. My fascination with this landscape stems from
the presence of the people—because of what has been produced by way of them and in union
with them. People have created, shaped, and molded the Camino landscape; the landscape
simultaneously and in return, has created, shaped, and molded them.
The Camino has been described in many ways: as an “ancient and most rural network of
pilgrim routes that stretches across Europe”;6 as a place where throughout its historic longevity,
has involved contact with both nature and culture;7 as “a line studded with monuments, walked
along slowly in order to gaze at a monumental, magic scenery;”8 and as “a long-distance footpath

5

William Cronon, “The Trouble with Wilderness; or, Getting Back to the Wrong Nature,” in Uncommon
Ground: Toward Reinventing Nature. William Cronon, ed. (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1995) p. 85.
Watt’s article was very much inspired by this article from Cronon.
The landscape ecologist, George Seddon, states the following about conventional approaches to landscape
protection: Human intervention is conceptualized as disturbance, almost always seen in a negative light, “which
clearly externalizes us from Nature itself. We operate on nature. Somewhere in the middle, very uncomfortably
sited, is the most common conceptualization, of our species as a part of Nature, yet at the same time responsible for
it.” He affirms that “there are paradoxes within conservation that arise from this uneasy compromise—wilderness
areas, for instance, are managed to protect them from disturbance, human intervention, but how?—by human
intervention, of course. And, for whom? Well, for us; for Natural Man rather than Techno Man, but there is still
only Us.” George Seddon, Landprints: Reflections on Place and Landscape (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1997.) p. 14.
6

Simon Coleman and John Eade, Reframing Pilgrimage Cultures in Motion (London: Routledge, 2004.)

p. 11.
7

Rubén Camilo Lois González and José Somoza Medina, “Cultural Tourism and Urban Management in
Northwestern Spain: The Pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostela” (Tourism Geographies, Vol. 5(4), 2003, 446-460.)
8

Ibid., p. 458.
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thought to be one of the oldest pilgrimage routes known to the Western World.”9 Since its
inception, it has been a place of international recognition and has gained even more global fame
since its inscription as a World Heritage Site in the early 1990s. The German philosopher
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe once expressed the idea that “Europe was formed on the road to
Compostela.” Its significant role in European history is also demonstrated by the common
phrase, “all roads lead to Santiago.”10 The Camino has been the reason for whole armies of
people to be permanently on the move across Europe.11
And yet the Camino is quite unassuming. It is a path comprised of dirt, cobblestones,
asphalt, cement, grass, field, rock, sand, quartz, brooks, streams, and riverbanks. Author and
Camino traveler Cees Nootebaum highlights a typical vision of the Camino of “fortress-like
churches with storks’ nests, and the shifting outline of an earth-colored herd on a distant
slope.”12 He envisions the path as an entire continent lying beyond the Pyrenees, mysterious,
secluded, unknown; an ensemble of lands with their own histories, their own languages and
traditions; a place that requires dedication to discover its past, to piece it together, and to come to
terms with it.13

9

Philippa A. Hunter-Jones and Nigel Morpeth “Sustaining Spanish Culture: El Camino Francés?” in N.
Robinson, P.Evans and P. Callaghan, eds. Tourism and Cultural Change (Sunderland: Business Education
Publishers, 1996, 109-128.) p. 115.
10

David Martin Gitlitz and Linda Kay Davidson, The Pilgrimage Road to Santiago: The Complete
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The origins of the Camino path are varied. Archaeological evidence and material cultural
remains found along the route show that the path itself existed long before it became a Christian
pilgrimage in the early ninth century. Prior to its Christianization it was a path associated with
the Celtic, Roman, and Visigoth cultures, among others. Precise historical evidence as to when
these first people began to move across the Camino landscape is not exactly known, but their
presence is evident in the visible remains of Celtic fortified settlements, Roman stone roads,
bridges, and other stone remnants that pave parts of the present day path, as well as the lasting
cultural influences throughout the different Camino regions.14 Preceding even these early
cultures, the town of Atapuerca has the unique distinction of being the archaeological site of the
remains of the first known European inhabitants, which date back approximately 800,000
years.15 The archaeological evidence from Atapuerca demonstrates a deeply rooted nomadic and
permanent human presence on the Camino. This study suggests that examples of such specific
presence and movement along the path have helped to create and shape the landscape itself.
Core Concepts
Landscape and Culture Revisited
Central to this research on the Camino de Santiago are several key concepts and ideas.
The first of which is the term landscape. The archaeologist Christopher Tilley states that it is
difficult to talk about landscape without implying ideas of separation and observation.16 The
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geographer Stephen Daniels warns similarly that “we should beware of attempts to define
landscape, to resolve its contradictions; rather we should abide in its duplicity.”17 Although the
term “landscape” has become somewhat vague and ambiguous in its usage, I would like to return
to its linguistic origins so as to better understand its original meaning and intention.
Linguistically, the term is connected to the Danish landskab, the German landschaft, and the
Dutch landschap. “Land” actually means the place and the people and creatures living there,
while skape and schaffen mean “to shape.” Skab and schaft mean “association” or “partnership.”
These meanings have disappeared from the common English use of this term, but they are
inherent in it. Landscapes give a sense of “the purposefully shaped, the sensual and the
aesthetic, the embeddedness in culture.”18
Throughout this research the Camino landscape emerges as an active participant in an
ongoing natural and cultural dialogue that has become sedimented there for thousands of years.
The script of this dialogue has evolved organically over time with, by, and for the people, the
animals, and the land itself. In this way the landscape is not as Nootebaum describes, “a
narrative that he can no longer interpret, to which he has grown blind” but rather “a world I can
belong to by virtue of understanding.”19 The concept of landscape, in its original sense, is all
encompassing, rather than excluding.20
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Landscapes with this holistic, organically-evolved dialogue are what I refer to as
traditionally peopled landscapes or cultural landscapes. These are landscapes where the human
and the nonhuman element are so interdependent and interconnected that the human presence
cannot be easily distinguished from the natural presence. Frequently, these are the kinds of
landscapes chosen for conventional preservation. Yet preservation by outside experts excludes
local inhabitants, who have helped shape the landscape for generations. When such landscapes
are preserved in the conventional sense, the people and their enduring knowledge of the
landscape are disregarded, disempowered, and disengaged. They become landscapes that serve
as museum pieces. The philosopher Sven Arnzten describes this as “museum piece
preservation,” where on a landscape attempts are made “to arrest its past and present
characteristics.” He claims that human interference to maintain a landscape in this way is
“manipulative” and ignores any change in people’s needs and lifestyles.21 The irony is that these
landscapes are chosen for preservation as a result of the traditions, customs, and overall cultural
interaction amid the people and the place.
The cultural and linguistic anthropologists Keith Basso and Steven Feld argue that “we
must put culture back in place” and become aware that the abiding emplacement of cultural
practices often goes unnoticed. “The very cultivation at stake in culture has to occur
somewhere.”22 They remind that the word “culture” finds its original meanings in Middle
English as “place-tilled.” The Latin cultura and culturare both come from the root word colere
which means “to tend to, to cultivate, to inhabit, to care for, till, and worship.” Thus, to have
21
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culture, to be cultural, means to inhabit a place so as to care for it, respond to it, cultivate it, and
attend to it caringly. A cultural landscape is a landscape that is cared for, and the people who
have traditionally lived there and cultivated it for generations have become responsible for it.23
Basso promotes “the development of a cultural ecology that is cultural in the fullest
sense, a broader and more flexible approach to the study of human-land relationships.”24 Such a
development would allow the cultural lifeways of traditionally peopled landscapes to be taken
into full consideration, along with the nonhuman element, when establishing a case for
preservation.
A New Vision of Dwelling, Walking, Serving, and Preserving
This leads into the next set of concepts that are central to this research on the Camino.
These revolve around a dwelling presence, a walking movement and the altruism of service.
These three ideas overlap and also innately contrast with the manner in which conventional
preservation is put into practice. The actions of dwelling, walking, and serving are fundamental
to the existence of the Camino landscape and are culturally and linguistically connected to the
concept of preserving.
There is significant overlap among them as well. To preserve is “to cultivate, care for,
and maintain in wholesome condition.”25 The origins of the word to dwell connect back to the
German word bauen, which also means, “to preserve” and “to care for.” Terms such as
“conservation” and “protected landscape” do not share these same linguistic associations, thus do
not fit as ideal terms to describe this vision of the Camino. Moreover, just as the root word—
23
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serv—within the term preservation leads to a series of relevant connections, its prefix does as
well. Intrinsic in the prefix, pre, is the idea of “before in time,” thus it embraces history.26
Preservation, because of its embodiment of dwelling and movement, as well as service and
history, is the only word that accurately corresponds with this study of the Camino landscape.
The landscape ecologist George Seddon ascertains that “the way we use words tells us a good
deal about the way we relate to landscape—and that a little weeding in the garden of words can
help to maintain linguistic [and landscape] health.”27 I find that a return to the original intent and
meaning of a word is an important part of being able to fully interpret its use and application.
Examining the four-fold connection further, embedded in dwelling there is routine and
customary movement. The pilgrims’ walking movement is also based on routine and custom and
additionally holds within it a sojourned dwelling. And so within that movement the immanent
connection to preservation and care is found as well. Dwelling and walking are the cultural
lifeways of the Camino, and they are both forms of service among people as well as to the
landscape. Service is ever-present and defines the character of dwelling and walking on the path.
On the Camino, to serve is to preserve.
The final concept that I associate with the Camino and would like to clarify is the term
organic preservation. I feel that it is important to make a distinction between the preservation of
traditionally peopled landscapes and those unpeopled. On a traditionally peopled, cultural
landscape, preservation occurs organically, on its own, by way of the evolving customs and ways
of life of the people over time. I call this “organic preservation.” I have termed the Camino as
an organically preserved landscape so as to highlight the interactive dialogue of dwelling,
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walking, and serving between the people and landscape, as well as to distinguish it from an
imposed, artificially, and conventionally preserved landscape. An organically preserved
landscape needs no experts and does not experience exclusion or disregard for the history of the
land. The people and the landscape are recognized as inseparable and preserve by way of
traditional routine and ritualistic use. The Camino’s existence as a historic, ancient pilgrimage
landscape is the way by which the dwelling, walking, serving relationships flourish, endure, and
continually renew themselves and the physical space they share.
Research Purpose and Distinction
The purpose of this study is to examine the ways in which the Camino de Santiago
landscape is a preserved, cultural landscape. This research investigates the relationship
preservation has to the human cultural traditions of dwelling, walking, and serving along the
Camino, which are connected to its existence as a place of pilgrimage. The research question
that guides this study is two-fold: In what ways do the enduring traditions of dwelling, walking,
and serving along the Camino de Santiago preserve the landscape? And what are the
implications for a new interpretation of the Camino pilgrimage route as a preserved landscape?
Through a practical exploration, this research seeks to understand how the historical, theoretical,
and philosophical interplay among dwelling, movement, and service contributes to the
preservation of the Camino landscape. This study, therefore, intends to develop a new
interpretation of the Camino landscape, as well as create a conceptual framework to illustrate the
role a traditional human presence can have in landscape preservation.
This study is set apart from all other research on the Camino in that I am promoting
several new and distinct concepts that have not been presented before. These are: that the
physical landscape is central to understanding the Camino; that the Camino is not only a place of
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pilgrimage, but a traditionally peopled, cultural landscape and an organically-preserved
landscape; that the dwellers are of equal importance to the pilgrims and that dwelling and
movement should be central in discussions of the Camino; and finally that dwelling and walking
are a means by which the people of the landscape engage in service with one another and the
land, and that the element of service embedded therein plays a significant role in the overall
preservation of history, tradition, culture, and nature.
It is important to note here that this study does not focus on the meaning of pilgrimage,
nor on the personal motivations or experiences of pilgrims and dwellers along the Camino. It
also does not debate which travelers are pilgrims and which are tourists, as it is the actual
movement of walking that is significant regardless of those categorizations. Another element
that will also not be discussed directly is the wilderness debate, except insofar as it helped to
create an awareness of cultural landscapes and of the false bifurcation that presently exists
between cultural and natural landscapes.
A Historical and Philosophical Approach
This study endeavors to pursue the research questions by viewing the Camino through the
lenses of environmental history and hermeneutics. These humanities approaches are useful as a
means of drawing out themes and connections between the dwelling presence and walking
movement along the Camino landscape, and ideas associated with landscape preservation.
Through environmental history, I retell a story of the landscape highlighting elements of its
evolution as a traditionally peopled place and I reexamine the historical divide between people
and landscape preservation. The hermeneutic philosophy is also a guiding approach through
which an in-depth interpretation and understanding emerge regarding the altruism of service
embedded within the lifeways of dwelling and walking on the Camino landscape.
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Environmental history is about the human interaction with the natural world. It allows
for an exploration of the historic interchange between culture and nature, with a goal of
deepening the understanding of how the natural environment has affected humans in the past and
also how they have affected the environment. Along the Camino, this exchange appears to
unfold by way of the human-land interactions of dwelling, walking, and serving. Approaching
and analyzing a landscape with an environmental history lens allows for more clarity to be
brought to the social and ecological issues associated with it, which can help to understand
current problems more fully and give insights into how to remedy them. As the historians
William Beinart and Peter Coates explain, “environmental history deals with various dialogues
over time between people and the rest of nature, focusing on reciprocal impacts.”28 Through an
environmental history perspective, understanding the past is a key to understanding the present.
The historical perspective is needed in order to comprehend the reciprocity that has existed and
exists between the people and the landscape.
Hermeneutics also encourages a historical perspective. It is defined as the art and
practice of interpretation and is an approach that manifests changes between historical periods
and across cultures. It is a branch of philosophy concerned with the human understanding of the
interpretation of texts; it is the method of coming to an understanding of any text. In The
Language of Landscape, the landscape architect Anne W. Spirn clearly elucidates that paths are
especially revealing of the human presence over time as they reflect a “dynamic weaving of a
fabric of stories.” The stories are written upon the landscape as a textual narrative.29
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Hermeneutics is an approach focused on the “self-renewing power of tradition” and the
“interpretability and reinterpretability of tradition.”30 For this reason, it is appropriate for
examining the enduring cultural traditions of dwelling, walking and serving on the Camino. As
per the philosophers Bjørn Ramberg and Kristin Gjesdal, the hermeneutic approach is
“fundamentally a matter of perceiving a moving horizon and engaging in a strand of dialogue
that is an ongoing rearticulation of the dynamically historical nature of all human thought.”31
These approaches work well together because both environmental history and
hermeneutics serve as disciplines that permit a “re-visioning” or “…looking back, of seeing with
fresh eyes, [and] of entering an old text from a new critical direction.”32 They are also
perspectives which recognize the role that the researcher’s own socio-cultural background and
understanding of history will have in influencing the overall interpretation. Rather than bracket
my own perception of the landscape, the cultural traditions, and my experience of them, I
thought it was critical to be able to openly incorporate them, as a necessary part of my
interpretation. Part of this approach includes a search for the essence of the experience of
dwelling, walking, serving, and preserving by the people and landscape along the pilgrimage. In
this interpretive structure for understanding such engagement with the landscape, hermeneutics
also becomes phenomenological.
In this research, the history of the Camino landscape, traditional ideas about cultural
landscapes and preservation, and the cultural traditions of dwelling, walking, and serving are the
“old texts” experiencing a “re-vision.” These research approaches encourage a level of
30
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questioning, deciphering, and dialoguing appropriate for gaining a better comprehension of the
people and landscape of the Camino. Within hermeneutics itself, this study engages both history
and philosophy by way of its long-established “textual” interpretations. Specifically, the “text”
of this hermeneutic analysis is the Camino landscape itself; the “authors” of the text are the
people who continually walk, dwell, and serve there, transforming the landscape into a visual
prose of an enmeshed past and present. Hermeneutics invokes notions of unveiling and seeks to
understand the whole of something, recognizing that both the social and historical context guide
the construal as well as its chosen expression.33
Environmental history and hermeneutics have presented me with an opportunity to
examine the Camino landscape in a way different from other disciplines, methodologies, and
researchers. The discipline of history provides an all-encompassing perspective on the evolving
ideal of preservation as it relates to traditionally peopled landscapes and cultural ways of life,
thus broadening the concept of preservation to include both the tangible and intangible elements.
The Camino is a landscape with the palpable mark of humanity and is, therefore, wedded to a
different, deeper history than that which guides current landscape preservation. With
environmental history and hermeneutics as my guiding humanities approaches, I hope to reveal
the ways in which the Camino enriches perceptions of people and preservation, as well as
encourage a novel understanding of the lifeways of this ancient pilgrimage landscape. It is
through a combination of these lenses that I explore the implications of dwelling, movement, and
service along the Camino landscape.
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Layout of the Dissertation
I have divided the Camino de Santiago landscape into three parts. The original
inspiration for this division came from a Camino metaphor, which describes the journey of the
walking pilgrims as a physical, mental, and spiritual one. This plays on the larger more general
metaphor for pilgrimage, which views pilgriming as a journey of the body, mind, and spirit.
Within these framings, the Camino has a beginning, middle, and end, and it is this notion of
Beginning, Middle, and End that I use as my main structural layout.
I have taken a threefold approach for several reasons. The first of which is that the
number three has a connection to the Celtic culture, along the Camino, in the form of a triple
spiral, which is a symbol for movement upward toward new direction, knowledge, and
resolution. Secondly, the three sections allow me to divide up the geography of the Camino into
its three very different topographies, which can be broadly categorized as mountains, desert, and
sea. And lastly, I chose to divide the dissertation into this metaphorical and physical pattern
because it permits me to break the Camino up into the sections that people walk most and least,
which appear to correlate with the landscape layout of what is most preserved and least
preserved along the route in a historical, traditional, cultural, and natural sense. This study
shows that the Middle is the section with the least preserved environment, and this three-part
structure provides me with an opportunity to juxtapose this section to the other two. Overall, my
argument for preservation on the Camino is approached in three ways: historically, theoretically,
and philosophically. Each of these approaches corresponds with a section, thereby allowing the
elements of the tangible and intangible landscape to come to the forefront as well as guide the
layout of the dissertation.
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Each section and its subsequent chapters serve a different purpose, but all are connected
to the overall goal of contributing to a renewed understanding of the Camino and its traditions, as
well as ideas of landscape preservation. Beginning, Middle, and End are made up of two
chapters each, the first one is a description of the physical landscape and the dwelling, walking,
serving interactions that emerge along those respective areas of the path. The purpose herein is
to ground the reader in an understanding of the human and nonhuman presence on the
pilgrimage, as well as in the rituals and sensescapes that are a part of the place.34
I became familiar with this landscape by walking, dwelling, serving, observing, speaking
with pilgrims and dwellers, and by reading the texts of book and land. I see it in my mind as
images of places and people, but it is difficult to envision as words on paper. In these textual
descriptions, however, I intend for the very words themselves to also serve as the visual element
in order to bring the landscape to life for the reader. Experiencing the Camino in this way will
lack the actuality of being there, which is the best way to understand and get to know the
interactive dialogue of the people and place, but it will provide a comprehensive description
necessary for gaining insight into the cultural and natural fusion of the landscape.
The Camino passes through many dwelling populations and although I will not describe
each of these within this study, I will try to paint a picture of the approximate 830-kilometer
stretch of land and its ambiguous width, providing an overall picture of the place, creatures, and
people—the organic interweave of the natural and cultural. I would like to present the Camino
as a unit—one place—rather than a map of separate localities; as one historical landscape
without separating the town and people from the route and the hinterlands surrounding them.
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Beginning
Part One starts off with a description of the forested, mountainous landscape of the first
stage of the Camino pilgrimage: the Regions of Navarra and La Rioja. The two beginnings
being discussed in this section are the geographical beginning of the landscape and the historical
beginnings of the path. Connected to this are the beginnings of the route as a traditionally
peopled place, discussing the inherent physicality in creating, shaping, and molding the
landscape into what exists today. These beginnings are intimately connected with the idea of the
end of the pilgrimage because it is the final destination that gave rise to the actual formation of
the path. Beginning is comprised of Chapters 1 and 2, giving a description of the people and the
path in Navarra and La Rioja, providing examples of serving through dwelling and walking
fundamental to that section, and familiarizing the reader with the history of the Camino
landscape by highlighting correlations among the pre-Christian and Christian mythologies and
legends.
Middle
Part Two begins with a discussion of the flatlands of the Meseta or plateau, steppe
landscape of the pilgrimage route. Middle is made up of Chapters 3 and 4, describing the path in
the Region of Castilla-León, and provides examples of service stemming from the dwelling and
walking in this area, while juxtaposing them to some of the more conventional services provided
in this middle region. It is here that there is a shift occurring in the traditional dialogue of the
Camino pilgrimage. This is an area in limbo; it can either maintain its traditions or abandon
them. It still retains most of the old ways of the pilgrimage, but without the constancy of the
cultural relationships of dwelling and movement, and the altruistic service that unites them, its
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preservation is fading. Organic preservation via dwelling, walking, and serving is decreasing
and a more conventionally-managed approach seems to be emerging.
This is the theoretical piece of the study. It informs the issues associated with the
preservation of traditionally peopled, cultural landscapes, drawing in connections with heritage
and tourism. Middle is where I examine current perspectives on cultural landscapes and
preservation more fully. Specifically, the ways in which there is a desire for a middle ground
amid people and landscape by some, and yet the fact that there is also a sense that the
preservation dialogue is trapped somewhere in the middle where people are thinking and
theorizing about change, but few to none are acting for change; that preservation has become
flat, like the Meseta, in all senses of the word. This middle piece of the Camino is the least
preserved part of the path; it is where the elements of dwelling, walking, serving and thus,
preservation, have dwindled in comparison to the other two sections.
End
Part Three is a description of the dwelling, walking, serving dialogue of the region of
Galicia, where the landscape regains its undulating forested topography and heads out to sea.
This is the area with the most people dwelling and moving through it, and it also boasts the
strongest preservation of history, tradition, culture, and nature. Here, I make explicit the
philosophical and actual connection of dwelling, movement, and service with people and
preservation. This section demonstrates the enduring wisdom of the cultural altruistic
relationships of dwelling and walking in co-creating the landscape, the metaphorical end to a
preservation system where traditionally peopled lands are “preserved” without the people, and
the vision for a new preservation framework for cultural landscapes and their inherent cultural
and historical lifeways.
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Just as End reconnects to Beginning, preservation connects with the human history of
landscape, demonstrating that on the Camino these traditional forms of dwelling, walking, and
serving have a circular and reciprocal relationship to the land. By sustaining the dwelling,
walking, and serving traditions, the landscape is also maintained. And if the landscape is thus
preserved, these ways of being can continue to persist as well. End describes the last piece of the
route from the Mountains of León to Santiago de Compostela and onward to Finisterre in
Chapter 5, and in Chapter 6 makes clear the role of dwelling, walking, and serving in organically
preserving the Camino landscape.
A Note on Service
The idea of service is inherent in the ideal of preservation. I came to realize this most
fully during one of my many journeys along the Camino de Santiago landscape, the pilgrimage I
made as a part of my Service-Learning Project at Antioch New England. Throughout this
dissertation, I will pull from all of my experiences of the Camino, but, in particular, I want to
draw attention to my journey of service from which I will also be sharing observations and
stories throughout this study.35 Service is a difficult thing to convey; I believe that it comes from
a place deep inside of people and, therefore, is something more often sensed and felt than
expressed in words. I find that it is at the core of the dwelling, walking, preserving dialogue of
the path, being richly embedded in each of them.
The overall essence and purpose of my service project was to bring forward the element
of service as it exists on the Camino pilgrimage route. Pilgrimage, for many cultures, has
traditionally been a way to serve one’s own spirit, body, and mind through a physical journey.
The Camino de Santiago is a place where this tradition has lived for millennia.
35
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I was surprised daily with each opportunity that arose and the energy with which I
encountered each new person and aspect of the landscape that I served. With each chance for
service that presented itself, I learned how to be more attentive to the needs of others. It became
natural and important for me to pay deliberate and close attention to the people and animals
around me, to set myself aside and let the focus fall almost completely on them. It was an
interesting, purposeful transition. I could feel myself becoming more engulfed by the idea of the
project—and the project itself—as each new service encounter took place.
One of the things I came to realize over the course of the project is that service is a
necessary part of life, especially in the lives of pilgrims and dwellers on the Camino. It is what
creates and maintains balance among the people and between the people and the landscape of the
path. Allowing these acts of service to surface, simply by paying attention and engaging with
others in this way, gave me a new appreciation for the landscape. I not only initiated and
participated in acts of service, but was also a witness to both the conscious and unconscious acts
of others. Service is fundamental to the Camino pilgrimage because the people of the path
uphold it to be, and it is a foundational part of their success in maintaining a cultural and natural
landscape.
My service along the Camino became a bridge between my personal journey and my
research, and so within each of the Beginning, Middle, and End sections are several examples of
service on the path as I experienced them personally and through others. Each event is a small
story of its own, but yet through the spirit of the walking and dwelling element of the path, the
stories are connected to the descriptions of the cultural and natural, as well as the overall
historical, theoretical, and philosophical landscape of the pilgrimage.
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PART I: Beginning
CHAPTER 1. Roncesvalles to Burgos

Figure 4: The Beginning of the Camino Francés from Roncesvalles to Burgos (Atapuerca)
The cultural lifeways of dwelling, walking, and serving along the Camino are essential to
the experience of the pilgrimage. Engagement with the Camino automatically connects pilgrims
to dwellers, dwellers to pilgrims, and both kinds of people to the landscape. Whether on the path
as dweller or pilgrim, people are participating in different forms of dwelling, movement, and
service. Throughout this description of the beginning of the route are actual examples of these
three elements as they manifest themselves in the regions of Navarra and La Rioja. This
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description reflects the kinds of rituals, sensescapes, and symbols representative of the first part
of the path.
Footpaths
The Camino is a physical trail connecting people to landscape, people to people, and
linking the villages across Spain with one another in a common service culture of pilgrimage.
Both pilgrims and dwellers move within the landscape along the Camino, and it imbues rituals,
daily routines, and the senses. In keeping with the ideas of the visual perception psychologist
James Gibson, a path is not to be understood as a series of discrete points, occupied in
succession, but as a continuous itinerary of movement.36 This way the landscape that one
perceives is both movement in time and movement in physicality, a route encompassing history
and knowledge.
The British archaeologist Christopher Tilley describes paths as a way of establishing and
maintaining social linkages and relations between individuals and groups. He claims that “points
linked by a clear path have achieved structural homology and hence positive cultural identity.”37
These points share a set of common elements, including sacred stones, trees, artifact depositions,
names and titles referred to in myths and stories, and associations to the activities of predecessors
along the journey which created the path. The journey itself can be a “paradigmatic cultural act
since it is following the steps inscribed by others whose steps have worn a conduit for movement
which becomes the correct or ‘best way to go.’”38 The path becomes humanized and socialized
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as something replete with “ancestral energies” that requires care and constant sustenance through
ritual behavior.39
The Camino pilgrim Conrad Rudolph writes about the change in speed and perspective
one experiences while walking in the footsteps of ancestors on the footpath:
The shadows of the clouds [are] moving slowly across
the land, pass gradually over the hill, and silently over the
stream, the cows the low stone wall, and finally you…soon
you stop humming and whistling to yourself, and eventually
there is a certain ‘white noise’ and you begin to notice everything:
the course of the sun, the phase of the moon, which way the
water flows, where the wind is from, how the clouds are
forming, and how deep the Milky Way looks from the
balcony of your 15th century refugio [pilgrim refuge].40
The path is a reflection of past actions as well as a template for future movements and the
maintenance of the relationships encountered along the way. People and environment are
“constitutive components of the same world…landscapes are experienced in practice, in life
activities.”41 Landscapes invested with mythological understandings and ritual knowledge are
intimately linked with bodily routines and practices. The more people that have shared in the
movement and purpose of the established path, the more important it becomes.
The social anthropologist Tim Ingold discusses paths as imposing a habitual pattern on
the movement of the people, “for every path or track shows up as the accumulated imprint of
countless journeys that people have made.” He clarifies that the same movement is embodied
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within the people and is visualized in the landscape as a network sedimented with the activity of
an entire community over many generations.42
According to the cultural and linguistic anthropologists Keith Basso and Steven Feld, the
Western Apache view their lives as a trail or a path, rich in moral, cosmological, and
biographical nature; places take on meaning when activity gives them form.43 A journeyed path
becomes one of significant connections evoking the interplay of presence and history. Walking
to, from, between, and within embraces this sensing of the land under one’s feet and allows for a
physical experience of it. In this process of movement, the landscape unfolds and its elements
come into the consciousness of the people who are engaging with it. The nursing theorist and
Camino pilgrim Jean Watson states, “The inner and outer merged as I kept walking; I pondered
how and where to place my footsteps and my conscious intentions of love and life into the
earth.”44 Undoubtedly, there is a presencing of previous experiences, an acknowledgement of
the past that is a part of the path landscape.
Place names are a good indication of the sense of path that sojourns and lives on the
Camino. They are of vital significance because “they act so as to transform the sheerly physical
and geographical into something that is historically and socially perceived.”45 They help to
create a stability of meaning. Many villages have the words “of the Camino” as part of their
title. For example, Redecilla del Camino, Espinosa del Camino, Hornillos del Camino, Boadilla
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del Camino, San Nicolas del Real Camino, and Rabanal del Camino, Camiño Real, and
Portocamiño, to name a few.46 Also many use variations of the term “road” or calzada, calle, or
rúa in their namesakes: Santo Domingo de la Calzada, Rabé de las Calzadas, Calzadilla de la
Cueza, Calzada, Calle, and Rúa.
Naming the elements of a landscape with words, actions, and stories is a way of creating
landscape. Names are given by humans, but they are grounded in the nonhuman element at
hand. Naming helps to bridge the cultural and the natural along the Camino path. The places
have become inseparable from the histories, mythologies, and rituals told, retold, and performed
about them; and the path connects them all together as one landscape.
The Landscape of Navarra and La Rioja
The Camino begins in a small town called Roncesvalles in the province of Navarra. It is
the beginning of the pilgrimage in Spain. This area is recognized for its extensive mass of
forests that still survive within its mountainous valleys.47 These mountainous valleys follow
“seemingly directionless footpaths that often become little more than animal trails.”48 The town
is housed in the western Pyrenees, secluded by forests, high mountains, and long, narrow valleys
of green. The valleys open up into flatlands, spotted with pastures and forests of beech trees. In
this beginning stage the route consists of many deep valleys where some of the most preserved
forests in all of Europe are found.49
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Figure 5: The Camino path near Roncesvalles
Roncesvalles is a small, stone historical enclave with a few homes and buildings. The
sense of community and closeness is visible in the way all of the towns on the Camino are
physically constructed and maintained. They are close and clustered—culturally mediated
representations of where and how they dwell. Of the cluster of buildings in Roncesvalles, the
medieval monastery is one of the most striking. This town is intimately connected to the legends
of Roland and Charlemange from the 8th century.50
Historically, refuges (pilgrim lodgings) were located about 25 kilometers apart.51 In most
areas of the Camino refuges are now more common. There are still some places where the
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physical landscape is such difficult terrain that it is considered “inhospitable.” This has much to
do with climate. In these areas, the hospitality of the local people makes one forget about the
hardships the route may present.52 For example, Roncesvalles is the first Camino town one
comes to in Spain. Since it is located in the Pyrenees, it is an area that frequently receives heavy
snowfall. It has always been up to the local population to support any snowed-in pilgrims.
Roncesvalles was and is the place where over three Camino routes converge from France, and so
there are many people in need of some form of hospitality. It is a typical, tiny town with few
homes and buildings, where the tradition of pilgrimage is so engrained within the culture of the
dwellers that helping the people passing through has become part of the regular routine of the
residents.
The route moves on through Burguete, passing the stone “Pilgrim’s Cross,” a small, yet
important 14th-century monument of the Camino hidden within the forest along the path. This
town is in the shape of a straight line, lining the route with its few dwellings and other buildings.
The homes are typical of northern Navarra, painted white with wooden balconies decorated with
flowers; red usually being the primary color. The houses stand tall and close to one another
leaving a small alleyway in between as a place for the excess water to run off of the main pass.
Channels filled with water also line the Camino, the water flows within the thin and shallow
trenches making a flowing sound as the pilgrim passes through. From here one accesses the
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valleys of Irati where the most extensive beech forests of the entire Peninsula are found,
commonly described as some of the most “pristine” and “virgin” forests of all of Europe.53
The forest of Irati extends all the way up to the far northern Pyrenees within France to
the Atlantic Pyrenees, covering the hillsides of the mountain range of Adobi in the south, and
ending in the pastures of Orhi in the east and then in Roncesvalles in the west. Irati is
considered one of the principal lush groves of Europe.54 Fir trees, including white firs, beech
trees, mountain elms, yew trees and lime trees, ash trees, maple trees and wild pine, holly trees,
boxwoods, willow, linden trees, varieties of shrubbery, ferns, bilberries, and blueberries
dominate the land. Found within Irati are: amphibians unique to the Pyrenees, the black
woodpecker, lesser-spotted woodpecker, the Pyrenean desman, marten, trout, gray dormouse,
deer and roe deer, squirrels, mink, wild boar, smaller avian species such as the great tit, the blue
tit, the northern short-toed treecreeper, wallcreepers, rock-dwelling avian species such as the
bearded vulture-eagle, known as the lammergeyer, and many species of birds of prey.55
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Figure 6: The 14th-century Pilgrim Cross
Walking with Care
One of my first lessons in service came unexpectedly on my way to the town of Zubiri.
On this particular day I started to notice that in the early morning hours small creatures would
appear traveling across the walking path. Many of these animals were slow-moving and were
being crushed by the feet of pilgrims by the ends of their walking sticks and by the wheels of
pilgrim bicycles. Without really thinking about it, I began to lift the creatures off of the path and
place them out of the way of the people. Once I started, I could not stop, and this action became
my morning routine. It was only during the few hours before the sun’s rays became too strong,
while the path was still damp with dew, that the snails, slugs, and earthworms were present, and
so it was only during these hours that I did this.
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Figure 7: A slug on the Camino in the early morning
Looking back, the process of stopping, bending over, and moving these little animals
took a lot of time and it was at times tiring to move so slowly with a heavy backpack. Even
though it was time consuming, once I became aware of these creatures, I began to feel as if it
was my duty to move them out of the way of the passing people. People would pass me during
the morning hours but no one ever asked me what I was doing. Sometimes I imagined someone
asking me and I thought about what I would say. I suppose I would have tried to explain that
part of my morning walk was to scan the ground for these tiny, slow-moving animals and that
modifying my walking rhythm to help them was something that made sense to me. I can
honestly say that once I became aware of the creatures, it did not feel appropriate to me to start
my days off any other way.
Starting my days in this way seemed to provide a kind of constancy to my days on the
path. It served as a reminder that it was all right to take it slow, that I need not rush the
pilgrimage nor my experience of it, and that this path does not belong solely to pilgrims, but
rather to all the elements of the landscape. It is a place of many beings, sharing, coexisting, and
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co-creating both space and time. This small piece of service helped me to become aware of all
of this and to pay close attention to the many real opportunities for service that people are
constantly presented with and the choices made about whether or not to engage with them. I
realize now even more so than I did on the path how easy it would have been to just have kept on
walking and let those many opportunities pass me by.
The next town is Espinal, a pastoral area where cows, sheep, and mares are raised.
Because of the livestock, wooden and stonewalls serve as fences. The pilgrim walks within the
forests that share the landscape with the pastures. Many finches, jays, and woodpeckers can be
seen and heard among the holly trees and elder beech trees between fields. The Iberian fox can
also be seen in this area. During the summer months, the Camino is full of vegetation, and all
kinds of insects, which give the feeling of abundance; the winter months, in contrast, bring
silence and quietude, especially with the ground covered in snow.
The path moves through to the highland of Mezquiriz. From here one can see the large
beech trees and a trail with an image of the Virgin of Roncesvalles. The valley of Urrobi is left
behind full of young and old oak trees including holm oaks and pines. The fertile valley of
Mezquiriz is peppered with trees serving as fences made up of ash, hazelnut, and poplar trees.
Because the entire path, at this point, is descending down the hillside, the forests convert into
almost all oak and pine due to the change in altitude.
Soon one encounters the town of Linzoain, another town with traditional Navarran
dwellings. Here the homes also have unique doors and entranceways. They are in the form of an
arch that frequently has the inscription of the date it was constructed or a well-worn family coat
of arms. The highland of the Erro, which is the next ascent, is a wooded area with not only the
pine and oak, but yews and beech as well. The underbrush includes wild mushrooms and bushes
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of boxwood and holly. Domenico Laffi, in his account of the pilgrimage in A Journey to the
West: The Diary of a Seventeenth Century Pilgrim from Bologna to Santiago de Compostela,
depicted his experience gathering many wild mushrooms and cooking them in the town of
Larrasoaña not too far ahead.56 Following the Arga River, passing by willows, hazelnuts,
alders, and poplars Larrasoaña appears.
Entering into the town a small sign notifies pilgrims that Santiago is about 760 kilometers
away. The town is of simple construction with one main pass down its center. In the early
morning, hanging on the doors outside of peoples’ homes are an assortment of bread bags.
These hang there so that when the delivery comes, the baker places the bread inside. The homes
are of medieval construction. They are stone, narrow, and typically two stories tall. In the 13th
century, one of the more prominent buildings was a pilgrim hospital. The town also houses a
medieval bridge, which according to legend has the name de los bandidos, “of the bandits,”
because on this bridge the romeros or pilgrims headed to Rome, were often robbed.
Following the route into the city of Pamplona, pine forests, elongated prairies, and larger,
more modern-looking dwelling towns are the main vista. In the outskirts of the city is the
industrial zone, but just before the urban area at the bottom of a hill, the route leads to the
monastery of Trinidad de Arre. It is seated next to a large, medieval bridge with six arches,
allowing the path to cross over the Ulzama River, which feeds a brook replete with poplars.
Here it is common to see kingfishers, a blue and orange autochthonous bird, flying low to the
water. Closing in on Pamplona one can see the steeples of the cathedral in the far off distance
upon a large hill.
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Figure 8: Medieval “Magdalene Bridge” leading into Pamplona, el Puente de la
Magdalena
The urban areas surrounding Pamplona are a mix of modern and ancient construction.
The entrance to the city is a large archway called the Portal of France, which takes you into the
old center. Typically Spanish cities are comprised of a medieval or more ancient core, referred
to as its casco antiguo or its “old center,” and the new more modern parts of the cities grow
outward from there. Pamplona was founded in 74-75 B.C., and in the time of the Romans
became an important Roman, Visigoth, Basque, and Moor center. It continued to gain
significance as the Christian pilgrimage took hold.
Leaving the city gives a panoramic view of agricultural lands: yellows, greens, and
browns, mainly grains, make different-sized shapes on the landscape. These lands belong to the
towns of Guendulain and Zariaquiegui. Then comes the highland of Perdón or “Forgiveness.”
Legends suggest that it received its name because as pilgrims made the ascent, they begged for
forgiveness for their sins, in order to be less burdened—lighter—so that they could reach the top.
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It is a difficult, rocky, winding climb and descent, with a monument of walking pilgrims at the
very top. As one climbs, off in the distant parts of the landscape are an entire colony of modern
windmills capturing energy on a hillside.

Figure 9: The Highland of Perdón
Throughout this pass are holm oaks, which dominate the path into the next towns. In its
outskirts, are cultivated fields of white asparagus and red peppers, both food staples of the
Navarran region. Outside people’s homes, red peppers can be found hanging off of the balconies
and windows.
A tranquil and silent journey leads to Obanos. The town is of medium size, conserving
its ancient and simplistic features. There are a few palatial stone buildings from the 14th century
which stand out the most. This town has within its history stories of resistance to the Navarran
monarchs. The biggest change in the town was the relocation of its church from the outside ring
of the town—where it had functioned as a church-fortress—into the center square, during the
beginning of the 20th century. In this town one is able to follow the signs to the small chapel of
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Santa Maria de Eunate along the Camino Aragonés and then rejoin the Camino Francés in the
town of Puente la Reina just a few kilometers ahead.
In Puente la Reina, meaning “Queen Bridge,” there is a Romanesque bridge, which gives
the town its name. The Arga River is the water that flows beneath the 11th-century bridge.
Legend states that there was a time in which a small bird would go to the small chapel beside the
bridge with wet wings from the river so that it could clean the face of an image of the Virgin
Mary that was kept there. Some dwellers say that they still see the bird. It is here that the two
routes—Aragonés and Francés—officially meet. Inside Puente la Reina, the Camino passes
under a narrow stone archway leading through the center of town with a Romanesque church,
named the Church of Santiago, and the town plaza.
A Town Fiesta
I arrived in Puente la Reina, and the caretaker signed me in and got me settled into the
refuge with the other pilgrims. One by one she walked around and invited us to participate in the
town fiestas, or “celebrations.” These kinds of celebrations are a big part of the cultural heritage
of towns all across Spain. This particular fiesta lasts about a week and is connected to the wellknown celebrations of San Fermín in Pamplona with the running of the bulls. The caretaker
encouraged us to participate in the events taking place in the town plaza. Her invitation helped
everyone to feel very welcome into the community, and she was proud to invite visitors to
experience a historic cultural tradition unique to her small village.
The fiesta began with everyone gathered in the plaza reenacting historical moments in the
town’s history, including a special request to the mayor for cows, now a symbol of prosperity to
the townspeople.57 The people were all chanting for cows: “¡Vacas, Vacas, Vacas!” and the
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mayor, from his balcony, would pretend to deny them the cows, but then finally concede for the
good of the townspeople. That particular event closes with the town elders leading a musical
parade through all of the streets. Everyone follows them singing and cheering. Allowing the
pilgrims to participate in such events is a kind of service to the pilgrim. The pilgrims’
participation is also a service response in that they honor the culture of the town and learn of its
history.

Figure 10: A town festival-parade of dwellers and pilgrims in Puente la Reina
Puente la Reina, by way of its river, connects the valley of Hecho and the forest of Oza
with the valley of Ansó and the forest of Zuriza. In these two Pyrenean valleys “almost
primitive, original conditions have been maintained of the beech and fir forests.”58 The animal
species found here are brown bears, Iberian wildcats, vultures, such as the bearded vulture,
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marten, deer, golden eagles, black woodpeckers, western capercaillies, finches, and various
European crows.59
The Camino then leads through vineyards and plowed fields. A medieval stone cross
stands erect and worn, off to the side of the route. Eventually, the town of Cirauqui appears.
The Camino is steep and weaves through the town’s passageways. The chirping of black
redstarts and high-pitched whistling of starlings accompanies one through this wholly medieval
environment, echoing off of the stonewalls. Outside the town a Roman road and a robust stone
bridge lead into a descending valley landscape. The vineyards continue to cover much of the
hillside and a medieval bridge covered in a tangle of plants adorns the path a little ways ahead.
Nightingales sing in the distance while dragonflies fly close by. Rising from the valley uphill
toward Lorca the Camino is next to a ravine covered with holm oaks.
Estella is the next town after passing a few fields cultivated with asparagus, barley, and
wheat. North of Estella, nearing the mountain ranges of Urbasa and Andía, is the Nacedero del
Urederra. This is an area of incredible geological quality covered with maple, ash, and species
of oak.60 Estella itself lies in a narrow valley and takes part of its widening shape due to an
enlarged meandering of the Ega River. Leaving town in the distance are the ruins of a castle on
the peak of Monjardín near the town of Azqueta, to the right of which lies the valley of Allín at
the foot of the wooded mountain range of Lóquiz. Nearing Villamayor de Monjardín along a flat
piece of the Camino is the “Fountain of the Moors.” This is a medieval collector of rainwater,
about the size of a one-room home made of white stone. It has two archways as its entrance
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leading down a short set of stairs to the stored water and central well. It sits on the Camino to
the right of the route seemingly independent of any town.

Figures 11, 12: The Fountain of the Moors in Villamayor de Monjardín
Villamayor de Monjardín is a small nucleus with a Romanesque temple that stands out in
the village. From here the path follows an up-and-down pattern with large expanses of
vineyards, wheat fields, olive trees, and fields of asparagus. The slopes of the surrounding
mountains and hills are covered in pine trees. Then the path follows a row of smaller more
isolated hills that, in their grouped formation, divide the valley in two. Climbing up the Portillo
de las Cabras, the route leaves behind the ruins of the Chapel of St. Vincent and heads into the
town of Los Arcos.61 The appearance of Los Arcos takes on the look of the Baroque Period with
homes dating to the 16th century, many of which are of noble appearance with iron balconies
amid narrow, shadowy walkways. As is the case with many Camino towns, the route itself is the
town’s main artery. Leaving Los Arcos the path passes under an archway called the Portal of
Castille, a remnant of the ancient walls of the town.
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Now the Camino is back amid cultivated fields with starlings and sparrows flying about,
an area of plains where there is an undulating character to the landscape. On occasion one can
see small groupings of larks. They are more solitary birds and are said to appear mostly in the
winter months. The birds of prey seen most frequently are the kite and kestrel. There is an open
view of the sky in this part of the route toward Sansol that lies at the end of the flatland. The
openness of the landscape allows for a view of the small stone constructions placed in different
areas across the cultivated fields. These are small refuges for shepherds and farmers and are also
used on occasion by pilgrims. Normally they are made entirely of stone or sometimes the roof
can be made of a kind of mud covered in grasses. On one of the sidewalls there is typically a
small window. These are useful so that people can find shelter from the sun or from a storm,
and, if necessary, it serves as a place to pass the night.

Figures 13, 14: Shepherd, farmer, and pilgrim shelters
Passing the Linares River and within the deep gulley of the Linares valley, the trail
reaches Torres del Río. It is a town in which houses are made of earth-colored stones; there are
also two churches—one is Romanesque, dating back to the 12th century, and the other is from the
16th century Renaissance Period.
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Figure 15: 12th-century Church of the Holy Sepulcher in Torres del Río

A Dweller Turned Pilgrim
Torres del Río is a small town most famous for its 12th-century Iglesia del Santo
Sepulcro, “The Church of the Holy Sepulcher,” an octagonal, Romanesque and Gothic church
believed to be constructed by the Knights Templar. It sits atop a hill, and legends reveal that
historically it was a beacon for pilgrims because a lantern was placed in the top cylindrical tower
to help guide pilgrims at night. Since it is very small and not big enough to conduct a town
mass, it would normally be closed except for the fact that a mother and daughter, named Elena
and Maria, regularly volunteer their time to open it, especially for passing pilgrims. In the spring
and summertime, they open it in the morning and sit inside while pilgrims enter and exit. In the
fall and winter, when there are fewer pilgrims, they place a note on the door letting pilgrims
know how to find them in case they want to visit the church.
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Access to churches is a way by which dwellers serve the pilgrims from town to town.
For many pilgrims, entering into these medieval churches is a cultural, artistic, historic, spiritual,
or contemplative experience. If it were not for dwellers volunteering their time to open and close
these buildings, pilgrims would not get an opportunity to see the inside of them. Elena and
Maria say that they enjoy providing access to the church. They are volunteering their time to the
pilgrims, speaking with them, and exchanging knowledge of their culture with the varied cultures
passing through. Elena describes her impression of the visitors in the following way, “People are
moved when they enter the church. Some enter and exit quickly while most others sit and stay
awhile, admiring the construction and spiritual nature of this chapel. I have seen many cry
silently for something in their hearts.”62
Elena said that after seeing and sharing with so many pilgrims day after day she decided
that she wanted to experience the Camino as a pilgrim for herself. As she walked the path, she
described herself as being overwhelmed with a sense of pride that the Camino was her traditional
home, but it was also a new cultural encounter. She felt that even though she has always been
accustomed to seeing pilgrims pass through her town, she can now relate to them differently.
She understands them as pilgrim and as dweller. She said that for all these years, she did not
understand the significance a simple chapel could have for someone on a long walking journey
until she made the journey herself.
As she shared this story with me, I began to think about how the reciprocal nature of
service unveils relationships among the people who make the journey and those who reside along
the path. Elena and her daughter serve the pilgrims by providing a space for reflection,
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contemplation, companionship, and spirituality. The pilgrims, in turn, validate their service by
engaging with the place as well as indirectly inspiring them to learn about their home on the
Camino in a new way. The exchange is enriching for both pilgrim and dweller and also helps to
maintain the spiritual and physical landscape of the pilgrimage.
Heading toward Viana one passes streams and brooks, small highlands, and agricultural
areas consisting mostly of almond trees, olive trees, fruit trees, asparagus, grapevines, and red
peppers. The path comes to an isolated hill in the center of a flatland, which is the town of
Viana. It lies in between the piedmont relieves of the Codés mountain range, the vast rural land
within the smooth valley of the Ebro River, and the Cameros mountain range. The Camino
spirals toward Viana and leads the pilgrim to the outer wall of the town. The medieval entry
takes one into the main plaza where there is a church that was constructed in the 13th century
along with the town itself. Viana is closed to vehicular traffic, as are many of the Camino towns,
and so the pedestrian streets are narrow and calming.
Leaving Viana, the pilgrim passes one last piece of Navarran landscape before entering
into the province of La Rioja. It is the Lagoon of the Reeds, a place filled with water birds,
which sits outside the periphery of the second city along the Camino, Logroño. The lagoon is a
body of water surrounded by a thick belt of vegetation, including tamarind and bulrush, that
provides refuge to an important community of waterfowl. Some of these are varieties of heron
and duck, in addition to the cormoran and the marsh harrier.
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Figure 16: The Lagoon of the Reeds, near Viana, taken from a distance
At the entrance of the city of Logroño there is an industrial area, but it does not seem to
overwhelm the landscape and is traversed fairly easily by walkers. Although Logroño’s origins
date back to pre-Roman times, the present day city owes its growth to the Camino. In the 11th
century a bridge was constructed over the Ebro River so that pilgrims could have more direct
access to what was then a small medieval town. The path crosses Logroño through the ancient
part of the city along what is called the Rúa Vieja or “Old Way.” The Pilgrim Fountain, the
Church of Santiago, and the the Game of the Goose Plaza are all found together in the larger
Plaza of Santiago, in an older area of the city.
A Dweller Opens His Home
I entered into Logroño with a small group of pilgrims I had traveled with for part of the
day. We went from refuge to refuge, but they were all full. Just when I thought I would have to
continue on to the next town, a young priest named Daniel approached us and asked if we needed
a place to stay. He said that he could help us. He took us to the rectory of his church and said
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that we could sleep there for the night. He provided sleeping mats and even gave us access to the
kitchen and all of the food in it. He said that he offers his own space to pilgrims when the
refuges fill up. I was even provided access to his personal office so that I could get some of my
work done. As it became evening, the rectory was full of people. The floors in each room were
occupied by sleeping pilgrims, grateful to have a place to stay for the night after another long day
of walking.
The priest came to check on us a few times, and we invited him to eat dinner with us. We
learned a lot of stories about pilgrims he has met on the Camino. He had a genuine interest in
making us feel at home in the city of Logroño. What is so surprising is that he opens his church
to pilgrims even though there are plenty of hostels, hotels, and pensions that pilgrims can sleep in
when there is no room in the refuges. When I asked him about why he chose to do it, he
responded by saying, “Pilgrims need a place to rest and they need food. As long as I am able to
provide those things to them, I will.”63 Then he smiled, and we did not see him again. Daniel
made his act of constant service sound so simple, but embedded therein is a deep complexity.
We all left the next morning at different times, walking at our own paces and likely not to run
into each other again. But we all shared a kind memory of the city, of Daniel, and of his church,
which in our own way each of us spread to others.
Leaving the population center the Camino passes through a public park, which leads up
into a highland that overlooks the city and the vineyard-filled Camino that leads toward
Navarrete, the next town.
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Navarrete was constructed on a hill in order to better defend it. Due to its being on the
border between the kingdoms of Castilla and Navarra, it has been a contested area throughout
Spanish history. The Camino to Nájera undulates through cultivated fields of vineyards, as well
as smaller gardens of potatoes, beets and other vegetables and fruits. There are fields of barley
and grains, as well as young forests of pine. Further along the route, descending toward the
valley of the River Najerilla is a flatland that is surrounded by the Cantabria mountain range.
Then a forest of poplars appears near Nájera. Once on the other side of the town is a large hill
made of sandstone and red clay, which centuries ago the Moors hollowed out in some parts, in
order to use it as a fortification. After they left this area, medieval monks in hermitage inhabited
this hillside creating caves out of the hollowed areas. These caves were dwellings whose holes
in the soft rock are still visible today. At the base of the hill is a monastery from the 11th
century.64
This stretch of the Camino is full of vineyards, demonstrating La Rioja’s fame for wine
cultivation. It passes the agricultural town of Azofra, which houses a cylindrical stone
monument well-worn since medieval times.
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There is also a convent that forms part of the monastery where an image of the Virgin Mary is kept.
Legend chronicles that in the ninth century a partridge led King Don García of Navarra to it, in a mysterious and
miraculous way, while he was out hunting.
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Figure 17: Medieval stone monument near Azofra

The path is partly flat and horizontal until Santo Domingo de la Calzada, but in the
distance is the mountain range of Demand where kestrels soar over beech forests. These birds
play an important role in the cultivation of fields because they keep the locust and beetle
populations to a level that is not damaging to the crops. Here, apart from the agricultural fields,
the landscape is made up of small patches of pines and holm oaks. South of the town is an area
where wild boar, deer, and pigeons abound, along with birds such as the crossbill, citril finch,
and partridge. Santo Domingo de la Calzada is the next town. Its name comes from a hermit in
the 11th century who dedicated his life to pilgrims along the Camino. “Saint Domenic of the
Road” built the infrastructure of this town so as to facilitate pilgrims along their journey.65 As in
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The cathedral of Santo Domingo de la Calzada is one of the few cathedrals in existence with live animals
inside. Up on a high wall is a decorative pen where a rooster and hen are held, representative of a famous legend.
The legend has many variations but in general it is as follows: A mother, father and son were making the pilgrimage
to Santiago de Compostela and they stopped in this town to pass the night. The daughter of the innkeeper was
romantically interested in the pilgrim boy. He refused her advances and she sought revenge. She secretly placed a
silver cup in his belongings during the night. In the morning, when they all awoke and the family was about to
leave, the daughter announced that the cup was missing and that the boy must have stolen it. He was searched and
they found it. He was sentenced to death by hanging. On their way back from Santiago de Compostela, the parents
went to visit where the boy had been hung and found him there still alive. The pilgrim boy said that Santiago had
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many of the Camino towns, there are storks nesting atop the Cathedral and other church bell
towers.

Figure 18: Legendary birds housed in the cathedral of Santo Domingo de la Calzada

A Refuge Is Born
Crossing the Oja River over a medieval bridge constructed by Saint Domenic, is Grañon.
In the town of Grañon there is parochial refuge that was started by a priest by the name of
Antonio. The tradition began when this priest encountered a pilgrim in the street very late at
night with no place to sleep. Antonio took the pilgrim in and gave him dinner, a bed to sleep in,
and some money. By the time Antonio woke up the next morning, the pilgrim was already gone.
And the money Antonio had given him was there on the bed. Antonio believed for a long time
that the pilgrim would return for the money that he had left behind, but years passed and he

been holding him up so that he would not die. The parents went running to the judge to tell him about their son.
The judge laughed and said, “Your son is as alive as the baked rooster and hen that I am about to eat!” Right in that
moment the rooster and hen came back to life on his plate and jumped off of the table. The judge was shocked and
ran over to where the boy was hanging, saw that he was alive, and untied him. The townspeople took the birds to
the church as proof of the miracle. For that reason, in the Cathedral are housed the two birds. The legend continues
that the birds are descendants of the miraculous ones. For humanitarian reasons, they are alternated every few days.
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never did. The total amount was 1,300 pesetas, which now equates to about six euros, which is
about eight dollars.
From that experience, his idea for a refuge was born. Antonio created a place where
pilgrims could sleep, eat, and shower at no charge. Additionally, because the original pilgrim
never came back for his money, Antonio begins each day with that exact amount in the donation
box. The donation box is left open so that any pilgrim who needs the money is able to take it.
Those who want to leave some can as well. It is a place that functions entirely around the intent
to serve.
At around this same time historically, Antonio started an organization that would help to
oversee the pilgrim refuges and support the pilgrims on their journey. He strongly believed that
all refuges along the path should be like this one, but within his own organization he was met
with resistance. The people of the organization said that if that all refuges were run that way,
pilgrims would take advantage of the hospitality and the towns would make less money. Despite
this, Antonio continued to try and show that overall he felt the Camino would be more successful
for everyone if it were based on charity and the pure desire to give.
The interesting thing is that I did not hear this story while I was in Grañon, but instead
while I was in another refuge very much like it. There I learned of the history and original
conception of these unique, independent places. Even though I did not hear this story until later
in my journey, hearing it only reinforced what my experience had shown me: that such refuges
exude goodness and hospitality. While in Grañon, the caretaker, who happened to be from
Brazil, told us that he wanted to make a paella, a typical Spanish rice dish, for all of the pilgrims,
but did not know exactly how one was made. A fellow pilgrim and I decided to make the paella
for the refuge, for a total of 30 pilgrims.
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We set the table, poured the wine, and served the dish. It was a complete success. For
some people, it was one of the few warm meals that they had a chance to eat along the Camino,
for others it was their first paella, and for everyone I believe it was a nice opportunity to sit
around a large table, break bread together, and enjoy one another’s company. It seemed that
everyone there appreciated the effort and time that it took to make the meal, especially after a
long day of walking. We all connected in a special way that evening and I hope that it became a
warm memory for people throughout their pilgrimage experience.
Continuing along, the path leads to a cluster of oak trees in a field, which hide a tiny
chapel in their shade. Descending down the hill from Grañon is the beginning of the province of
Burgos. The forests tend to be those of oak, pine, and poplar standing tall alongside the many
small streams that flow over the path. The landscape also returns to fields of wheat, barley, or
sugar beets. The result is a panorama of colors and tones that are flowered in the spring, yellow
in the summer, and brown in the fall and winter. The land in this area is a series of valleys
heading toward the Ebro River.
In these valleys, the homes are first-floor dwellings built mostly of stone. Those with a
second floor tend to be made of adobe with wooden frames. The roofs are made from tile,
specifically the earthen colored “Arabic tile,” as they call it in town of Viloria de Rioja. Amid
the many hillsides are more hermitage caves, as well as large areas of stratified rock decorating
the landscape.
The town square of Belorado stands out, as it is surrounded by flowered balconies and
decorated with a garden in its center. Belorado is the home of one of the oldest documented
town festivals in Spain. In its weekly markets, there is still a flavor of the town’s ancient
folklore rooted in legends of warriors of old and its common pastoral life.
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The Camino now comes to the small rural enclave of Espinosa del Camino. Its ten or so
homes are made of adobe where the aging wooden beams of their construction stand out. The
roofs of the dwelled-in homes are bright red; there are some abandoned buildings with collapsed
roofs as well.
The Tirón River, surrounded by its dense grove of willows and poplars, provides a
contrast to the grain fields, and leads the way into the town of Tosantos. This town has a unique
feature in that there is a chapel carved out of the rock on the side of a low mountain. It is called
the Virgin of the Rock and is still used to house the processional statues of the Virgin Mary until
her feast day in September, when they are transferred to a church in the center of town. Like
most of the smaller villages along the Camino, Tosantos has a steady, but low, population. The
hills that surround the town encase it within a view of limestone and clay-like walls, which
beyond lead into the highlands of the Montes de Oca.

Figure 19: The Chapel of the Virgen of the Rock in Tosantos
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Singing and Hospitality
Just as the Camino landscape is a visual experience, it is also a soundscape made up of all
kinds of songs. The exchanges among people, the noises of the animals, the shuffling of feet, the
town sounds, the creaking of tree branches, the constant clack of walking sticks, the fast flowing
waters, the blowing winds, and the storms, each of which contribute to the whole sensory
experience of the path. Moreover, the silence of the trail gives another layer of song that is quiet
and more hidden.
Pilgrim refuges provide a place for the experience of these kinds of songs and others to
be cultivated and shared. In particular, there are refuges that fall under the medieval category of
“hospitals.” Hospitality was a significant aspect of the Celtic tradition as well. A hospital, in its
original sense, is “a house or hostel for the reception and entertainment of pilgrims, travelers, and
strangers.”66 Showing hospitality is the act or practice of being hospitable, meaning that the
reception and entertainment of guests, visitors, or strangers is done with liberality and goodwill.
In these kinds of Camino refuges, the caretaker is called a hospitalero, or “hospitaler,” who is the
person “whose office it is to receive and attend upon visitors, pilgrims, and strangers.” The
name originates from the Knights Hospitallers, an order of military monks following chiefly the
rule of St. Augustine, which took its origin from a hospital founded at Jerusalem, circa 1048, for
the succor and protection of poor pilgrims who visited.67
And so these refuges, although called hospitales, are not hospitals in the modern sense of
the word, but are rather unique to the evolution of pilgrimage on the Camino landscape.
Municipal refuges are run by volunteers from nearby towns and villages, others are privately
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owned, while others are parochial and belong to the Church. Hospital refuges tend to be
parochial, but there are a few that do not have the support of any institution, their survival
depends solely on the pilgrim.
Hospitals are maintained by donation only and have several basic principles associated
with them. They are some of the simplest dwelling spaces, normally an antiquated home that
was donated to the cause in order for it to become a refuge. Pilgrims sleep on floor mats, many
to a room, and are provided with two complimentary full meals: dinner and breakfast, which the
hospitaler provides and cooks from the daily donations of pilgrims who can afford to give. The
hospitaler lives in the refuge with the sole purpose of maintaining the place and caring for the
passing travelers. Most of the time, this is the only occupation of the caretakers and may also be
their permanent residence.
These hospitals are full of ritualistic activities. The meals are large gatherings of people
who have embarked on similar journeys. Food is prepared and served in a spirit of unassuming
service. Daily experiences, fears, and challenges are shared. The hospitalers often give advice,
warn of typical problems pilgrims encounter, celebrate the individual stories of triumph, and
listen to the personal quests of many different individuals from all over the world. Each hospital
has its own way of engaging the pilgrims in the traditional rituals of the pilgrimage for that
region of the Camino.
In Tosantos, the hospitaler provides an opportunity for pilgrims to learn old songs of the
Camino. From the moment people enter he begins to sing and teaches people about the “old
ways” of the path. The songs are a way for everyone to communicate and understand one
another, despite the variety of languages amid the international pilgrims. The songs are sung as a
group during the meals and in an after-dinner gathering in a small non-denominational chapel-
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like room. Here, he gives people prayers to read aloud, each in their own language. Then he
hands out pieces of paper with anonymous handwritten petitions, poems, prayers, requests,
hopes, and trepidations, all written by past pilgrims who have passed through the house. In a
way these are the personal “songs” each person making the journey carries inside. Seated on the
floor, people takes turns reading aloud the pilgrim song they have before them. People read in
their native languages; this is a way of honoring the international element of the Camino, as well
as giving those present the sense of connectivity—they share a language and culture with
someone else who is making the trail. Even though most of what is read cannot be understood
by everyone present, there is an overwhelming sense that the words being spoken are important.
The hospitaler frames the ritual as “a way to give voice to the inner pilgrim.” He says
that the inner pilgrim is not always the same person you actually meet on the trail, meaning that
there are always hidden, unseen, unshared reasons and motivations for the journey. For this
reason, he chooses to provide a quiet space for people to reflect on the pilgrimage of their inner
self. He explains that it is necessary for the genuine spirit people carry to emerge and manifest
itself in different ways on the path.68 The slow, patterned sharing of these songs is symbolic in
that what is being read was written by someone who, based on a general timetable, is likely
arriving to Santiago de Compostela that day. This means that the pilgrims’ arrival ideally
parallels the moment in which their petitions are being read aloud and thus connects to their
symbolic death (leading to rebirth) upon arrival to the city, allowing for the burden they were
carrying to also die with them. After everyone has read, they are then given the opportunity to
share their own story in writing, knowing that it will be “sung” aloud upon their arrival to
Santiago as well.
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This ritual is done every day with each group. As those who choose to write are finished,
the room slowly empties and people head off to sleep, knowing that this chance meeting in the
refuge may be the only encounter these particular pilgrims share with one another. The petitions
have one more final symbolic moment. In September, during one of the feast days of Tosantos,
all of the “songs” from that year take part in the annual procession to the ancient chapel lodged
in the side of the mountain that harbors the small village. It is a religious procession of all the
townspeople where they carry a church statue of the Virgin Mary. Upon arrival to the cave-like
chapel the pilgrim petitions are burned and turned to ash.
The traditional musical songs that are learned from dwellers have a way of serving the
pilgrims in their journey. Songs are companions for those who travel alone, they have the ability
to bring people together and can be a bridge of communication among strangers. Songs have a
way of moving across the landscape as a testimony to the old customs of hospitality on the route.
The present day path is full of songs.69 The “singing” voice becomes another way in which the
pilgrim movement connects to the land, to other people, and to the entrenched history of the
Camino.
The pilgrims of today are “modern in the sense that they address the present directly with
a repertory of cultural practices that had previously charted the sacred landscapes of the past.”70
The ethnomusicologist Philip Bohlman feels that songs emit the inherent culture of a landscape
and that they actually depend on mobility. Along the sacred journey itself, as part of the process,
“song and chanting recalibrate the temporal rhythms of the body, providing a physical text for
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the movement of the body along the path.”71 This auditory exchange, whether it takes place in a
refuge or somewhere else on the trail, connects people to where they are.
Singing on the Camino invites a feeling of unity among pilgrims and dwellers. It gives a
feeling of “openness and oneness,” according to one young pilgrim. People participate in song
in all kinds of direct and indirect ways. This particular pilgrim also said, “I don’t sing myself,
but I like to listen to others—they remind me of the birdsongs that I love to hear while I walk
alone in the early morning.”72 There was a French pilgrim who enjoyed singing in the small
chapels along the way. In every town that he could, he would gather pilgrims around and step
into a church and sing for them. A young Japanese man liked singing after the walking day was
complete. He would sit under a tree, or outside of a refuge near some small body of water, and,
in an operatic tone, sing. He would attract a lot of people because he rarely spoke; he said that
because his Spanish was limited, he preferred to sing and that way everyone would understand.
Singing is a way of performing and internalizing pieces of the pilgrimage. Bohlman
asserts that pilgrimage is unimaginable without the music. Through music pilgrims embody the
way along which they pass during the course of their journey; all kinds of music—song, chant,
procession, prayer, dance, ritual—provide the essential materials to narrate and powerfully
inscribe pilgrimage.73 Ingold emphasizes that to participate with songs as listener or singer, is
“to dwell in a world of sound, which permeates our entire awareness.”74 The “songs” of the
Camino come in many forms, and pilgrims and dwellers “sing” them along the path, fusing
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different elements together to symbolize the shaping of their personal experience while
contributing to the shaping of the actual landscape.
As the Camino approaches the town of Villafranca Montes de Oca, the path descends
toward the Oca River and crosses over the cultivated fields of the town. The Camino goes into a
valley flanked by sloping hills populated with pine, oak, and beech trees. Within the fertile
valley of the river is the ancient Sanctuary of Our Lady of the Oca, arrived at on a narrow pass of
wooded mountains and calming meadows. At this point, the river basin of the Ebro is left
behind in order to near that of the River Duero. The Camino continues through wide, forested
paths with dense shrubbery, oak, and pine forests. This area is normally foggy in the early
morning as the altitude is over 1,000 kilometers in Pedraja. Here there are wolves, Iberian foxes
and wildcats, deer, and wild boar, which seem to stay close to the forest. It is also typical to see
small groupings of tits and jays, followed by bullfinches of various colors. Deeper in the forests
nearing the Arlanzón River are ash, willow, and poplar trees.
San Juan de Ortega is the next town that appears after the forested Montes de Oca. This
village is one of green grasslands, somewhat detached from the route and tranquil. The village is
named after Saint John of Ortega who was a priest in the 12th century, a disciple of Saint
Domenic of the Road. He, too, helped to contribute to the infrastructure of the path. His main
contribution was the monastery found in the village.
Soon after comes the mountain range of Atapuerca, which is the final piece of the
Beginning of the Camino de Santiago. The path is full of meadows and oak forests leading
through some agricultural areas and two small towns called Santovenia de Oca and Agés.
Santovenia de Oca is a tiny village discretely hidden behind a hill where its church sits atop.
This mountain range is filled with forests of different species of oak trees that eventually lead
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into the famous archaeological site of the town of Atapuerca. This mountain range is full of
caves with immense colonies of bats, among other wildlife.75
Sensecapes and Rituals
The process of moving through and dwelling with the Camino involves a succession of
experiences: sounds, sights, smells, remembrances, and associations that come to mind via the
body, within a dynamic resonant cultural landscape. Dwelling and moving on the Camino in a
traditional manner are associated with a kind of being in the world. Phenomenological,
anthropological, and archaeological approaches to place describe being in the world as
something that creates a sense of belonging. The anthropologist Barbara Bender takes this a step
further and considers that moving along familiar and unfamiliar paths and winding memories and
stories around places all connect with the sight, sound, smell, and touch of the mind and body,
which become inseparable from the land through which they are passing.76 Walking is a kind of
encounter or way of being in the world that is both visual and directly corporeal. Pilgrims along
the Camino walk and recreate the path as they move through the landscape.77 “There is no
knowing or sensing a place except by being in that place, and to be in that place is to be in a
position to perceive it.”78
The Camino pilgrim Lee Hoinacki specifies, “I can enter the Camino world because I can
walk into it.”79 He is able to perceive the Camino because of his direct bodily, sensory
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interaction with it. In the writings of the geographers Brian Graham and Michael Murray, there
is an assumption that the experience and values of the Camino are not felt and do not occur to
travelers by car or coach. And thus, mode of travel meshes with the kind of experience sought.80
Basso and Feld also note that the way in which people move is telling of their intentions. They
adhere to the idea that places have the ability to capture the complex emotional, behavioral and
moral relationships between people and land. Landscapes represent people, their actions and
their interactions.81 The act of walking becomes part of the mysticism of the Camino, allowing
people to connect with themselves, the landscape, and other people at a slow, self-regulated pace.
The author David Lodge defines the walking movement on the Camino as an existential act of
self-definition.82 The place within this act is more than just the setting for events. The location
is fundamental to the experience rather than a simple backdrop; it is of equal or primary, but not
secondary, importance.83
The theologian and social historian Blake Leyerle observes that despite the seemingly
objective solidity of a landscape, it is far more than just an inert background for human activity.84
It can be interpreted as something active, affecting humans and, in turn, also affected by human
movement. This is reciprocity. The Camino is a place where human and nonhuman actions are
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reciprocated positively. Basso and Feld insist that there is a crucial interaction between body,
place, and motion that needs to be recognized. “A given place may certainly be perduring and
consistent, but this does not mean that it is simply something inactive and at rest—as is too often
assumed. Part of the power of place is its very dynamism.”85 They believe that some places
actively solicit bodily motions and that there is an “interanimation” that emerges from the
relationship of body and landscape.86
Basso and Feld see the living-moving body as essential to this state of interanimation, the
inseparability of people and the settings in which they live and move. The body, as the means by
which people experience the landscape, then, is essential to the process of emplacement: “lived
bodies belong to places and help to constitute them” and by the same token, “places belong to
lived bodies and depend on them.”87 Knowledge surfaces from this mutual “animation.” Basso
and Feld introduce what they call “knowledge by acquaintance,” meaning that knowledge of
place is cultivated by way of the body; bodies come into contact by first perceiving the place and
then coming to know the place. Perceiving bodies are knowing bodies and inseparable from
their knowledge are the traditions embedded in the local culture that imbue and shape the
landscape.88 It is the corporeal body through movement and dwelling that makes a landscape
cultural in character.
The experience of sensing a landscape is “roundly reciprocal and incorrigibly dynamic.”
As they are actively sensed by walking and living, the physical land becomes wedded to the
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people, to the “landscape of their minds,” and people become aware of the complex attachments
that link them to the features of the physical world. Basso and Feld discern that by sensing
places, people “dwell, as it were, on aspects of dwelling,” and by moving through landscapes,
they draw on the kinesthetic interplay of tactile, sonic and visual senses—emplacing and
implicating the “intertwined nature of sensual bodily presence and perceptual engagement.”89
As the land becomes a part of the people—be they dweller or pilgrim—it is experienced,
described, discussed, and symbolized by way of expression. It receives a designation by the
people and “is a condensed and lived physiognomy.”90
This expression of the sensory experiences of dwelling and walking can take the form of
myths, legends, or histories. Because places are lived in the company of others, people share and
perpetuate these modes of expression reflecting their intimate relationship with the land. On the
Camino, such stories and rituals abound, and convey how elements of the landscape provide
messages and meanings that give people a sense of what it is to be present on the path. The land
becomes something both fixed and fleeting, something walked on, lived in, and spoken about, a
shared physical space where the cultural lifeways of its temporary and permanent inhabitants
engage in service and endure alongside the landscape itself. The stories and rituals of the people
become those of the landscape, just as the myths and legends of the landscape are also those of
the people. And so it is that the landscape bears traces, both physical and linguistic, of past
events.
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From here, the route moves into the next stage of the Camino where the landscape
changes dramatically, leaving behind the undulating, mountainous rhythm of Navarra and La
Rioja. The end is marked by a final ascent, leaving behind the ancient, pre-historic remains of
Atapuerca. At the top of the last highland, before entering into the flatland of the Meseta, is a
large, stone spiral formed by dwellers and maintained by pilgrims. This spiral at the outskirts of
Atapuerca symbolically leads us into the next chapter where the Camino is presented as a
traditionally peopled landscape. Atapuerca is where the peopled presence is believed to have
first begun. Also, the image of the spiral connects back to the Celts, one of the first peoples
known to have utilized the Camino landscape as a walking journey.

Figure 20: Stone spiral at the top of a mountain at the final piece of the beginning section,
leaving Atapuerca
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CHAPTER 2. The Camino as a Traditionally Peopled Landscape
For centuries people have dwelled and moved across the Camino de Santiago landscape
without cessation. This chapter provides a depiction of the beginnings of the relationship
between people and the Camino landscape, an insight into the historical and spiritual
development of the pilgrimage route, and an acknowledgement of its traditional and
contemporary existence within the culture of the dwellers and walkers of the landscape. It will
give an introduction to the Camino as a traditionally peopled landscape and set the groundwork
for an exploration of the implications of that human presence for the landscape.
The landscape of the Camino is abound with stories, miracles, folklore, and ritual; all of
which are shared and upheld as part of the cultural traditions of the landscape by the people that
live within and journey among this place. The passing of time has altered and invited
interpretations from all areas of study and walks of life: reconsidering the role of religion,
gaining an appreciation for the rural, mimicking the medieval, and challenging ideas of
pilgrimage. Some have written on its behalf, exploring origin theories and trying to find the
“real” history of the path. Others have shared their personal stories of walking, experiencing it,
and becoming a part of its history.
The geographers Brian Graham and Michael Murray, in their article, “The Spiritual and
the Profane: The Pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostela,” envision the Camino as “continually
redefined” and as a place of “competing discourses…through claims of authenticity and truth.”
They see the path as a place of “separate-ness and divisions.”91 A similar point is made by the
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anthropologists John Eade and Michael Sallnow, through their conviction that pilgrimage sites
can become “contested” sites, where secular and sacred notions of the space may come into
conflict with one another.92
The power of a shrine…derives in large part from its
character as a religious void, a ritual space capable of
accommodating diverse meanings and practices…this is
what confers upon a major shrine its essential, universalistic
character: its capacity to absorb and reflect a multiplicity
of religious discourses…The sacred center…appears as a
vessel into which pilgrims devoutly pour their hopes, prayers,
and aspirations. And in a perfect illustration of the classic
Marxist model of fetishization and alientation, the shrine then
appears to its devotees as if it were itself dispensing the divine
power and healing balm which they seek.93
Although the space becomes contested in this way, they also claim that places of pilgrimage
provide moments where the secular and the sacred transform one another.94
The Camino seems to have provided such moments over the course of its history through
the interactions of its pilgrims, dwellers and the subsequent holy and mundane uses of the
landscape. On the one hand, there is the sense that the Camino is a sacred place for travelers—
those journeying to the shrine of the Apostle St. James or to Finisterre—but on the other hand the
Camino is an everyday place of routine life activities. And yet, the two are not in conflict, but
rather they continually support, maintain, and validate each other. In The Anthropology of
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Landscape, the authors affirm that there are indeed sacred sites where the holy and mundane
planes of existence intersect.95
Rather than focus on the contested landscape, I interpret the Camino to be a place of such
intersection; it embodies a kind of unification where many perspectives blend together to create
and give meaning to one landscape. Whether pilgrim or dweller, holy or mundane, the people
emerge as an undisputed, integral aspect of the place. It is their relationship of service to one
another, through established traditions of dwelling and walking, that defines the Camino
landscape.
Cyclical Nature: The First for Which the Last Was Made
It is perhaps ironic that a discussion of the beginning of a story would entail a deep
attention to its end, but that is the case on the Camino. There is no way to talk about the
beginning of this path, its physical creation, the first parades of people, and the growing dwelling
presence without discussing the end. The nature of the end is, in fact, the reason for the
beginning. Logic is inverted here; the end is the cause, the beginning is the resulting effect.96
The beginning cannot exist without the end. The beginning of the route physically leads to the
end, and yet the end led to its physical beginning. Pilgrimage is a cyclical phenomenon.
Scholars who study pilgrimage often discuss whether the beginning of a pilgrimage is only truly
found at the end of the journey.97 For example, the philosopher and historian Mircea Eliade
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believes that the sacred site is the primary objective of the pilgrim and that the journey that leads
to it comes as a result of this goal.98 This kind of thinking supports the cyclical reality of the
Camino. Although it appears as a fairly straight line on the map, its off-paper image and the
vision I have of it, is circular. The end and the beginning are connected; they touch temporally.
There is no way to separate the two as the one gave birth to the other. And as the end legends,
histories, and myths became instilled in the landscape, embedded in the pilgrimage, and a driver
for the people, the beginning of the physical route and the idea for a Camino were created.
People walked and many resided, all because of the existence of the end; thus these people
created a path. Today this cyclical, intertwined, and inseparable relationship of end and
beginning continues. And it is by way of this circular reality that I introduce the beginning of the
history of the Camino: the when, how, and why it all began, constantly focusing on the end in
order to relate the story of its beginning.
The Legendary, Historical, and Mythological Beginnings of the Camino
Santiago in Spain
Saint James the Greater, also known as San Jacobo, Sant-Yago, and San Jaime, but most
commonly referred to in Spain as Santiago, appears in the Bible as a son to Zebedee and brother
to the Apostle John. Santiago and his brother were both fisherman and followers of Jesus. After
Jesus’ death, Santiago went to Spain and Portugal to preach the teachings of his faith. He spent
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most of his time in Galicia, but is also believed to have been in Valencia and Zaragoza. Upon
his return to Jerusalem, he was decapitated by Herod Agrippa in A.D. 44. His body was not
buried according to any rites or rituals, but was instead abandoned so that the animals could feed
on him.99 Followers of Santiago wanted his body to be buried respectfully, and so, according to
legend, the custom was to bury him in the land where he preached his beliefs. He is considered
to be the first of Jesus’ apostles to be martyred.100
As legends reveal, the return journey of Santiago to Spain involved many miracles. His
disciples, Teodoro and Atanasio, were inspired to place his body and themselves in a boat made
of stone that with no oars, sails, or sailors, and with the constant help of angels, left Jerusalem
and safely reached Galicia. At that time, this area was known as Iria Flavia, now Padrón, part
of the Galician coast. Upon arrival, angels petitioned these disciples to preserve the body of
Santiago, telling them that they needed to create a tomb. Soon after, they buried Santiago’s body
on a large marble stone near the top of a small mountain, now named the Pico Sacro or “Sacred
Peak,” and legend declares that the stone immediately molded itself to the body of Santiago so as
to better preserve the holy relic of his remains. Witnessing the myriad of miracles, the disciples
buried the tomb and built a small altar in his honor.101 Upon their deaths, they, too, were buried
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next to Santiago’s tomb. According to Christian tradition, these three tombs remained untouched
until the year A.D. 813, almost 800 years later.
Romans, Visigoths, and Christians
During the quiescent years of Santiago’s tomb, the rest of Spain was experiencing active
change. At this point in history, Spain was part of the Western Roman Empire, called Hispania.
The first to formally enter this Roman territory were the Visigoths in A.D. 376. This was part of
the migration period.102 Tolerated by the Romans on the condition that they help to defend
territories and frontiers, they settled on the Iberian Peninsula and founded a 200-year-long
kingdom there. Visigoth armies overtook parts of Roman Spain, but in the year 711, Muslim
armies also invaded Spain, quickly gaining territories from both the Roman and Visigoth
domains. These armies of Moors (Spanish Muslims) conquered territories at a rapid rate, leaving
only the Cantabrian coast and the Western Pyrenees without a Muslim stronghold. The northern
regions began to fight against the Moors and slowly started reclaiming territories.103
One of the first successful battles against the Moors took place in Covadonga, under the
rule of a Visigoth nobleman, Pelayo. According to texts written by Mozarabs, who were Iberian
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Christians living under Muslim rule, noble Visigoths elected Pelayo as their leader in 718.104 He
proceeded to lead an uprising against the Muslims, which became known as the Battle of
Covadonga. Later Spanish and Portuguese historians have given credit to the Battle of
Covadonga as the official date of the start of the Reconquest, but there is actually no existing
evidence for this assumption. There is no reason to assume that the contemporaries (either
Christian, Visigoth, or Muslim) regarded this battle as anything more than a local fight for
control of the Asturias land. Over time, however, the Visigoths began to adopt Christian
practices, and so their Kingdom of Asturias eventually became the new nucleus of Christian rule
over the entire Peninsula and a stronghold against further Muslim expansion. As more battles
came to be fought over more territories, León and Galicia also became recognized as areas of
Christian rule.105 Christianization began to dominate the Peninsula for these 800 years, the same
800 years that Santiago’s tomb remained untouched and undiscovered.
Some scholars draw connections between the Christian Reconquest and the eventual
rediscovery of the tomb of St. James. In particular, Graham and Murray put forth that people of
official and non-official representation have historically competed for “the supremacy of the cult
of St. James.”106 They adhere to the idea that the rediscovery of the tomb of St. James is not
purely coincidental with the dates of the Reconquest. The attention on the tomb of St. James
served as an attempt to gain more following and give the Christian religion more power against
the Muslims. They propose that it was the product of a constructed nationalist narrative made
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part of the Christian rhetoric and artistic iconography of the time to assist in the efforts of
Christian dominance of the Peninsula.107 Santiago emerged in many different ways during the
medieval age so as to be accessible to different audiences, mostly in attempts to appeal to devout
pilgrims and determined soldiers. For example, his statues include him dressed as Santiago
Peregrino (St. James the Pilgrim), a humble pilgrim with cloak and staff, and also as Santiago
Matamoros (St. James the Moor-slayer), where he is seated on a white horse with sword in hand
surrounded by the decapitated heads of Muslim people.108
Christian and Pre-Christian Parallels: Stars, Scallops, and Geese
Field of Stars: The Rediscovery of Santiago
In approximately A.D. 813, a Christian hermit, also named Pelayo, is credited with the
discovery of the three tombs. Hermitage in these medieval times allowed for people to dissociate
with the political realm and create their own small, independent dwelling place. In many
instances hermitage was directly tied to religious and spiritual beliefs. Pelayo secluded himself
to the forest of Libredón near the rivers Sar and Sarela, in what is now the province of Galicia.
Legend follows that while meditating, he saw a low-hanging star shining brightly in the sky. For
the next several days this star continued to shine and other stars began continuously falling to the
land beneath it. Pelayo interpreted this vision as a divine message and set out with his
107
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companions to explore its meaning. Upon arriving to the designated place, a choir of angels
began to sing. There under the light of the field of shining stars was the small altar which lay
atop of the buried tomb. Pelayo sought out the help and advice of Teodomiro, the local bishop,
and they proceeded to unbury the tomb. The bishop identified the remains as those of Santiago
and his two disciples.109 The story of the boat landing only 25 kilometers or so away in Iria
Flavia nearly 800 years earlier and the starry message of its discovery began to move across the
landscapes of the medieval age.110
King Alfonso II, after learning of the tomb’s discovery, was reinvigorated and continued
fighting against the Muslims. When he heard confirmation from Bishop Teodomiro that
Santiago’s remains had been found in their kingdom, he called upon spirit of Santiago for aid in
his battles, and he declared the saint to be the patron of all of Spain.111 Santiago became a
fundamental figure in the surge against the Muslim presence over the entire territory.
Alfonso II ordered that a small shrine be built over the site of the saint. As the word
spread, people began to move, and the Christian pilgrimage to the small shrine of Santiago
commenced. Over time, the area became designated as Santiago de Compostela, its name
deriving from the Latin campus stellae, “field of the star,” and compostium, meaning, “burial
ground.” According to the legends, its landscape is both.
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New spiritual topographies were being established, and within them, there was a kind of
recognition from those of the past. Many times spiritual topographies exist in elevated
geographical locations—mainly in the mountains—such as with Machu Picchu for the Inca and
the Sacred Peak at Santiago de Compostela and the mountainous seashore at the end of the world
in Finisterre.112 In general, saints and relics played an important and powerful role in the
alteration and expansion of the sacred landscape of Christianity in medieval times.
Christianity expanded its sacred landscapes with saints’ relicts, finding that reliquary
cults were an effective means of Christianizing sites previously used in non-Christian worship.113
This deliberate absorption of other cultural traditions within Christianity finds its roots in the
seventh century and from then on became central to Christian doctrine. As reflected in the
Ecclesiastical History of the English Nation, documented by the Benedictine monk, Bede, Pope
Gregory advocated for this in the year 601.114 Here is a selection from the letter that references
this Christian effort:
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That the temples of the idols in that nation ought not
to be destroyed; but let the idols that are in them be destroyed;
let holy water be made and sprinkled in the said temples, let altars
be erected, and relics placed. For if those temples are well built, it
is requisite that they be converted from the worship of devils to the
service of the true God; that the nation, seeing that their temples are
not destroyed, may remove error from their hearts, and knowing and
adoring the true God, may they more familiarly resort to the places
to which they have been accustomed. …Whilst some gratifications
are outwardly permitted them, they may more easily consent to the
inward consolations of the grace of God. For there is no doubt that
it is impossible to efface everything at once from their obdurate minds;
because he who endeavours to ascend to the highest place, rises by
degrees or steps, and not by leaps.115

These efforts to syncretize disparate ways of worship were significant especially with
regard to notions of distance and accessibility. Metaphorically, pilgrimage sites tend to be closer
to the sacred world and away from the mundane or secular. Eliade believes that what is
recognized as sacred is distanced from the profane as “wholly other,” but yet can become
simultaneously wholly familiar.116 The cultural geographer Surinder Bhardwaj asserts that the
act of pilgrimage provides the way in which the mundane moves toward the sacred.117 It serves
as a gateway in that both worlds become accessible within the phenomenon of pilgrimage.
Perhaps it is the overlap from the past spiritual topographies that allow for the joining of the
sacred and profane, because at times it is difficult to differentiate the two fully. In the case of the
Camino, what is deemed sacred or profane depends on one’s interpretation of the pre-Christian
and Christian traditions.
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These purposeful efforts to Christianize the territory can be seen in the more gradual
changes of the buildings along the route as well. The 11th-century Romanesque style of
architecture began to be adopted in place of Mozarabic influences along the route. The practice
of building over or modifying already existing structures was also commonplace.118 Similar
shifts likely occurred earlier on as well amongst the other ancient competing cultures within the
Peninsula. The fact that the shrine of Compostela is “sited on an important Roman and Visigoth
religious center” shows that there was a constant merging and absorption of cultures taking place
on this landscape.119
Another way in which Christianity expanded its sacred landscapes is discussed in an
analysis of the specific placement and location of sacred sites. Spanish researchers, Eduardo
Crespo de Nogueira and Consuelo Martínez Flores, infer that “sacred buildings were also
consciously, but carefully, separated from their theoretically optimum locations to avoid
trampling on (and competing with) places that were frequently sacred in ancient pagan [preChristian] traditions.”120 They say that these were typically locations of “special
geomorphological quality” making them aesthetically powerful. Temples and churches would
then serve as “specific instruments of their day,” wherein they would act as “dissuasive,
peripheral attractors” attempting to surpass both in time and scale the original sacred, geographic
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site.121 His examinations focused on several coastal regions in Western Europe, and he finds that
a sort of proportion can be detected between the physical and artistic magnitude of the churches
and the ancestral importance of the Cape landforms. He says that the cathedral at Santiago is a
“paradigmatic example” of this.122 Finisterre is the original sacred site, which inspired people
based on the strong force of the sea, the high winds against the rocks, the mysterious setting sun,
and its appearance as the end of the known world. The cathedral, however, is the “official” goal
for pilgrims despite its not being located exactly on the Cape of Finisterre, but somewhat
withdrawn, at a distance from it, which Crespo de Nogueira and Martínez Flores maintain is also
a sign of its attempt to compete and overshadow the geographic value of the ancient site.123
The Way of the Stars: The Pre-Christian Path
Within pre-Christian traditions there is also a connection to the city of Santiago de
Compostela as a burial ground and place associated with stars.124 Prior to the existence of the
Romans within Spain, many other cultures and peoples occupied the landscape. Some of the
most closely related of these cultures to the Camino are the Celts.125 The mythology of the
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Celtic peoples in close contact with Rome’s Hispania is believed to be that of the Gauls and
Celtiberians. Although they did not wholly survive the rule of the Romans and Visigoths, their
Celtic culture persisted by way of hidden cults, as well as through the mixing with and
absorption by the Roman and Christian traditions.
The path is believed by some to have been utilized by the Celts as well as the Romans as
a journey to Finisterre, just beyond Santiago de Compostela. It is a simple fishing village whose
name translates to “earth’s end,” which lies on the “Coast of Death.” Legends state that the Celts
believed that because it was the lowest-lying land on that stretch of coast, the site had an added
significance. For example, myths claim it to be the place where the souls of the dead gathered to
follow the sun across the sea.126 It is also believed that in Finisterre lies the Altar Soli, or “sun
altar,” where the Celts engaged in sun worship and fertility rituals.127 The people would walk
from other areas along this established path in order to engage in spiritual activities in this sacred
place.
One of the most famous “otherworlds” within Celtic mythology is known as the Tír na
nóg, which in English is referred to as the “Land of the Ever-Young” or the “Land of Eternal
Youth.” It was considered a place beyond the edges of the map, located in the west, underwater.
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existence still persists today, it likely originated with the pre-Christian traditions. The group is said to carry lanterns
and appear as a foggy, moving mass, floating their way across the path. Many years ago, an elderly woman in the
small town of O’Cebreiro shared with me that she had seen the spirit group, and according to her, because she did
not fear them, she did not die.
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It could be reached by a journey with a guide or by an invitation from the fairies of the realm.
The similarities to Finisterre abound.
Roman legions are also claimed to have used this as a path. Legends relate that they
would walk to the Cape of Finisterre in order to see the sun sink into the underworld. This is
another way in which the coast could have received the name synonymous with death: the name
of the coast has connections with Santiago arriving there dead, with the Celtic souls of the dead
journeying there, and the Roman vision of it as housing the dead. Legend also attributes the path
westward as a place where Celts, Romans, Visigoths, and Christians walked as they neared their
time of death, many dying along the way.128
The path was followed westward, to the end of the world by way of the Milky Way
Galaxy overhead. For this reason the Camino de Santiago is also called The Camino de las
Estrellas, or “The Way of the Stars.” The Camino path on the land lies directly below the starry
path in the sky. Legend suggests that pre-Christian and Christian peoples of the landscape used
the stars as their map and guide in order to reach their destination. In this way the Camino
landscape extends out and includes the sky above. Here, as well, one can interpret the entire
Camino de Santiago de Compostela route, not only the city of Santiago, as a “field of stars.” The
connections with death and dying also allow the entire route to be perceived as a pre-Christian
“burial ground.” These patterned forms of walking could also be interpreted as ancient
pilgrimages in that there is a journey embedded with a known and desired destination. These
associations to stars, death, and end were all central to creating the beginning of the Camino.
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Just as pre-Christian associations are attributed to the path, pre-Christian connections to
the actual city of Santiago are also emerging. According to archaeological excavations done
between 1947 and 1959, the site of Santiago’s remains was a Roman, Visigoth, and Christian
necropolis, or large cemetery. Churches, temples, mausoleums, and graves were found at this
site in addition to a deep water-well believed to be sacred to the Celts.129 This would indicate
that the tomb had not been abandoned for those 800 years, but was in fact repeatedly being used
for rituals, especially as a place of burial. One of the main theories that has emerged is that this
place was a burial ground for important Roman leaders and emperors, and another theory
speculates that the “important” bones found at this site were not those of Santiago, but rather
those of St. Priscillian.
Priscillian was a Visigoth who had converted to Christianity, but continued to blend
traditional pre-Christian rituals, surviving from the Celts and Visigoths, into his modes of
worship. Christian leaders began to view him as a threatening presence and excommunicated
him from the church and killed him. He is considered by some to be the first Christian martyr to
be killed by other Christians. Legend reveals that his local followers began to make journeys to
his tomb in order to honor him. The belief is that his cult grew larger and larger over time but
was overtaken by the more powerful myths associated with Santiago. By connecting Santiago to
the effort of christianizing Spain, the other associations that pre-Christian cultures retained with
the path became hidden.
The Scallop Shell
The existence of the scallop shell is a good example of the merging of peopled traditions
on the Camino landscape and is arguably the most prominent symbol of the pilgrimage. It is a
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symbol that spans and interconnects both the pre-Christian and Christian mythologies and is a
testament to the endurance of pilgrimage along the route.
In the middle ages up through modern day, the exclusive badge of the pilgrims making
the Camino was and is the scallop shell. Paintings, statues, stained glass windows, garden décor,
churches, homes, and so on were and are decorated with the shell. For the authors of The
Scallop: Studies of a Shell and Its Influences on Humankind, these decorations are repeated
invitations to visit the grave of Santiago. Apparently, Santiago is the only saint in the Christian
tradition who had a specific badge that became his normal emblem.130
The Christian legend of Santiago is also connected to the scallop shell. The 12th-century
medieval pilgrim guide, The Codex Calixtinus, brings attention to many miracles that can be
attributed to Santiago along the route. One is associated directly with this shell. When Teodoro
and Atanasio arrived to the Coast of Death on the stone boat with Santiago’s dead remains, there
was a celebration taking place near the shore.131 From the shoreline, a man saw the small boat
traveling in the ravenous waters, and without contemplating his actions jumped into the sea to try
to help the disciples. The sea engulfed him, but while submerged he prayed to Santiago to save
him. The legend reports that in that moment the sea became calm, the stone boat reached the
shore, and miraculously out of the water came the man covered in scallop shells. The shell has
ever since been attributed to Santiago and his spiritual powers.132
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Pecten maximus is the scallop found in Spain. It is referred to in Spanish as la
zamboriña, but most commonly as la vieira. These shells are easily accessible along the
Galician Coast, and scallops are one of the common foods of the region.133 The image of the
scallop has a long history of use by people in and around the Camino landscape. Archaeologists
have found a Phoenician, or possibly Celtic, coin from the first or second century B.C. as well as
a Roman perfume flask of glass with the scallop as its decorative base. By the first century A.D.,
it was in “almost universal use as part of the lingua franca [common language] of Roman
architecture.” 134 Speculations on its significance include the possibility that it was the badge of
a sea-goddess and/or associated with the Roman goddess, Venus, who represented love, beauty,
and fertility.135
In Celtic tradition, the shell is directly associated with fertility rituals that took place
journeying to and upon arrival to Finisterre, the end of the world. The scallop was a varied
symbol. It could resemble birth or death. It could be a symbol of the sun, specifically taking the
shape of a rising (birth) or setting sun (death), depending on the way the scallop was turned. The
Celts were sun worshippers, and so to engage in a walking journey to Finisterre was a way of
honoring the sacred place where the sun sunk into the otherworld.
The Romans shared a similar association with the scallop in birth and death. For them, it
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is believed to have symbolized the birth of Venus with her emergence from the sea. In addition,
the Romans used the scallop in their decorations of funeral materials, perhaps embodying the
thought of the journey into death, i.e., the setting sun into the sea, a shape the scallop also takes.
The Celtic and Roman use of the scallop shell is another testament to their associations with the
Galician Coast of Death.
This aforementioned legend of Santiago rescuing the man who jumped into the sea has
been considered a metaphor for the sunset and sunrise on the coast. The metaphor is almost
identical to the interpretation the Celts had for the actual shell. Some believe that the death of
the man is a symbol for the setting of the sun on the coast, and that his mysterious reemergence
from the sea, covered in shells, is symbolic of birth. I see this blending of the legends and myths
associated with the scallop as another example of the expansion of the Christian sacred
landscape. In the Christian tale, there is a celebration on the seashore upon the arrival of the
disciples with Santiago’s remains. This celebration could have been a pre-Christian ritual—the
young man who went in to help could represent a willing convert to Christianity—and because
he prayed to Santiago (a Christian deity) then he was saved. His heathen self, equivalent to the
dangerous waters, died, and he was reborn, converted into a sea of calm. All of the other people
in the celebration were witness to the miracle of his metaphorical baptism and rebirth as a
believer in Christianity. The story shows the attempt of the Christian myth to dominate over the
pre-Christian rituals and belief systems. The different versions of legends that exist suggest
parallels across the cultural traditions of pre-Christianity and Christianity along the Camino.

The Game of the Goose
A second symbolic animal that predominates on the Camino landscape is la oca. Just as
the scallop shell was a symbol for the pre-Christians, it appears that la oca or “female goose”
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was as well. Interestingly, the foot of the goose and the mark it leaves on the ground resembles a
scallop shell. Both of these markings abound on the Camino and have an ultimate association
with the sea that awaits travelers at the end of the route.
The idea of the oca stretches across the entire Camino and dates back to the pre-Christian
era of the route. Myths and legends of the Celts, in particular, utilize the image of this bird. The
oca is a migratory species, and legends point to the possibility that the Celts looked to these birds
for protection and guidance as they made their journeys toward the seacoast of Finisterre. They
were considered to be the guardians of homes and were keepers of spiritual wisdom. Legends
state that the Celts viewed the geese as sacred guides, sent to advise humans, and for this reason
their migratory path was a journey to be followed. Their migration route coincides with the
Camino, also leading out to sea. The geese could be considered the guides accompanying the
travelers to the western edge of Tír na nóg. It is believed that throughout the day, people
followed the geese and at night, they followed the stars.
The presence of the oca is evident in place names as well, a few of which are:
Villafranca Montes de Oca or “Village of the Franks of the Mount of the Goose,” with the small
chapel named Our Lady of the Goose, the town of El Ganso or “The Gander” (a male goose),
and the mountain pass called Montes de Oca or “Hills of the Goose.”136 Furthermore, legends
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unveil that the route used to have the name Camino de las Ocas Salvajes or “Way of the Wild
Geese.”
There is a board game that exists in Spain called the Juego de la Oca or “Game of the
Goose.” People have investigated the connections amid the game and the pilgrimage and have
come up with many similarities. For example, some have connected the game to the Knights
Templar and their stations, mainly castles, along the route from whence they would protect
pilgrims. Another claims that the game represents the journey to and from Santiago, each square
representing a specific town or area.137 I agree that the game probably finds its origins in the
Camino. In particular, I have found that the game seems to have several symbols of Celtic
spirituality, connecting it to the pre-Christian route.
The game is generally of square shape with a spiral drawn on it that is divided into 63
squares. The oldest boards mainly have images on 21 squares.138 These are geese, a bridge, an
inn or refuge, dice, a water well, a jail, a labyrinth, and one square symbolizing death. These
staple images, their placement, and the game rules associated with them, continue to appear on
the modern-day boards.
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Figures 21, 22: Older versions of the Juego de la Oca board game

Figure 23: More modern version of the Juego de la Oca board game
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Figure 24: A plaza decorated with images of El Juego de la Oca or “The Game of the
Goose” in the city of Logroño

Of these images, a few have a direct connection back to pre-Christian belief systems. For
example, there are 13 squares with geese on them. When one lands on these squares they are
able to jump ahead to the next goose and roll the dice again. The geese serve as a guide to
successfully completing the game. Interestingly, the 13 squares or geese also correspond with
the 13 stages of the “ideal” medieval Christian pilgrimage, presented in Book V of the 12thcentury pilgrim guide, the Codex Calixtinus. Why the seemingly arcane number 13 was chosen
by the Christians is left unexplained. There can be several possible reasons for choosing 13 as
the Christian numerical symbol for the route.139
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I have found a Celtic connection to this number in the Celtic “Alphabet of the Trees” or
their tree calendar. This calendar wheel by which they lived represents the 13 lunar cycles with
13 different species of trees.140 If, in fact, the path was a Celtic and otherwise pre-Christian
initiation route prior to its Christian associations, then it is very possible that syncretism was the
reason for choosing the number 13. Given that geese were animals of spiritual significance to
the traditions of the Celts, they too were likely incorporated by the early Christians in the telling
of the new story of the Camino. This mix, overlay, and assimilation aided Christianity in
becoming an accepted part of the Celtic sacred landscape.
Two other interesting Celtic connections to the game are the water well and the labyrinth.
Both were important to Celtic spirituality. Some legends suggest that wells were ways to access
other realms or worlds of spirituality and labyrinths symbolized journeying into a meandering,
yet purposeful, path. Several water wells and stone representations of labyrinths are seen along
the path. The most obvious labyrinths are those made by pilgrim travelers and dwellers who
create them with pieces of rock quartz and other stones at the tops of mountains and other areas
along the way. Snail shells are another manifestation of a labyrinth and are abundant on the path
in the architecture of the buildings, by the presence of the creatures constantly crossing the
footpaths, and in other artistic representations.
If the board game is divided into three equal sections of beginning, middle, and end,
similar to how I have divided up the Camino, the square that represents death falls within the end
section of the route. More specifically, the square symbolizing death (with a picture of skull and
bones) falls on number 58, out of 63. Thinking back to the metaphors of the Camino for a
moment, the final stage represents the spiritual piece of the pilgrimage and arrival to the city of
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Santiago de Compostela represents the metaphorical death of the pilgrim. Additionally, the
death square of 58 is the square I believe epitomizes the city, which holds the remains of
Christian Santiago as well as the remains within the Roman and Visigoth necropolis. Santiago
de Compostela is a cemetery, hence a place of the dead. The final square of 63 leads into an area
typically depicted with beautiful scenery and a large body of water. This is likely Finisterre (and
Tír na nóg), as it signifies the physical end of the pilgrimage at sea and the metaphorical rebirth
of the traveler. One of the main rules of the game is that it does not end when the first player
reaches the final square, but ends after all of the players have landed there. It just happens that
some arrive earlier than others. I find these to be very telling links between the pre-Christian and
Christian Camino.
This end point of the game is at the center of a long spiral because the overall form that
the board takes is that of a spiraling shell similar to the shape of a snail. The spiral is one of the
most ancient symbols in existence. For the Celts it represented the sun. In a simple spiral, the
inner direction shows the winter sun as it lessens and the outer direction shows the growing sun
of summer. They also utilized the double spiral, which was representative of the duality of
things. It symbolized growth in relation to the movement of the cosmos—a symbol of ongoing
life.141 The triple spiral is yet another Celtic symbol. It takes the idea of growth inherent in the
double spiral even further because it represents a move upward toward a new place of
understanding, consciousness, or knowledge.142
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The social anthropologist Tim Ingold demonstrates that spirals have everything to do
with movement and dwelling because of their inherent weaving nature. In weaving, a surface
emerges through the “rhythmic repetition” of activities.143 The rhythms of time, as interpreted
by the Celts, took form in the shape of a spiral. A close parallel exists with the moving and
dwelling rhythms of the Camino. These have also evolved with a regularity of form and
repetition that have physically woven the path, which embodies a spiritual and cultural
interweave of ancient, medieval, and modern histories. Ingold finds that weaving is interlocked
with the creative power of movement.144 Dwelling, walking, and serving are intertwined as
movements that are generative in addition to being revelatory of the present physical and
spiritual landscape. The Camino landscape portrayed in an ancient woven and spiraled symbol
on a board game, is reflective of Celtic beginnings and the organic evolution of the path over
time.
Multitudes of Pilgrims, Then and Now
If the beginnings of the Camino do in fact include the pre-Christian cultures that
inhabited and moved across the landscape, then the traditional human use of this place is even
more vast. Taking into account the pre-Christian connections to the Camino, the existence of the
path nears an estimated two thousand years. This is an incredible amount of time for one route
to exist and persist over the ages. In The Scallop, the authors reiterate that no other pilgrimage
has drawn such multitudes in the past nor has continued to draw them through the centuries.145
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The most fascinating element of all is that the route has never ceased to be walked. The
numbers of pilgrims rise and fall, but have never disappeared. These numbers have been
randomly recorded since the time of the tomb’s discovery in the Middle Ages. The Camino
became a site of recognized Christian pilgrimage reaching the ranks of Jerusalem and Rome as a
sacred and holy, medieval destination. The first group of people who received credit for walking
to venerate Santiago’s relict remains was in the year A.D. 840. They are believed to have
traveled from Asturias in northern Spain. Others followed in the later 9th century from Italy:
two papal legates and a Muslim poet named Algazel.146
Although the historical roots of pilgrim visits are impossible to precisely track in the
written record,147 what is known is that by the mid-10th century a European Christian pilgrimage
tradition to Santiago de Compostela was beginning to form. Here are some pilgrims that
happened to receive recognition for walking during that time: a French abbot named Gotescalco,
the Bishop of Le Puy, walked in the year 950; a Cataluñan abbot journeyed in 959; Raymond II,
marquis of Gothia, made the journey in the year 961; a Nordic pilgrim journeyed around the year
970; and a hermit from Armenia traveled in 983.
Then in 997, an unexpected occurrence at first halted, but then heightened the pilgrimage.
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Almanzor, a Moorish King, in an attempt to “punish the Christian reign” and “make Islam
superior” reached the city of Santiago de Compostela and attacked it. He took the bells of the
church and the decoration of the doors so that once melted they would serve as the structure of
the mosque in Córdoba in the south of Spain, where the Moors still retained a strong presence
and power.148 Through these listings of events, a deeper understanding is gathered of the
Christian development of the Camino, even though documentation is scarce from this early time
period.
The millennium marked a new phase, which in accordance with the author Juan Mora is
what determined the present-day “personality” of the Camino de Santiago. This was the time
when the Cluniac Order (frequently referred to as Cluny) became associated with the
landscape.149 Churches began to reflect the Romanesque architectural influence of the Order.
The extent of the role that the Cluny played, however, is disputed among scholars. For example,
authors Graham and Murray hold that Cluny “defined and marked la vía Francesa [French
Route],” but the architectural historian Kenneth J. Conant articulates a distinction saying that
Cluny probably did not have as much interest in the pilgrimage as in the Reconquest itself. He
gathers that although many see it as a central organization for the maintenance of the route
because they may have acted favorably in its support, they were not even physically on the
Camino landscape.150 The direct influence and presence of these Cluniac and otherwise
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Christian churches along the Camino are, however, credited with helping to stabilize the newly
“reconquered” northern territories in Spain.
Many Christian and Visigoth communities living in Spain headed north in the 11th
century because the taifas (political clan and family kingdoms and factions) were rich, but
militarily weak. The Visigoths and Christians took advantage of this and accepted gold in
exchange for providing military protection to the Moorish States. This made the north of Spain
one of richest areas of all Europe, second only to Flanders and Northern Italy. This helped Spain
to be able to concern itself with the rest of Europe, and as a result, the pilgrim route became safer
and continued to grow steadily in importance.151 Part of the stability is credited to the many
villages created along the route. The growth of the pilgrimage becomes ever clearer with the
development of these burgs of permanent presence.
The dwelling presence grew rapidly as a result of the steady stream of pilgrims walking
the landscape. Dwellers were a fundamental part of the success of the pilgrimage. They were
the essential infrastructure on which the pilgrims depended; they held everything together.
Among the dwellings were churches and chapels—at least one in each small town or village.
New towns developed in addition to the once Visigoth and Roman centers of route commerce.152
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These ancient centers now became thriving places of a different sort. The long journey required
an infrastructure for travelers.
Work on the archaeology of pilgrimage has mostly concentrated on the buildings of the
shrines themselves, but along with that a “massive physical infrastructure” was required to
enable the pilgrims to get to these shrines. Roads, boats, bridges, refuges, hospitals, and
cemeteries as well as goods and services such as, food, drink, souvenirs, clothes, shoes, and
protection were all necessary economic and ideological elements of pilgrimage.153 These needs
involved the local people. The implications for the already-existing local communities as well as
the development of new communities were varied, ranging from economic to social, spiritual to
political. The locals provided a service to the pilgrims by evolving with the pilgrimage and
establishing places and products exclusively for their use. These services were clearly
advantageous to pilgrims, but they were also beneficial for the providers of the established
infrastructure. For example, pilgrim souvenirs were produced by the locals, not only by the
churches. The dwellers were not only providing food and shelter, but were also engaging in a
kind of pilgrim market. These local pilgrim markets are still an important part of the dwelling
presence today.154 Most towns along the route owe their success to the trade and movement
associated with the passing pilgrim convoys. A mutualism grew between the two groups of
people.
In medieval times, the 11th and 12th centuries seem to have had the greatest movement of
pilgrims; a movement which is comparable to that of the people that encounter the Camino
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landscape today. As indicated by the Camino scholar Alison Raju, this time period was the
height of its popularity where somewhere between half a million and 2 million pilgrims would
make the journey each year.155 The 13th century is also credited with the movement of about
500,000 pilgrims a year.156 Spread out over the year, this works out to be between 1,400 and
5,500 arriving to Santiago and/or Finisterre per day. Each of these pilgrims traveled both there
and back.157
The 11th and 12th centuries were marked with the pilgrimage of El Cid in 1064,158 the
start of construction of the cathedral in Santiago de Compostela in 1075, the age of the first
crusade in 1085,159 the official designation of Santiago de Compostela as a place of pilgrimage
by Pope Calixtus II in 1122, and the writing of the first pilgrim guide to Santiago, the Liber
Sancti Jacobi also known as The Codex Calixtinus in 1139.160 After the publication of the Codex,
the pilgrimage continued to attract people, and the newer aspects of the already established
interaction of dwellers, pilgrims, and landscape continued up through modern times.161
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included a series of religious rewards and indulgences. When the feast day of St. James (July 25,
in the Catholic calendar) fell on a Sunday, that calendar year was considered a Jubilee Year or a
Holy Year. The first Holy Year was in 1126. If pilgrims made the journey during a jubilee year,
then all of their sins would be dissolved. There were also benefits of making the pilgrimage in
non-holy years, although not as great. For example, praying before the Saint’s tomb during a
regular calendar year, only one third of the sins of the pilgrim were forgiven. This translated to a
minimum of 40 years in purgatory. Today the Holy Years still exist, but the Catholic Church
does not promote indulgences and forgiveness in quite the same way.
In the years of the first crusade, there were five reasons to do the pilgrimage to Santiago:
faith, punishment, atonement, to acquire merit, and to venerate relics. These reasons played a
large role in aiding the fervor associated with the Reconquest, but Graham and Murray propose
that medieval pilgrims were not centrally concerned with the Reconquest itself. They surmise
that the political, religious, and cultural divides were much more porous then existing
iconography leads one to believe.162
During the medieval era the Camino was popularized and encouraged by the well-known
Codex Calixtinus. It is a compilation of five religious books that helped to make the Camino a
commercial, cultural, and spiritual link for the people of medieval Europe.163 The fifth book,
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which is the actual pilgrim guide within the Codex, gives a list of shrines and information about
the history and architecture of centers along the route. As aforementioned, the medieval Camino
was divided in 13 ideal walking stages and was described in detail as having numerous
monasteries, villages, and charitable hospices developed around this time, many of which are
still operational in some form or another today.164
By the 12th century a network of paths existed, but the main route traveled was the
Camino Francés.165 It acquired this name because of the great number of pilgrims who entered
Spain via France, as it is France that lies to the northeastern border of Spain. The entrance to the
Camino began to yield the name, “Gateway from Europe.”166 Depending on where people were
traveling from originally, they may have taken different routes throughout the rest of Europe up
until reaching the Spanish/French border. There were only two options from that point forward:
the Aragonés Route and the French Route. These joined and became one in a town called Puente
la Reina, within more or less a week’s walk from the French border. Within Spain as well, other
paths were forged on the landscape depending on a pilgrim’s original starting point. The most
known of these other pieces of the Camino de Santiago are the Silver Route, Portuguese Route,
Route of the Arousa Sea and River Ulla, English Way, Northern Route, Primitive Route, and the
Fisterra and Muxía Way.167
Due to the existence of all of the paths that make up the Camino de Santiago, the scallop
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shell has taken on another cultural and natural meaning for this landscape. When turned on its
side, it represents the Caminos of Europe becoming one and leading to Santiago.168 This symbol
is also a way to represent all cultures associated with the path: those of history that originally
walked and created the route, and those of the present day that continue to walk and maintain it.
It is affiliated with pre-Christian, Christian, and post-Christian interpretations of the Camino, and
so it fits as a unifying, non-exclusive icon for visitors to the landscape and traditional dwellers of
the area.

Figures 25, 26, 27, 28: The symbol for the Caminos of Europe, the scallop shell turned on
its side

During the height of the pilgrimage, the majority of people walked, as few could afford to
ride a horse. The people walked from their homes to the city of Santiago and back. The Camino
in its massive expanse across Spain and Europe connected small Camino cities, villages, and the
people who dwelled there with the “remotest corners of northern and eastern Europe.”169 These
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systems of secondary and tertiary routes and the numerous carters, mule teams, and stagecoaches
that moved goods and people from place to place for centuries were significant features of
Spanish economic history before the late 19th-century expansion of railway lines and major
highways.170
One of the accepted characteristics of medieval Christian pilgrimage is that it was
undertaken by large numbers of people. It is difficult to know how large these numbers really
were, and archaeologist Jennie Stopford in her article, “Some Approaches to the Archaeology of
Christian Pilgrimage,” advises that figures need to be regarded with caution as they could have
been altered for political reasons or due to the occurrence of a significant event. One of the ways
that the large numbers are known is through archaeological excavations showing the high
number of pilgrim badges, souvenirs, and relics that moved through the regions.171 Another way
to trace the high numbers of pilgrims is by way of the construction and reconstruction of church
after church in Western Europe. This suggests that not only were pilgrim numbers high, causing
churches to have to expand their space to be able to absorb them, but that pilgrimages were
profitable.172 Santiago de Compostela was a church built with massive amounts of people in
mind.
The existence of the botafumeiro, a large censer, is evidence of this as well. The
botafumeiro, which in Gallego means “expeller of smoke,” also known as a thurible, measures
about 1.6 meters tall and weighs approximately 80 kilograms or 176 pounds. It is attached and
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suspended from a pulley-system, created and installed in 1604. Typically, eight designated
churchmen are needed to operate it. They wear red robes and are called tiraboleiros or
“thurifers,” which means, incense carriers. The botafumeiro swings over the heads of the
congregation from a series of ropes, back and forth, within a 65-meter arc between two of the
main doorways. It reaches a height of approximately 20 meters. Today it is used on special
religious occasions and in most pilgrim masses.173

Figures 29, 30: The botafumeiro in the Santiago de Compostela Cathedral during Mass
The censer was first used in the 11th century in order to rid the cathedral of the
malodorous smell of the pilgrims. After walking for so long, with scarce areas to clean
themselves, the odor of a mass of people all in one space was overwhelming. In the very early
years, pilgrims also used to be permitted to sleep in the cathedral. Upon arrival to Santiago, the
pilgrim clothing was burned and pilgrims were given new attire with which to enter the church.
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This happened at the northern entrance called the Door of Paradise in the Plaza Azabachería.
This tradition is no longer practiced, but in its place is a small outdoor shop where vendors sell
pilgrims new clothing and souvenirs. The burning of the clothes was symbolic of death and new
beginning. It was also a very practical solution for killing any diseased or contaminated pilgrim
materials. The incense helped in this effort as well. The burning dates back to Celtic times, and
although the practice is no longer done outside of the cathedral, it is connected with the tradition
of burning clothing in Finisterre. Here at the final end of the pilgrimage, on the Coast of Death,
pilgrims burn much of what they carried with them along the journey as a symbol of a dying
body becoming something new, maintaining the pre-Christian and medieval tradition.174
The Camino reached a level of consistent activity from the discovery of the New World
up through the mid-20th century.175 Pilgrims still journeyed and dwellers maintained their
presence along the landscape, but the relationship of the people and the place became
commonplace once again. It had become tradition and an integral and enduring part of Spanish
culture. The dwellers were accustomed to the foreign pilgrims passing through; and the pilgrims,
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in turn, of the local dwelling environments of remote villages and flourishing towns. A routine
had been established. The Camino had become a time-honored route.

Section Summary and Conclusion
This section commenced with a description of the regions of Navarra and La Rioja
describing the physical landscape and physical pilgrim experience of the beginning stage of the
Camino pilgrimage. The sensescapes, rituals and examples of service, unique to the beginning
of the route, help to give a visual of the kind of dwelling and movement that takes place on this
landscape.
From there I engaged in a discussion of the historical beginnings of the route, its physical
creation, forged so many hundreds of years ago. Although it is the beginning of the route, it has
everything to do with the Camino’s end. The birth of the Camino came out of the death and
discovery of Santiago’s remains as well as the pre-Christian ritual associations, which the Celts,
Romans, and Visigoths had with Finisterre and the Coast of Death. This cyclical nature
illustrates the way the legends and symbols of the cultural and natural landscape of the past
connect to the present-day Camino landscape.
It is necessary to have this beginning understanding of the route so as to realize that it is a
traditionally peopled landscape, a cultural landscape where the cultural and natural nourish one
another and coalesce. The two are intimately related and equally regarded in the make-up of the
Camino; together they manifest its history. Because they are so intertwined on traditionally
peopled, cultural landscapes, it is crucial to recognize the history of a landscape when
envisioning its preservation. The historical and physical elements of all of the Camino’s
associations to beginning were what permitted the emergence of the traditions of dwelling,
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walking, and serving. As these cultural relationships steadily imbue the Camino, its history is
repeatedly made apparent and consistently acknowledged.
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PART II: Middle
CHAPTER 3. From Burgos to León

Figure 31: The middle of the route from Burgos (Atapuerca) to León (Astorga)
Of all of the sections on the pilgrimage, the middle section seems to have lost more of its
traditional, historical, cultural, and natural preservation than the other two sections. As
demonstrated with Beginning, the regions of Navarra and La Rioja have continued to flourish in
their maintenance of the Camino lifeways of dwelling, walking, and serving. The region of
Castilla-León has not flourished in the same way over the years. Recently, it appears that its
traditional, small-town dwelling presence and constant walking movement is slowly being
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replaced with large city living and vehicular travel. As a result, forms of service are more
sporadic and less continuous across this landscape.
These changes have come about on a landscape that is geographically very different from
the other two sections. The Middle is the Meseta landscape, a steppe, almost desert-like land. It
does not abound with forests or waterways and has no undulating mountain passes. It is flat. The
dweller-walker-landscape dialogue in this piece of the Camino seems to follow a similar pattern,
in that it is going flat as well. Many pilgrims are choosing not to walk this approximate 235
kilometers of the path. Moreover, some dwellers have abandoned their traditional towns and
moved to the cities of Burgos or León, the two largest cities along the path. What was once an
active relationship of service to one another and the landscape is now becoming a landscape of
“services” managed within a more bureaucratic system. The time-honored tradition of local,
authentic service is being replaced by a standard of services provided from a distance.
An important distinction to make is that authentic service, by way of dwelling and
walking, evolved organically with, by, and for the people and landscape. This will be explored
in depth in Chapter 6. Authentic service is integral to the preservation of the entire landscape—
the human and the nonhuman elements. In the case of organic preservation on traditionally
peopled landscapes, the people in their interactions with each other and the land play a central
role. This chapter will explore the middle landscape evidencing the erosive qualities of nonauthentic services, as they are manifest in several areas of the Meseta. It will also give examples
of the traditional serving that is still present, beginning a discussion about how pilgrim and
dweller reengagement with this piece of the landscape could strengthen its overall preservation.
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The Landscape of Castilla-León
Leaving behind pre-historic Atapuerca, the Camino descends rapidly over the western
slope of the mountain range toward the valley of the Pico River. This valley is made up of a
large expanse of agricultural lands, which are interrupted by large quarries and the image of the
great city of Burgos, which now lies at a close visual distance. The town of Villalval is one of
the small towns in the outskirts of the large city. Its original homes are mostly in ruins, but some
are being reconstructed. The houses form a mix of the old and the new. Much of the new
construction respects the old style, but this indicates a shift in the life of the town: it has
experienced a process of abandonment and along with that, a substitution of the customary way
of life.
The Camino to the next village of Cardeñuela Riopico follows the sound of a flowing
brook covered in the leaves of poplar trees. Once in Orbaneja Riopico, the final town before
officially entering Burgos, the influence of the large urban center becomes more evident. The
Camino follows the highway for a while, large streets with traffic lights, industrial centers, and
hotels that reside right outside the city line. This is an area of rapid growth; some would
describe it as the city sprawl.
Once within Burgos there is the modern area of the city made up of shops, apartment
complexes, and office buildings, but then there is the casco antiguo, or the old center of the city.
The old parts of Spanish cities are typically found in the city’s center, as the main nucleus or
heart of the urban setting. The original entrance to the old part of the city remains, and is a
stone, sculptured doorway called the Door of Saint Mary. It is decorated with important figures
throughout the history of Burgos, one of which is El Cid, a national hero who is buried in the
city. Through the doorway, the tall towers of the 13th-century Gothic cathedral become
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visible.176 There are outdoor gardens, near the city’s castle, that surround remnants of the 9thcentury city walls. From this geographic point, Burgos began to expand outward as burgs and
villages grew into the now booming capital in the region of Castilla-León.

Figure 32: 13th-century Gothic Cathedral in Burgos
Burgos marks the beginning of a long crossing over the flat steppes of Castilla. In a
gradual and almost unnoticeable way, the mountainous relief disappears on the horizon and gives
way to the immense plains of grain. This Meseta landscape offers a very different experience
from what came before. At first it appears to be a monotonous, desert-like path, but there are
varieties in color and life amid the patches of landscape seemingly empty and uninhabited in this
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piece of the Camino. Sparse islands of trees are small remnants of the forests that once covered
parts of this scarcely vegetated landscape.177
A Sense of Emptiness
The Meseta gives off a sense of emptiness, in part because of its long expanse of
flatlands. At a first glance, the towns seem hidden and the people as well. Although there are
many people and towns, their presence is less obvious. What dominates the view are the grain
fields and long, straight, wide, dirt, and paved paths.
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Figures 33, 34, 35: Three images that represent typical views of the Meseta landscape
Refuges are spread further apart from one another enhancing the sense of solitude and
distance. There are fewer hospital-refuges in the Meseta; the majority are municipal or
privately-owned. Adding to this sense of emptiness are the tractor-groomed paths, paved
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sections of the path, and the modern Camino signs that tower above the trail. Advertisements for
taxis and buses pepper the path as well in the form of fallen bits of paper or as announcements
taped to a contemporary signboard. The refuges also provide this information to the pilgrims,
letting them know of the many alternatives they have to walking the path.
The more people that take the bus or a taxi, the more empty the Meseta feels. The motion
of a fast vehicle is a different kind of movement. Walking is slow and patterned. Walking has a
lingering element to its movement. Cars and buses do not share that. Their motion is abrupt—
they are there, then they disappear. They help to empty the middle landscape of people. They
move people off the trail swiftly, and pilgrims no longer engage in the same traditional dialogue
with the land. The patterned walking movement has been somewhat broken in this section.

Figures 36, 37: Large, contemporary signs typical of the middle section
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In the Middle, the standards of conventional management are influencing the way people
approach the movement tradition of pilgrims on the path. Not only is the notion of rapid,
emptying movement present, but so is the idea of the immobile, of stasis and boundaries, both of
which interfere with the fluid, continuous nature of the pilgrims. The signs serve as boundaries,
creating a fixed place out of a culturally fluid one. The gravel-laden walkways provide another
sense of boundary; the path is maintained by machinery and not by individuals, as in the other
areas. The signage provides dotted maps of the route, emphasizing the next destination and
deemphasizing the customary movement needed in order to reach it. The traditional
waymarkings of worn stone that fill the other two sections of the path give a sense of a welltraveled ancient road. The modern signage instead gives the sense of newness, as if it attempts
to tell a different story than that which already exists.
The fields are not full of local dwellers as they are in the Beginning and End sections.
Many fields are not cultivated by locals, but are instead owned and operated by distant land
owners and larger companies. The Middle feels as if it is becoming a hinterland to the
pilgrimage, rather than its centerpiece. On one level, the dwellers and pilgrims—the traditional
people managing the landscape—are now somewhat detached from it, and it is the outside land
managers from far-off cities that have dominated the middle landscape. Their approach to the
landscape is conventional, not organic. Theirs is not a dynamic approach reflective of the longheld traditions of walking, dwelling, and serving. They instead provide services reflective of
ease and management. By doing so, the people do not engage with one another or with the
landscape in the same way that they have in the past and continue to do in Beginning and End.
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The vegetation and fauna typical of the Meseta are those organisms that have been able to
adapt to the dry conditions of this curious environment. The Meseta climate tends to have very
cold weather in the winter and high temperatures in the summer. In summer months, when rain
is unusual, the plants depend on the dramatic changes in temperature of day to night, which
result in the plants’ ability to trap condensed water vapor and thus daily survive the intense heat
and sun.
Once out of Burgos the Meseta truly begins, and the towns of Villalbilla and Tardajos
appear. The land is partly bare, mostly cultivated, and is an area frequented by larks, buntings,
black-bellied sandgrouse, and harriers. Among predatory species, the golden eagle and the wolf
stand out. From here the Camino is laid out and easily seen heading west in a straight line across
flat fertile valleys. The town of Rabé de las Calzadas is situated on the border of a wide river
valley of the Arlanzón River, furrowed with grain fields and small brooks with groupings of
willows and poplars. The path continues over a trail marked by tractors, encased in cultivated
fields, and accompanied by larks which are numerous here.
Hornillos del Camino is the next town on this long, straight path. It lies in the low valley
on the other side of a thick forest along the Hormazuela River’s bank. It is a town whose main
street is the Camino itself, which divides the place in two. Upon leaving, the short paved street
that spans the distance of the town ends abruptly and returns to being a dirt path; it is flanked by
old, large poplar trees providing much-needed shade in the summer.
This area is abundant with many species, such as the partridge and the lark as well as
eagles, foxes, weasels, kites, and kestrels. There are also regular sightings of wolves by
shepherds. The wolf in Spain has traditionally been associated with the mountainous regions,
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but has been known to enter into these flatlands in search of different types of food as part of its
foraging pattern.
San Bol is the next area. This is no longer an actual town; there are barely any remnants
that indicate that it actually existed, but there is a lone pilgrim refuge to aid the travelers on foot.
San Bol is famous for its supposed curative waters found in the San Bol stream. The cicadas
dominate the soundscape in this almost wholly deserted area. There are few scattered trees
shading the refuge.

Figures 38, 39: Lone refuge of San Bol amidst the fields of the Meseta
Restoration of Tradition
The people of the path notice the growing differences between the Middle and the other
two sections. The route has become more difficult for pilgrims since the dwelling presence has
dwindled. The dwelling lifestyle is also more of a challenge without the constant passing of
pilgrims to validate and support that cultural way of life. I spoke with a middle-aged dweller,
Pedro, in this section who described the area, his home, as if he were not very proud of it. He
said, “Living here, well, there’s nothing to do. There’s nothing here, but dirt.”178 This was
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rather surprising because most people that I have spoken with on the Camino seem to feel a kind
of pride and fulfillment from living along the path. It was only in the Middle where I
encountered an attitude of indifference toward the homeplace. I attribute this to the changes
taking place on the landscape. As dwelling and walking dissipate, the authentic forms of serving
land and people are replaced with other kinds of ministrations, which are not inherent in the
traditional lifeways.
Recognizing that traditions are competing with convention and fading as a result in this
part of the pilgrimage, some people are making attempts to restore and uphold the original
dialogue. In Sanbol, a new refuge has opened that shares characteristics with the hospital
refuges of old. It is run by a group of pilgrims-turned-dwellers who felt the need to open a
refuge on this long, dry stretch of seemingly abandoned land. It is by donation only and its fame
has grown over the last few years. Stories from pilgrims who have stayed there are becoming a
part of the Camino story. The refuge caretakers have renewed the spirit of service in Sanbol, and
as more people hear about it, more walk there to experience it.
It is a special place, where the dwelling presence is restabilizing itself and the walking
element is simultaneously getting stronger. Service is a key element of the refuge. The pilgrim
donations are what allow it to persist, and the refuge itself helps to make the Meseta more
hospitable for the walkers. There is a communal characteristic to the place: dinner and breakfast
are served, and there is a common room in the refuge where people gather to connect through
song and storytelling. The legendary curative waters of the Sanbol stream spur curiosities and
help to give the place a mystical feel. One of the most famous rituals performed is the cleansing
of pilgrims’ feet. In this ritual, the caretakers nurse the pilgrims to health by way of their tired
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soles. It is a way for refuge caretakers to extend their hospitality beyond that of food and
lodging, and symbolically honor the mode of travel of the pilgrims. By cleansing the walking
feet, they honor the piece of the pilgrim that comes into most direct contact with the landscape.
The Camino continues on toward Hontanas, which is somewhat hidden due to the slight
descent leading into it. Then the path enters a narrow, winding valley surrounded by low-lying
hills leading to more agricultural flatlands. The steep hills, in turn, are covered with hawthorns
and thickets. Trees are scarce except for a few different species of poplar and a row of oak trees
that line the Camino. In the town’s outskirts are the ruins of a medieval leper hospital.
Within a few kilometers is the overwhelming presence of the ruins of Saint Anthony’s
Convent. The Camino actually passes inside, through, and under the archway of part of the
original building. The building stands alone, and at certain times of the year, an order of nuns
opens up the area so that it can continue to be used as a pilgrim hospital.

Figure 40: The Camino as it passes through Saint Anthony’s Convent
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Castrojeriz, crowned with the ruins of a medieval castle, is a larger town amidst the
agricultural fields. At the entrance of the next village of Itero de la Vega, in the province of
Palencia, is the Pisuerga River. An old stone bridge allows for a view up or down the river’s
green, tree-lined banks where one can hear the sounds of flowing water.

Figures 41, 42: Ruins of a medieval castle in the outskirts of Castrojeriz
Land of Fields is the name given to the next stage of the Meseta, and many of the town
names reflect this designation. The main crops are wheat and barley, and due to the proximity
to the river, corn is grown every few years. There are also large fields of sugar beets. Although
cultivated fields dominate, there are forests along the Pisuerga River, “well preserved and with
abundant vegetation.” This land permits the presence of the eaglet, booted eagle, penduline tit,
the little-ringed plover, and the river otter.179
Then comes Boadilla del Camino, famous for its medieval rollo, or decorated stone pillar
to which people accused of a crime were tied and punished. Although these remnants of the 15th
century exist in other Camino towns, this rollo is one of the most well-known. It is near the edge
of the tiny town in an open plaza area.
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The homes in Boadilla del Camino are like those found in most towns along the Meseta.
They are made of adobe and typically have a large piece of wood pressed against the main
entrance to the home to help prevent damage from the torrential rains that fall in the region
during the late summer and early fall months. Adobe is the preferred material from which to
construct homes because this clay is what constitutes the soil in the area. Stone and rock are rare
substrates for the Meseta, but that which was available was used for the buildings of most
importance to the towns, such as the churches, palaces, and castles.

Figure 43: 15th-century rollo in Boadilla del Camino
Unexpected Aid
Walking the path at night is a beautiful way to see the Milky Way Galaxy and how the
Camino follows just beneath it. The Meseta piece is easier to follow in the dark due to its
straight, horizontal nature, which provides a good opportunity to experience the pilgrimage at
night. It is also a way to walk the area without being overburdened by the intense heat of the
summer months.
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As a friend and I made our way along the path, we arrived at a very small town that did
not appear to have a refuge. We wandered the dark streets looking for a place to lay our sleeping
bags, but could not find anything. We were just about to keep moving on to the next town when
a woman approached us asking if we needed a place to rest. She led us to what appeared from
the outside to be a home, but it was actually the town’s refuge. It is left unlocked for pilgrims to
go in and use it at any hour. Upon entering, it was a room full of bunk beds. There was no one
else in the room except us. We thanked her for all of her help, and she said that it was nice to
have pilgrims in town using the place. She commented that it did not get very much use.
She took the time to help two strangers, two pilgrims, find a place to sleep. And, we, in
turn, just by staying in that town responded appropriately to her service toward us and were
grateful. She and her town became a positive memory for us on the path. She knew that she had
given us a great gift by providing us with a bed for the night. The next day, we bought all of our
needed supplies in town; we were helping to contribute to its survival as she had to ours. Both
the dwellers and pilgrims of the Middle need the altruism of service on the Camino. This is the
reason why it has evolved to be such an intrinsic piece of the dwelling and walking lifeways of
the path.
One of the most famous churches along the Camino is in the mid-sized town of Frómista.
It is the Romanesque Church of Saint Martin, built in the 11th century. The Camino entrance into
the town requires a pass over the 18th-century canal system, called the Canal of Castilla, which,
until the era of the train, was the main way this area communicated with many other parts of
Spain. Here there are small riverbank forests that provide an important refuge for the
surrounding fauna, as forests are not as common in the Meseta.
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A smaller Romanesque chapel with its entourage of poplar trees leads into the next
village of Población de Campos. The houses are made of adobe and brick, and are covered with
Arabic tile of earthen color. These homes represent the typical Castilian (of the region of
Castilla) style home. The streets of these towns seem solitary, and the screeches of the owls at
night add to the silence of the Meseta.
For the next sixteen kilometers or so, the Camino runs parallel to a two-lane road heavily
traveled by vehicles. The Camino has evolved into the road, essentially, but in order for pilgrims
to be able to travel more safely, the provincial government created a kind of gravel sidewalk. In
a few other areas along the path, rather than let the route run parallel to the road, an alternative
path has been created for those who prefer not to travel the original Camino because of its
proximity to the trafficked road. In a way, not traveling on the original Camino is a way for the
conventional approach to management and preservation to change the history of the path.
Creating a new route helps to erase the original story of the Camino. It takes people away from
the actual path, contributing to the sense of emptiness along this middle piece. In addition, it
separates the pilgrims from the dwellers, ending their co-presence and mutual engagement with
each other and the landscape.
Continuing on the original path, the town of Revenga de Campos lies amid an agricultural
flatland of soft rolling hills mainly cultivated with alfalfa and sunflowers. Villarmentero de
Campos has two large pine trees near its entrance, and then comes Villalcázar de Sirga, at a short
distance, enveloped in a sea of grain fields. This town is an ancient Knight’s Templar enclave,
mostly dominated by an impressive fortified Romanesque church.
Carrión de los Condes is a larger population center full of Romanesque monuments and
lined by the River Carrión. This area “presents a good state of preservation,” characterized by a

shoreline forest of poplar trees.180 Typical of the Meseta, the next stretch of Camino is long
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before reaching another village. Pilgrims have to cross over fields of grain, kilometer after
kilometer, far from any home or source of potable water, passing by wheat, barley, and
cornfields. These are watered by a visible canal and irrigation system with barely any water.
Bulrush plants fill the cement canals instead.
After reaching a dense grove of hazelnut trees and a few poplars, the Camino returns to a
straight and flat landscape. It is completely horizontal in every direction except for a select
isolated oak tree far off in a field. The Camino extends forward in an almost perfectly straight
line, its end blurring and becoming indistinguishable from the horizon against the seemingly
endless yellow, green and brown fields. On the Camino in the Land of Fields is the great
bustard, a species of bird, which prefers the good visibility provided in a steppe landscape.
Several more towns appear, one of which is Quintanilla de la Cueza where the ancient
Roman settlement of Tejada is located. Here one can visit the ruins of a Roman bathing area of
hot mineral baths, which were first used in the 2nd century and up through the 5th century A.D.
Although the decorative stone mosaics stand out most prominently, there is also a Roman
heating system called the Gloria made of a series of canals and tunnels that are also evidenced at
the archaeological site.
Calzadilla de la Cueza is a town of adobe houses situated at the base of small hills that
have been dug out in order to be used as underground cellars for wines and meats. Seeing these
kinds of mounds as part of the homes is typical of the Meseta villages.
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Figure 44: Underground cellars in the Meseta
Continuing down a narrow valley, closed in by hills full of oak trees on each side, there
are the ruins of a monastery whose stone structure is worn away. Further ahead is the small
village of Ledigos. The land is more undulated in this pass, but still the entire area is mainly
dedicated to barley and wheat cultivation. There are just a few small zones where oats and
sunflowers can also be found. These kinds of plants are the most resistive to the cold, heat, and
dry weather of the Meseta. In Terradillos de los Templarios there is a dairy cow farm; this is
uncommon in the Meseta because there is little to no pastureland. Instead sheep and goats are
more likely, as they are better equipped for arid lands.
San Nicholas del Real Camino is the next village, but from here the next large town of
Sahagún is visible. This nucleus is a mix of the modern and traditional, but it remains a rural
center. One of the buildings that stands out the most is the silo where the grain is stored. Plain,
white, and very big it is strikingly different than the construction of the rest of the town, which
includes churches from the 13th century.
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Leaving the large town behind, the grain fields return once again. In these outskirts of
Sahagún, the Camino is next to a semi-heavily trafficked road. The path itself is paved and is
lined with newly planted young maple trees. There are also benches every so many yards, which
I have not yet seen full of people. This is another example of managed services that do not mesh
with the spirit of the place. This imposed managerial service seems to interfere with the
traditional interplay of the people and the land. In the other sections of the route, it is on the
benches in the town plaza, or a stonewall along the journey, where people will encounter each
other. A place artificially created to supposedly serve that purpose is not the same as those that
have organically evolved to be meeting places for pilgrims and dwellers. Walking along this
paved, benched path, one reaches the town of Calzada del Coto where often times there is a
flock of sheep crossing the route and road. Once through the town the paved path ends and the
Camino returns to a dirt footpath.
The agricultural area leads into a small elevated zone called Valdelocajos, which has
stocky oaks, tall holm oaks, and plenty of shrubs. This forested piece is short-lived; beyond
Valdelocajos returns the open, horizontal landscape the Meseta is famous for. Off in the very
distant northern horizon is the mountain range of the Picos de Europa (Peaks of Europe). The
mountains blend in with the sky and clouds and form only a faint silhouette.
Calzadilla de los Hermanillos consists of houses mainly one or two stories, with an
indoor patio and an outer wall of smoothed mud. The flat, straight, and dusty Camino continues
past Reliegos de las Matas and El Burgo Ranero. Due to the heavy rain in the fall and the
impermeability of the clay soil, marshes sometimes form attracting heron, mallards, and coots.
The standing swamps and seasonal marshlands in this village have an abundance of green frogs,
as well as a few surrounding trees. Owls are the main bird of prey that frequent the area. On one
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occasion, I encountered a man giving out water on this long stretch. He had created a shaded
stand for people to gather, rest, and recuperate their strength before continuing on the long path
to the next town.
The fields continue along the path and are filled with hares, rabbits, and partridge.
Reliegos, a town pulled back partially from the Camino, is in the center of a wide agricultural
field. It is somewhat raised due to the elevated land, as a result of the banks of the Esla River.
Mansilla de las Mulas, the next village, is visible from this point. Mansilla is a larger nucleus
with remnants of an ancient wall that protected it during medieval times. It also has a castle, but
since the 16th century only the northern side of it survives.
Beyond Mansilla de las Mulas wheat and barley fields become blended with cornfields,
made possible by irrigation systems. Villamoros de Mansilla is a tiny adobe town next to the
archaeological site of Lancia, an ancient pre-Roman settlement. These peoples were known as
the Astures. They resisted the Romans for a time, but were eventually overtaken and absorbed
into Roman culture.
The flatland comes now to Puente Villarente, a town whose entrance is over a medieval
stone viaduct that consists of 20 arches firmly standing above the Porma River. Nearby is the
Great Lagoon of Bercianos with many varieties of avian species. The peregrine falcon, the
griffon vulture, and the golden eagle are common predators. And it is here, in the province of
León, where the only colonies of the graja grande, a blackbird that is a subspecies of the chough,
exist on the Iberian Peninsula.181
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The proximity to the large city of León increases. Once the path reaches Valdelafuente,
the industrial warehouses and factories are inseparable from the Camino until the high point of
Portillo, where the Meseta nears its end and the city of León takes over the landscape.
León was founded in the 1st century, dating back to the year A.D. 60. If one seeks them
out, there are visible ruins of the Roman military encampments, which become apparent in the
old center of the city. León boasts one of the most important treasures of Spanish architecture
begun in the 13th century, its Gothic cathedral.182 Many gardens and ancient monuments also
pepper the city. It is, as are most Spanish cities, an ancient core with each section extending out
from there, more modern in design and construction.

Figure 45: León Cathedral
Leaving León, it is difficult to distinguish the city’s end from the beginning of the next
population center. The city’s growth has expanded out and practically incorporates up until, and
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including, the town of La Virgen del Camino. This is a small city in which the Camino is its
two-lane city road of shops, restaurants, and businesses. It has gone from a residential area to an
area that is strictly commercial. Near here is the Lagoon of High Huts where migratory birds
find a resting ground, and the environment is known for being one of the most important
colonies of lapwings on the Iberian Peninsula.183
After exiting the streets of León and its outskirts, the Meseta comes into full view, one
last time, for its final, long stretch. The towns of San Martín del Camino and Puente de Órbigo
lead into Hospital de Órbigo. Hospital is famous for its immense medieval viaduct. Legend
states that in the year 1434, Don Suero de Quiñones deemed the medieval bridge the Passo
Honroso, or “Honorable Pass,” for an entire month by challenging any gentleman who tried to
cross it in a duel. This legend is acted out during the town celebrations each year and is an
extremely popular event, drawing people in from the surrounding areas.
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Figure 46: Legendary medieval viaduct in Hóspital de Órbigo

A few more small towns lead into the final piece of the Meseta, to the larger town of
Astorga. Nearing it, the Camino begins to climb upward to the Mount of the Pigeon. This
geographical relief has small groupings of holm oaks and announces the end of the steppe
flatlands. By crossing the Tuerto River and traversing the final straight-away, Astorga comes
into close view sitting atop a large hill.184
Astorga was one of the most significant settlements of the Roman Empire on the Iberian
Peninsula. Its name was Asturica Augusta, and it was situated near a Roman gold mining area.
It was the meeting place for two Roman roads, now a meeting place for two of the Camino
routes: the French Route and the Silver Route. The latter leads to Astorga from the south of
Spain. The 3rd-century boundary walls that surround the old center are still standing almost in
their entirety. Much of the Roman settlement, such as jails, drainage systems, and bathing areas
184
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are also visible. Astorga, although small in size, has a cathedral that is a blend of Gothic and
Baroque styles from the 15th century; it also has the Palace of Gaudí, built in the 20th century. It
is both an artistic and archaeological town.185

Figure 47: The Palace of Gaudí in Astorga
Beyond Astorga, the Middle of the Camino comes to an end. The flat Meseta returns to
being a forested, mountainous path, comprising the end of the route and heading out to sea. In
this Meseta, many of the legends are disappearing; the communal spaces where rituals and
mythologies are passed down to pilgrims are scarce. Pilgrims that do walk this piece have fewer
opportunities to share of their experiences with others. People are still engaging with the
landscape and one another, but in comparison to the other two sections of the pilgrimage,
management of the Middle is being transferred from traditional local dwellers to conventional
land planners. The effects of a lessened dwelling presence, fewer walking pilgrims, and,
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therefore, less authentic service, have affected the preservation of the overall cultural and natural
landscape.
Dwelling and walking are forms of service on the Camino, which correlate to the
preservation of tradition, history, culture, and nature. This correlation becomes evident in the
different sections of the route. Because some pilgrims choose not to walk this middle portion, it
is my belief that the Middle has patches of landscape that are less preserved in comparison to
other parts of the route. As the people’s use—which has traditionally been a part of the
landscape—is removed, the landscape is consequently affected, as are the people, due to their
evolved interdependence. The dwellers are negatively affected because they are unable to
maintain their service-based livelihoods, which grew out of the pilgrimage. By walking the
middle, pilgrims validate the dweller lifestyle and, in turn, are supported along on the path.
Without the pilgrim presence, the dweller presence lessens as well.
The lack of these traditional interactions on the landscape seems to correlate with a sense
of emptiness and of lessened preservation. On the Camino, however, because it is a traditionally
peopled landscape, emptying the landscape of its people does not result in preservation. In such
a landscape, the human and nonhuman elements, which have evolved together over time, need to
be maintained in order to preserve it. Along the Camino, preservation is not about the creation
of boundaries, erosive of a slow patterned mobility, but rather the persistence of a fluid
movement of engagement, across the landscape, of people and place in an ancient, altruistic, and
organic way. Conventional preservation is an obstacle to the preservation that comes from
dwelling, movement, and service. The following chapter explores this concept in more detail.
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CHAPTER 4. Creating a Bridge Between Preserved and Cultural Landscapes
In this chapter I will analyze and interpret the layered definitions and interweavings of
cultural landscapes and preserved landscapes. This is relevant because part of a vision of the
Camino de Santiago as a preserved landscape includes a vision of it as a cultural landscape. The
Camino is not officially designated as either a “cultural” or “preserved” landscape. However, I
argue that it is in fact both, based on its organic evolution as a landscape of pilgrimage where
people traditionally dwell and walk across it and have for approximately two thousand years. I
credit it as a cultural, preserved landscape precisely because of the people. It is they who, on
their own accord, have established a relationship with the landscape that successfully achieves
preservation without the intervention and management of any outside expert entity. Because it
has been done organically throughout history, it has succeeded in the long-term preservation and
protection of the landscape.
In the discussion that follows, I present the perspectives of various authors and
researchers in an effort to demonstrate that the problems embedded in current practices of
landscape preservation and conservation are one in the same. I emphasize that traditionally
peopled landscapes merit a different approach than those without people. The main problem that
exists in the practice of both of these protected landscape frameworks on traditionally peopled
landscapes is the problem of the people. Conversations have emerged, however, regarding how
to better serve both the human and nonhuman aspects of these landscapes. Dialogues are in
process, but they seem to have reached a place of stagnation; they have become flat. The viable
solutions needed to better serve the preservation of landscapes as a whole, have yet to come
forward. In the following analysis, the literature regarding landscape preservation will be
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presented so as to understand more fully the ways in which these frameworks have failed to
accomplish what they originally set out to achieve. Also, the analysis will give the background
information needed for the Camino de Santiago to become a part of the ongoing protected
landscape dialogue, as well as an exemplar of where the dialogue can go in the future.
Problematic Paradigms: A History of Experts and Exclusion
Dialogues related to cultural landscapes and preserved landscapes have arisen as separate
approaches to landscape study and are generally considered antithetical. On the one hand,
preservation tends to focus on the nonhuman element such as the biodiversity protection of
certain plant or animal species and at times views the human element as disruptive to this end
goal. On the other hand, cultural landscapes tend to focus on the human influence on a specific
area such as historic industrial sites or rural agricultural systems, and at times do not recognize
fully the importance of the nonhuman or “natural” elements.186
The ecologist Almo Farina in his article, “The Cultural Landscape as a Model for the
Integration of Ecology and Economics,” acknowledges that even though cultural landscapes are
becoming recognized as important components of global heritage, there are few ecological data
available to describe the structures and functions of cultural landscapes. This data gap shows
that cultural landscapes are not popular subjects for ecological investigations, thus furthering the
“myth of ‘untouched nature’” and working against the protection of “real world” nature. These
landscapes are an important key to the realization of sustainable living. They are areas of
“outstanding visual quality, rich in biological diversity, and cultural value because of the
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presence of the people.”187 Farina continues that ecological investigations tend to focus on
isolated, remnants of protected areas with the perception that these places have not been
modified by humans. He states that, “normally, the humans have just been removed.”188
The Camino is a place where human and nonhuman nature coalesce, demonstrating both
tangible and intangible evidence of this shared relationship. The most obvious manifestations of
this cultural coalescence over time are the dwelling, walking, and serving of the people across
the landscape. These three human ways of being have shaped the Camino into the landscape that
exists today. Because of this established dialogue between people and land, the Camino is a
landscape that can serve as a bridge that helps to erase the divide between cultural and preserved
landscapes.
Dwelling and movement are typically viewed as problematic for landscape preservation
because they are of a fluid nature and not one that is static and bounded. The Camino landscape
shows that the dwelling and walking human presences can be forms of service to the landscape,
actually aiding in its sustainability. Due to the fact that the Camino is a pilgrimage landscape, it
gives an opportunity to revisit ideas of movement and dwelling as they contrast with the notions
of boundaries and stasis. The conclusions drawn from the Camino may be useful in other, nonpilgrimage, traditionally peopled landscapes.
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Preservation Frameworks: Landscapes Without People
The removal of humans in order to better protect landscapes has been a part of the
preservation movement since its modern-day inception in the western United States during the
19th century. The establishment of the first “National Park” was Yellowstone in 1872, and it
involved the removal of the people native to the area who lived and worked on the landscape.189
In his book, The National Parks: Shaping the System, Barry Mackintosh, former Bureau
Historian for the Park Service, notes that the national park concept is generally credited to the
19th-century artist George Catlin. Mackintosh specifies that on a trip to the Dakotas in 1832,
Catlin worried about the impact of America’s westward expansion on “Indian civilization,
wildlife, and wilderness.” “These things might be preserved, [Catlin] wrote, ‘by some great
protecting policy of government...in a magnificent park.... A nation’s park, containing man and
beast, in all the wild and freshness of their nature’s beauty!”190 Historically, once removed from
their lands, Native American tribes were relegated to territories and reservations of the worst
quality with uncompromising boundaries.191
Mackintosh proceeds to say that “Catlin’s vision of perpetuating indigenous cultures in
this fashion was doubtless impractical.” People wanted an idea of “unspoiled nature.”
Mackintosh does say that the system is “more and less” than it might be; that it has been “faulted
for its unevenness in representing America’s natural and cultural heritage.” In his words, it
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“incompletely and unevenly represents natural and cultural heritage” and he claims that this is
because “the system deals more with military history than the history of philosophy or
education.”192
The geographer Joanna Kafarowski in her article, “How Attitudes Shape Access to
National Parks,” discusses the way in which Catlin advocated that traditional peoples should
remain on their traditional lands. It appears that he supported the idea of a park where “both
natural elements and human beings were present.”193 Mackintosh refers to Catlin’s impression
and vision of indigenous cultures and landscapes as naïve and impractical. And due to the fact
that this kind of thinking has dominated the system, national parks have not yet achieved an
egalitarian balance among the human and nonhuman elements of traditionally peopled
landscapes. There are many cases where this has occurred throughout history since Yellowstone,
and each demonstrates how this approach to landscape preservation does not necessarily
accomplish its intended purpose.194 The conventional process thus begets the question: What is
being preserved and for whom? Roberto Gambino, former Representative of the Council of
Europe’s Congress of Local and Regional Authorities, affirms that the role and conception of
national parks are currently going through their “deepest crisis” since they were first
introduced.195 A few examples follow.
The Indian environmental historian Ramachandra Guha recognizes that maintaining the
people’s presence on traditionally dwelled-in landscapes attains this preserved, protective value.
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Guha’s critique of national park creation is representative of his dissatisfaction with the current
practice of landscape preservation and conservation.196 It is apparent to him that embedded in
the criteria for preservation in national parks, the human presence must be limited to that of a
fleeting visitor, which at times means that the people who have been traditionally living in an
area, newly designated a preservation site, are made to leave and find another homeplace.
One example of forced removal and exclusion of traditional dwellers from their
homeplace in order to create a “preserved” landscape occurred in 1882 in northern Arizona.197
On this occasion the Havasupai people, who had lived on the Grand Canyon landscape since at
least the 12th century, were made to leave their traditional lands. This former home, with which
they could no longer interact, became the Grand Canyon National Park. The people were
relocated to a confined reservation land and their traditional way of life was altered. They were
denied access to their land and no longer able to care for the landscape that had once been their
dwelling place.
The geographer Roderick P. Neumann gives another example of exclusion, this one
beginning in Tanzania in the mid-20th century. In this case, the Maasai, Ndorobo, Ikoma, and
Sukuma peoples were evicted from their traditional homelands in order for the areas to become
the Serengeti/Tanganyika National Parks. After years of resistance of trying to regain their
dwelling presence on these traditional lands, park managers answered their accumulated requests
by announcing that the principle of human rights should be excluded in any national park.198
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Despite the time that has passed since the formation of these parks, this mindset has not been
eradicated. There are still unresolved issues amongst the traditional dwellers and the established
park system. The latest relocation of local people in the Serengeti occurred in 1988 when
approximately 5,000 people were evicted from the area in order to uphold the “preservation” of
the landscape.199
A third example is the network of parks known as Project Tiger, set up in India in 1972.
According to Guha, India is a long-settled and densely populated country in which agrarian
populations have a “finely balanced relationship” with nonhuman nature. The exclusion of the
people from their traditional lands, in the name of preservation, has resulted in a direct transfer of
resources from the poor to the rich.200 Similar to the examples included above, entire villages of
people were displaced from their homelands, and the passing of time has not alleviated the
problems created from their forced removal. The people repeatedly make attempts to regain
their dwelling rights, but are continually denied.201 A prevailing belief is that biodiversity
conservation has never been the primary force behind park creation.202 “It is obvious that the
issues, questions, and debates about tribals and conservation are subsumed by the overwhelming
belief in the priority of a particular type of a development paradigm. This paradigm drives
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India’s institutionalized prioritization of industrialization that sidelines tribal rights and
conservation responsibilities such that the tiger has no hope, and neither does the tribal.”203
In all of these examples, the people are perceived as a problem for preservation rather
than a possible solution to it. In these national parks, the idea that local people and their ways of
living help to promote landscape preservation is a foreign concept. And one could assume that it
is connected to the lack of ecological research that exists on cultural landscapes. This does not,
however, mean that there have not been attempts to remedy these unjust situations. There have
indeed been attempts to incorporate the voice of the dispossessed, local dweller into national
park preservation management policies, especially within the field of conservation biology.204
For example, the Community Conservation Non-Profit Organization, based out of the U.S. in
Wisconsin strives to:
establish community-based conservation programs with a strong
emphasis on voluntary local participation and respect for rural
people as being the best stewards of their own lands. Our goal is to
empower local communities to manage their lands with minimal
outside interference. Our programs work toward leaving a local
group in charge of managing and perpetuating the newly formed
community conservation program. We also seek to achieve a balance
between economic development and conservation.205
Despite these efforts there are still many problems associated with this preservation and
conservation system because, as its core, it is hierarchical. That said, these kinds of approaches,
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although they are not yet the norm, are less exclusive and damaging to the local communities
than the conventional approach.
As the Indian conservationist Ashish Kothari points out, the dominant idea is that local
people are “…at best, helpful in labor-intensive works, and at worst, destructive individuals who
should be removed from the site as soon as possible.”206 For example, this perception of the
locals can be seen in the article, “Conservation in Action: Past, Present, and Future of the
National Park System of Costa Rica” by Mario A. Boza. The author’s only mention of the local
people is to categorize them as “squatters that invade the National Park,” and as people that need
to be “educated.” His research team also suggests that “high population growth in Costa Rica—
as in all of Latin America—together with widely accepted development styles have severely
degraded natural resources.” They recommend that “birth control programs” need to be
“introduced quickly; otherwise, environmental degradation will intensify.”207 He views the
local inhabitants as uncooperative and problematic. Boza condemns the locals as being the main
impediment to securing a preserved landscape.
In a situation such as this one, where local people are disregarded and demeaned, the
history of the landscape becomes reinvented: a reinvention of failure as success. Efforts are put
forward to impose new histories, erasing those that originally created the landscape. The
political scientist Steven E. Sanderson in “A Conservation Agenda in an Era of Poverty,”
concludes that on many occasions landscape histories are concocted out of falsehoods.
Sanderson writes that wilderness and preservation were invented concepts for specific political
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purposes because they were concepts that did not take into account aboriginal presence. He
continues that “there has also been a reinvention of the explanation for our current condition, in
which the extirpation of wildlife in wild systems has been blamed on the poor.” 208 He draws on
the work of Maurice Hornocker, a well known researcher on mountain lions, and states that the
animals were shot out of the American Southwest by 1925, but it was not by the poor nor was it
due to poverty. Conservationists in the global community, however, continue to insist that poor
people are the main force leading to landscape degradation and species extinction.209
By blaming the poor, the “experts,” who identified the landscape on which to implement
the “protection” framework, are relieved of their responsibilities both to the landscape and to the
people. They make the case that the poor are to blame for the failures of conservation and
preservation. The local people become a scapegoat for the failures of a faulty system. Rather
than acknowledge the malfunctions of the system, they are ignored and the same mistakes are
repeated over and over again resulting in a disenfranchised local community and an unpreserved
landscape.
A study of a Latin American region called El Chimborazo is described as “an example of
an Andean landscape where local stewardship can play a valuable role in sustaining the natural
and cultural landscape.”210 There is a dual message here. The authors are claiming that the
people can be valuable for the protection of the landscape, rather than stating that they currently
are valuable. The language has already taken the responsibility to preserve the landscape out of
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the hands of the locals and attributed it elsewhere. It makes it seem as if the concept of
stewardship with the landscape is a new concept for the Andean people, never before practiced
by them. If this kind of top-down, expert perception comes through in the language describing
conservation efforts, it is likely also present in the implementation of these efforts.
Even those who claim to support local involvement still have not yet found an egalitarian
method with which to approach the protection of traditionally peopled landscapes. Efforts are
emerging where protected area managers are turning to inclusive models in which the interests of
the local communities are “considered, resident populations are not displaced and there is a high
degree of local participation in planning and management.”211 The people, however, are still
being managed by sources external to their community and to the landscape. Even if and when
attempts are made to learn the traditional knowledge that the people have regarding the area, not
allowing the people to continue to implement that knowledge through their own, established
traditional way of life removes their connection to the landscape. The management policies are
still envisioned and put into operation by way of an imposed, top-down framework that does not
allow the local inhabitants to organically manage their landscape. In this way, their ability to
preserve it through dwelling and other traditional uses is no longer possible, ultimately leaving
the landscape unpeopled by the native inhabitants and, therefore, in one fundamental way,
unpreserved.
Tensions between different approaches to conservation, particularly between those that
favor biodiversity and those that support human well being, have been highly debated for many
years with no coherent outcome.212 Sanderson states that the integration of preservation with
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people has “largely failed” at bridging the gap due to the inherent biases embedded in the
projects favoring one approach or the other.213 To help illustrate this incoherence, he cites
representatives of an indigenous community at the World Parks Congress who stated that
national parks and protected areas were the “worst thing” that ever happened to their people.214
This contrasts sharply with the mainstream view. The biologist Edward O. Wilson claims that
national parks are the best invention ever to be made; that the U.S. has established a great model
that other countries need to follow. He paraphrases the words of the historian Wallace Stegner,
“National Parks are the best idea we ever had. Absolutely American, absolutely
democratic…”215 Wilson continues by explaining that the responsibility to expand National
Parks and the future of their expansion lies in the hands of the United States. If the U.S. does not
do it, “who will? We can’t expect Ghana or Paraguay to do it.”216
There are several scholars who are trying to bridge the two factions in this heavy debate
by focusing specifically on the lived movement of people. Places where moving is a key part of
the lifestyle of the people, as is the case on the Camino, provide unique insights into the
relationship of movement, landscape, and preservation.
The social anthropologist Peter Gow tries to bridge both perspectives of the preservation
debate through his work in Amazonia—one of the most contested areas for preservation. He
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shows how some people from the temperate north have a problem seeing the Amazonian
landscape as a human landscape. He argues that one small part of Amazonia, the Bajo
Urubamba River, is lived as a human landscape by local native people through a multiplicity of
engagements: with the forest and river, with each other in acts of generosity and narration, and
in encounters with spirits and the dead. It is a place of home and daily travel for them. For the
native people of the Bajo Urubamba, the local environment is a “lived space.” It is known by
means of movement through it and by seeing the traces of other people’s movement and
agency.217
The anthropologist Barbara Bender suggests that intimate and personal engagements with
place and well-worn territories open up larger political and social landscapes. She finds that
achieving a suitable balance is a question of moving to and fro between scales of human activity
and understanding, “creating open-ended interactions between agencies and historical and spatial
contingencies,” and, “exchanging oppositional either/or explanations for much more fluid
and/and ones.”218 There is a need to identify places already in existence “where people live in
some kind of harmony with nature and use its resources more or less sustainably.” Such
landscapes can become “greenprints” for other places as well, supporting a new approach to the
landscape preservation of traditionally peopled lands: “Whereas protected areas were once
planned against people, now it is recognized that they need to be planned with, and often for and
by them as well.”219
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In their article, “Conserving What and for Whom?”, the ecologists David Kaimowitz and
Douglas Sheil elucidate that the most effective conservation projects may not look like
conservation projects at all. To them, landscape protection should have broader, more
diversified, and more democratically defined goals. This includes a reorganization of the way
the needs and aspirations of local people are addressed. They feel as if the current methods of
preservation and conservation have not yet achieved the appropriate balance.220
The preservation of landscapes without a traditional settlement history, i.e., unpeopled
landscapes, needs to be a separate and different approach from the preservation of landscapes
that are traditionally peopled. Within the framework of merging cultural and preserved
landscapes, the focus remains on landscapes with a traditional human presence. The landscape
ecologist Nora Mitchell and historian Susan Buggey believe that a cultural landscape perspective
is necessary for places with a settlement history. They recognize “the continuity between the
past and with the people living and working on the lands today. It explores how sense of place,
cultural identity, and connections to the past can become touchstones for deepening and
broadening the impact and relevance of conservation.”221
Within the conventional preservation frameworks, landscapes are preserved without a full
regard for the people traditionally engaged in forms of dwelling and movement across the
landscape. One of the critical components is the current framework’s emphasis on boundaries
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and non-fluidity. The preservation dialogue has reached an intellectual stalemate needing a
novel understanding of movement—a counterbalance to boundary setting—in order to fully
appreciate the people’s place on traditionally peopled landscapes.
In Chapter 6, I explore how a traditionally moved-upon landscape promotes preservation.
But the protectionists’ emphasis on boundaries within conventional preservation makes an
argument in favor of movement quite a challenge. The conventional approach believes that
movement is corrosive to the preservation of landscapes. But the history and evolution of the
land are necessary to the maintenance of the landscape, and they show that the landscape has
evolved with and been shaped by movement. Nomadic cultures, however, are not given equal
access to lands in the current preservation system. I believe that pilgrims share characteristics
with nomadic cultures, and may open the door to another method of understanding the traditional
movement of people. Rather than being an erosive presence, such movement may be creative.
Heritage and Tourism: Landscapes Without Land
The United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
created the World Heritage Organization in order to identify and aid in the protection of cultural
and natural heritage. World Heritage is specifically a categorization meaning that a landscape, or
an aspect of that landscape, holds “universal value.” In accordance with the mission of the
organization:
Heritage is our legacy from the past, what we live with
today, and what we pass on to future generations. Our
cultural and natural heritage are both irreplaceable sources
of life and inspiration....What makes the concept of World
Heritage exceptional is its universal application. World
Heritage Sites belong to all the peoples of the world,
irrespective of the territory on which they are located…
UNESCO seeks to encourage the identification, protection
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and preservation of cultural and natural heritage around the
world considered to be of outstanding value to humanity.222
The World Heritage Organization has a committee that works closely with two advisory
bodies when designating heritage sites. These are: The International Council on Monuments
and Sites (ICOMOS) and the World Conservation Union (IUCN).223 ICOMOS is responsible for
the evaluation of properties with “cultural values” and the IUCN is responsible for evaluating
“natural” properties. Both use the following ten World Heritage Criteria as their guide:
Criteria i - to represent a masterpiece of human creative genius
Criteria ii - to exhibit an important interchange of human values, over a span of time or
within a cultural area of the world, on developments in architecture or technology,
monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design
Criteria iii - to bear a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition or to
a civilization which is living or which has disappeared
Criteria iv - to be an outstanding example of a type of building, architectural or
technological ensemble or landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in human
history
Criteria v - to be an outstanding example of a traditional human settlement, land-use, or
sea-use which is representative of a culture (or cultures), or human interaction with the
environment especially when it has become vulnerable under the impact of irreversible
change
Criteria vi - to be directly or tangibly associated with events or living traditions, with
ideas, or with beliefs, with artistic and literary works of outstanding universal
significance. (The Committee considers that this criterion should preferably be used in
conjunction with other criteria)
Criteria vii - to contain superlative natural phenomena or areas of exceptional natural
beauty and aesthetic importance
Criteria viii - to be outstanding examples representing major stages of earth's history,
including the record of life, significant on-going geological processes in the development
of landforms, or significant geomorphic or physiographic features
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Criteria ix - to be outstanding examples representing significant on-going ecological and
biological processes in the evolution and development of terrestrial, fresh water, coastal
and marine ecosystems and communities of plants and animals
Criteria x - to contain the most important and significant natural habitats for in-situ
conservation of biological diversity, including those containing threatened species of
outstanding universal value from the point of view of science or conservation
These guidelines, despite a few modifications since their inception, have been the criteria
for the selection of World Heritage Sites since 1972, when the organization came into being. For
a site to be considered, it must meet at least one criterion. The Committee states that “by
regarding heritage as both cultural and natural, the Convention reminds us of the ways in which
people interact with nature, and of the fundamental need to preserve the balance between the
two.”224
In 1992, UNESCO integrated the idea of cultural landscapes into its operational
guidelines, defining them as “significant interactions between people and the natural
environment.” 225 There are three categories: “designed and created intentionally by humans”
(also known as the “designed cultural landscape;)” “associative cultural landscape;” and the
“organically-evolved cultural landscape.”226
Due to the promotion and designation of World Heritage Sites on behalf of UNESCO,
heritage recognition has become a global phenomenon.227 Overall, between 1993 and 2003,
World Heritage Cultural Landscape status had been given to 36 different areas from only 25
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different countries. Currently, there are 851 properties listed as World Heritage Sites (660
cultural, 166 natural, and 25 mixed) across 141 countries. European countries have the most
registered sites, with Spain as the European nation with the most.228 It appears that for many
organizations and individuals involved with heritage promotion and management of heritage
areas, tourism appears and becomes inseparable from culture. Cultural tourism and cultural
heritage management tend to operate as parallel activities, even though there is not always
sufficient visible dialogue between the two.229
In most regions, “cultural heritage management” is the more widely used term, except in
the United States, where “cultural resource management” is more commonly used.230 Cultural
heritage management can be defined as the systematic care taken to maintain the cultural values
of cultural heritage assets for the enjoyment of present and future generations.231 The historians
Michael Pearson and Sharon Sullivan suggest that the substitution of the word heritage for
resources was made out of deference to the individualized connotations of heritage for different
peoples. They believe that the term resources implies that the asset being considered has an
economic value and is exploitable while the term heritage recognizes the non-economic value of
the asset. It acknowledges a “legacy,” which implies a certain level of obligation and
responsibility to the land, to the people, and to the culture as a whole.232 As tourism enters the
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arena of cultural heritage management, the economic opportunities are brought to the forefront
again, but with a different set of possible implications.
Cultural tourism became recognized as a distinct category in the late 1970s when tourism
marketers and researchers realized that the purpose of travel involved gaining a deeper
understanding of the culture or heritage of a particular destination. The geographer and social
anthropologist Greg Richards identifies the two basic uses of the term culture as: culture as
“process”—referring to the codes of conduct embedded in a specific social group—and culture
as “product.” The cultural process of many tourists is a search for “deeper meaning”; but as the
tourist experience develops a mentality of culture as process, it is inevitably transformed into a
culture as product. The interplay and transition from process to product is necessary for cultural
tourism: the process generates the motivation to participate while products are consumed and
helps to attain and retain the meaning of the experience. 233
Cultural phenomena essentially become commodities for tourist consumption. The idea
of culture, in and of itself, is stripped of whatever meaning it originally held, and consequently,
the product consumed is removed from the way of life that initially conceived it. Consumption
is a key issue in cultural tourism to the extent to which communities are able to retain control
over their own culture and the products derived from it. The question of whose culture is
ultimately being sold to whom persists, and so it seems that tourism can either be a positive or
negative cultural experience for the people involved.
The cultural resources that are most attractive to tourists are those things unique to certain
areas and therefore seen as “authentic.”234 The problem of authenticity arises when local
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communities lose control over the tourism sector of the heritage site and it becomes a place
managed by outside forces. The landscape architect Patrik Grahn relates that as long as control
is maintained by the locals, most of the negative impacts of tourism can be avoided. Tourism,
grounded in a search for an authentic culture or cultural tourism, can play a role in helping to
preserve cultural traditions.235 In conjunction with this, the cultural anthropologist Jafar Jafari
gathers that cultural tourism can enrich the quality of life of both the visitor and the local
resident, whether in a rural or urban area.236
These authors provide the assessment that as the living culture shifts and evolves over
time, the tourism element that helps to support its heritage evolves along with it. This means that
the living cultures have the potential to make creative and beneficial use out of tourism, using it
to develop “interest in [their] local culture, pride in local traditions and an improved sense of
cultural worth.” In essence, cultural tourism based in and managed by the local people protects
and promotes the cultural heritage of the traditional community living there.237 Although this
sounds fairly reasonable and expected, sometimes it is difficult for local communities to retain
control over their own culture with the many varied and external influences and pressures present
in an environment involving tourism.
The geographer Gregory J. Ashworth underscores that no matter what the national
heritage is of a place, heritage tourists tend to demand a “generalized, globalized tourism
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experience which contradicts the localization of heritage resources.”238 The cultural heritage
analysts Bob McKercher and Hilary DuCros contend that “it is important to allow the principles
already held within some traditions” to guide how tangible heritage is managed. In general,
tangible culture represents the physical element, such as the landscape, while the intangible
represents people’s traditions and knowledge.239 They give the example of understanding the
relationship between folklore and sacred places as significant to designing appropriate policies
for tourism management.
The author and architect Nezar AlSayyad introduces an interesting critique of how
tourism and World Heritage areas have impacted different countries around the world, both
knowingly and inadvertently. He insists that nations in the more developed and developing
world have, “resorted to heritage preservation and [to] the reinvention of traditional practices as
new forms of resistance against the homogenizing forces of modernity and globalization.”240
Tourism has come to be known as a corporatist industry that is erasing all that is “local
and particular” and in doing this has raised awareness and fear in cultural communities around
the globe. The resulting effect has been the manufacture of heritage by locals and the active
consumption of tradition by tourists. AlSayyad ascertains that typically the more developed
world advocates and sponsors the creation of a “cultural imaginary” (fake culture), or “universal
heritage” in other nations; which in reality do not actually exist.241
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Ashworth supports this view because he believes that heritage is a “contemporary
commodity” created to satisfy “contemporary consumption.”242 The heritage industry serves as
the inventor of a new “breed of attractions” that supplies culture specifically and solely for
tourist consumption.243
Framing a World Heritage initiative within a democratic system where the locals retain
control of the image and representation of their cultural heritage is essential for both the host and
guest communities. The promotion of heritage and tourism on cultural and traditionally peopled
landscapes could be sustainable for the local people while poorly managed cultural tourism will
not protect traditions, culture, or landscape.
Re-envisioning Landscapes
One way in which the preservation of traditionally peopled landscapes can be reenvisioned is by truly uniting it with the growing cultural landscape initiative. Overall, little
empirical work has been done to integrate cultural and natural landscape preservation. The way
that each has been approached, promoted, and put into practice on traditionally peopled
landscapes has led to the belief that they are in direct opposition to one another. Although they
have been unnecessarily presented as opposites, they are indeed intertwined and fully dependent
on one another. Despite the fact that this is a challenging and daunting task, it is imperative to
integrate these forms of landscape preservation, so as to honor both the human and nonhuman
element and restore the history of people and land.
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The integration of cultural and preserved landscapes will require a complete
transformation of the way organizations and individuals think about protecting traditionally
peopled landscapes. The rights of the human inhabitants must parallel those of the nonhuman in
these kinds of cultural landscapes. For example, “park policies” are not the most effective
answer to social demands concerning nature and environmental quality.244 National parks have
caused serious injustices, which include the dispossession of local individuals and the infliction
of socioeconomic damage suffered by the uprooted communities. Cultural heritage has also led
to abuses, in particular those of cultural consumption, greatly harming the historical and
economic fabric of local communities.
In addition, park policies and some cultural heritage places restrict the use of these areas
to people with higher incomes because of the user and entrance fees.245 Preservation and
conservation become elitist, allowing exclusive people to “drive around in cars from where the
locals were kicked out.”246 Access then belongs to affluent people: the same kinds of entities or
“colonial powers” promoting the development of these types of heritage and protected areas in
other parts of the world.247 Kothari maintains that these events are bringing communities to “the
cutting edge of a silent revolution” taking place in the way that conservation and preservation are
being envisioned and practiced.248
The archaeologist Audhild Schancke infers that what is cultural in a landscape need not
be what is placed there by humans. Natural elements can also be a part of a cultural landscape.
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would add that in a traditionally peopled landscape this meaning depends almost entirely on
human use. Through the daily and routined use, the natural and cultural components within a
landscape merge together. The Norwegian philosopher Sven Arntzen proposes that cultural
landscapes become ecosystems in their own right that encompass both “natural and cultural
preservation.”250
In their article “Protected Landscapes and Cultural Landscapes,” Mitchell and Buggey
assert that typically the emphases on cultural landscapes have been solely on human history, the
continuity of cultural traditions, and human social values and aspirations; while in conventional
protected landscapes, the emphases have fallen exclusively on the natural environment,
biodiversity conservation, and ecosystem integrity. The authors do highlight, nonetheless, that
“in spite of the strong dichotomous tradition, recent experience has demonstrated that in many
landscapes the natural and cultural heritage are inextricably bound together and that the
conservation approach could benefit from more integration.”251
Cultural landscapes are the combined works of the natural and human element, where
sustainable land use becomes promoted through traditional land use. Traditional human
settlements and land uses represent cultural adaptations to specific natural environments through
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which people shape both a sustained livelihood over time and a distinctive knowledge about the
landscape at hand.
The World Conservation Union (IUCN) seems to be coming to a similar conclusion
echoing that the aims of protected areas have broadened. IUCN representatives report that the
organization and “the nature conservation movement now recognize far more than they did only
ten or twenty years ago the importance of (a) the humanized, lived-in landscapes as well as
‘natural’ environments; and (b) the cultural dimension to the conservation of nature.”252
Adrian Phillips, Chair of the IUCN World Commission on Protected Areas, attributes this
awareness to the increasing threats to protected areas: “encroachment, poaching, unregulated
tourism, deforestation, pollution,” as well as “the many local communities [that] tend to be
alienated from protected areas nearby or in which they live…” The IUCN refers to this
landscape situation as a paradox: as protected areas in the world are increasing in number, the
threats to their existence are increasing as well. Phillips claims that this is reflective of how
these areas are created in the first place, and thus promotes a new approach on how to integrate
traditional “protected landscapes” with cultural landscapes.253 Sahotra Sarkar, biologist and
philosopher, denotes this as well, stating that except for a few large, wide-ranging predators there
is no reason to suppose that biodiversity conservation requires the exclusion of humans.254
The IUCN definition of a “protected landscape” is an area of land where the interactions
of people and nature over time have produced an area of distinct character with significant
aesthetic, ecological, and cultural value, often with high biodiversity. The definition by itself
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does not address whether or not local people are allowed to remain on the landscape, but the
IUCN representatives have said that safeguarding the integrity of this traditional interaction is
vital to the protection and evolution of such areas.255 Still, the language is not precise. The
IUCN says to safeguard the integrity of the interaction, but not the interaction per se. It would
seem that under this definition, local people may still be excluded and disregarded.
Interestingly enough, as a result of these shifting definitions, the World Heritage
Committee allowed for some of the officially “protected landscapes” to be dually inscribed as
cultural landscapes. This was in an effort to show that “cultural” and “ecological” landscapes
could in fact overlap, but this overlap only occurred on paper. The organizations did not allow
for a restoration of the human element on those once traditionally peopled landscapes.256 In
essence, it was a merging of cultural and protected landscapes in name and on the World
Heritage List, but not on the actual landscapes themselves.
For example, the first cultural landscape was officially inscribed on the World Heritage
List in 1993.257 The first was Tongariro National Park in New Zealand. It already existed as a
World Heritage Site and as an IUCN protected landscape, but was being newly recognized in
light of its “associative cultural landscape” qualities. Associative, due to its religious
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significance for the Maori people; the mountains being symbolic of the links between the Maori
people and their environment.258 Soon following in 1994, another cultural landscape was
inscribed on the list as well. It was the Uluru Kata-Tjuta National Park in Australia, and it was
listed as both a “living and an associative cultural landscape.” Both Tongariro and Uluru KataTjuta were established national parks already, meaning that the local people that had traditionally
lived in those areas no longer maintained their permanent presence on the landscape. Because of
this, when the World Heritage Committee further classified them as associative and living
cultural landscapes, it was a contradiction in terms. Under the current frameworks of
preservation, it is impossible for a national park to be a cultural landscape. National parks
exclude people and cultural landscapes include people.
If cultural landscapes are indeed a coalescence of continual and permanent human and
nonhuman interaction then UNESCO and the IUCN need to reevaluate their categorization of
cultural and protected landscapes. The traditional dwelling presence and use is not perceived as
an essential part of the protection of the landscape. The official guidelines, however, that these
organizations created regarding the status of landscapes note that in order to be a cultural
landscape, the people need to be present. There is an obvious disconnect between what these
organizations are claiming to represent on paper and what they actually promote on landscapes
across the globe.
On this issue of national park and cultural landscape designation there has been
considerable discussion, but no change to the national park status and policy has occurred since
these places were given cultural landscape status on the World Heritage List.259 This creates
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confusion as to how a space can be viewed as a “humanized, lived-in” cultural landscape.
ICOMOS argues similarly that the traditional separation of people and nature over time has been
a hindrance to protection and is not at all a sustainable approach for any kind of landscape. The
Danish geographers Tress et al. interpret all landscapes as sources of cultural knowledge, but the
only true way to sustain ecological systems is by retaining the traditional human presence.260 The
unchanging status of the landscapes already dually inscribed as national parks and cultural
landscapes by the IUCN and the World Heritage Committee makes one question whether or not
a real change toward human inclusion on the landscape itself will actually occur.
In an effort to respect the needs of the local communities involved in these landscape
designations, the Council of Europe has proposed a European Landscape Convention. The
purpose of the convention is to promote human rights and the preservation of local democracy.261
The Convention is open to defining any and all landscapes flexibly, so as to determine from
members of the community—those living and working in landscapes of Europe—what values
the lands have. In 1996, collaboration between UNESCO and the European Council began and
has continued, although critics argue that genuine changes have yet to be seen.
Gambino states that Europe is making progress bridging the gap between “culture” and
“landscape.” In 1998, a resolution adopted by the European Landscape Convention recognized
that “the landscape, which always results from the interaction between natural and cultural
factors, represents a basic component of natural and cultural heritage.” This perspective is being
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applied to the “whole European territory,” affecting “natural, rural, urban and periurban…remarkable and ordinary…spaces.”262 Gambino describes these landscapes as “living
metaphors” existing on symbolic, cognitive, and cultural terms; holding natural beauty, historical
meaning, cultural significance, unique landscapes, and valuable local identity.263 ICOMOS also
upholds that cultural landscapes are the “nexus” of cultural diversity and biodiversity.264
Knowledge and History
The linguist Celia Bridgewater and ecologist Peter Bridgewater promote the idea that
certain cultures need to be sustained in conjunction with certain landscapes. The authors believe
that one important contribution of the culture to the landscape is knowledge; the culture holds the
knowledge about the landscape “from which it was born and nourished.” Cultural, collective
knowledge is what essentially holds the landscape together, not necessarily the individual
knowledge about the land, but the shared, “communal awareness” that is rooted within the
cultural values and cultural lifeways.265
The Australian landscape architect Helen Armstrong encourages a revaluation of local
communities and localism as people review the concept of landscape and its protection. She
makes the point that landscapes are in many cases seen, but not heard.266 To Armstrong,
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landscape needs to be understood as “myth,” “environment,” “place,” as well as “cultural
identity” for the people who engage with it.267 Such landscapes become intensely socialized
places where the often hidden, unarticulated human-nonhuman interactions are central to the
sustainability of the land.
The intimate, generational interactions between people and the land are an undervalued
area worthy of study. The beliefs and practices that make up the traditional human-land
interactions define the landscape and are what allow it to persist and thrive.268 The landscape is
the meeting place between humans and the environment; it is also a product of the
interrelationship between nature and community. The traditional, natural, and cultural values of
the people have led to measures for preserving the landscape. It becomes a place that has been
transformed by human action, but is also a place that has actively shaped the way people live,
their types of settlement, and their way of life.269 Thinking about the landscape in connection
with identity value in this way means that the landscape is not separate from the beings, both
human and nonhuman, that inhabit it.270 Life, existence, and activity are all connected with its
preservation.
Some cultural landscapes and the human activities that contribute to them can be
considered sustainable. Both enhance and allow nonhuman forms of life to flourish.271 This
sustainability is anchored in the cultural traditions and in the communal practices of the people.
The practices not only link the individuals and the community to the surrounding landscape, but
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they also continually connect the present with the past and with the future. In this way humans
and the landscape are inextricably linked, both creating and reflecting history. The features of
the local landscape then become “no less than utterances exchanged in forms of daily
discourse.”272
According to the ethnographer Keith Basso, the form the landscape takes acquires value
and significance. It is symbolical, socially transmitted, and determines “how the physical
environment can (and should) be known, how its occupants can (and should) be found to act, and
how the doings of both can (and should) be discerned to affect each another.”273 This is
sustainability: there is feedback and a dialogue occurring between the human inhabitants and the
land. A reciprocal relationship emerges on preserved cultural landscapes and there is a higher
biodiversity on cultural landscapes due to this long-established discourse. 274 The human
traditions of dwelling and use have created highly diverse ecological systems where there are
benefits for the land and for the humans. Cultural landscapes have time-tested stewardship
regimes that created the landscapes, and therefore, without the reciprocity of the humanlandscape dialogue, the landscapes would no longer survive in the same ecologically diverse
way.275
In his discussion of cultural landscapes, Arntzen presents two different conceptions: the
broad cultural landscape and the narrow cultural landscape. He says that in the broad idea of a
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cultural landscape, “nature serves as a mere substratum, a recipient of human transformation.”276
Therefore, in the broad cultural sense landscape has no agency in the process—whereas in the
narrowly conceived sense, nature is a recipient, but is also a “participant” in the land’s formation
and development. Arntzen urges that the narrow perception is more consistent with the ethic of
integrating humans with nature. This ethic of integration over time on a cultural landscape is
valuable in that the landscape imposes certain obligations regarding the manner in which people
are able to physically relate to it.277
In an effort to illustrate a connection between preservation, people, and cultural
landscapes, Arntzen summarizes his ideas as he uses the metaphor of a narrative. He contends
that a cultural landscape embodies a distinctive narrative, a story of its developmental stages and
their significance. The story is about the reciprocal influence of the participants, both human and
nonhuman, and their relationship to the land.278 The “meaning” that the cultural landscape
represents to the people who are engaged with the land is anchored in the history of their shared
narrative of interaction. Meaning is only preserved if the humans continue the narrative through
their lifestyles and manner in which they direct their activities. Taking away this meaning, or
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ending the traditional human interaction, “is as much a disruption of the narrative and a failure of
preservation as drastically altering the landscape’s physical characteristics would be.”279
The strength of a cultural landscape is based on the long-term maintenance of culturally
driven patterns and processes that ensure turnover in wild and domestic species, maintain a flux
of energy and information, and assure the autopoeitic (self-created) and autocatalytic (selfinitiated) reorganization of the land mosaic under human stewardship.280 The persistence of such
patterns depends largely on the success with which resources have been traditionally managed
and preserved throughout the centuries by the people. Farina gives the example of a medieval
landscape: the Siena Government Palace. He refers to it as “largely unchanged since medieval
times” with “vineyards, open fields and scattered trees, dense woodlands, sparse farms, castles,
and abbeys.” Inherent linkages between the “natural and cultural” manifest themselves in a
complex archetype at the landscape scale, ranging from an assortment of wild and traditionally
managed spaces.281 Cultural landscapes represent permanent interaction between humans and
the landscape, shaping the surface of the earth and the way people live upon it.282
The Latin American researchers Fausto Sarmiento et al. recognize that the current
phenologies of protected park areas are a direct result of and response to ancient (and current)
land-use practices. The conventional kind of “park protection” of landscapes has emphasized
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modes of “western conservation and the involvement of formally trained experts” while the
valuable knowledge and customs of people indigenous to the area have largely been ignored.283
Contrary to “pervasive implicit belief,” the presence of humans is not necessarily detrimental to
the landscape and its biodiversity. Human groups that have lived in a region for many
generations are often integral parts of ecosystems and may have little to no impact on
biodiversity.284
The landscape is a synthesis that embraces “geo-ecological” relations, spatial patterns,
scenic and aesthetic qualities, and social and cultural traditions.285 The preservation of inherent
landscape qualities as they relate to habitats and biodiversity is intimately connected with the
cultural heritage of an area. Cultural heritage includes material objects and intangible values
such as sense of place, local traditions, and customs. For the Dutch geographer Marc Antrop,
preservation can only be achieved when the traditional practices that created these qualities and
values are understood and maintained.286 This is similar to the landscape architect Anne Spirn,
who sees landscape as “pragmatic, poetic, rhetorical, polemical.” It is “a scene of life, [of]
cultivated construction, [a] carrier of meaning… [and its] significance is there to be discovered,
inherent and ascribed, shaped by what senses perceive, what instinct and experience read as
significant, [and] what minds know...”287
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The ecologist David R. Foster echoes this by demanding that a deep, historical
perspective is needed, and that failure to grasp this as a necessary lesson has led to misguided
efforts to preserve ecosystems dependent on continual dynamics. The histories of human activity
have produced cultural landscapes in many parts of the world that are dependent on people for
their structure, composition, and function. He finds that a lack of appreciation for the human
element leads to decision-making that is unsuccessful for traditionally peopled landscapes.288
On the authority of the environmental historian William Cronon, erasing the historical
human element from a landscape may be systematic and/or unconscious, but its ultimate effect is
that it recasts the landscape as being uninhabited—a place with no people—thus creating a false
history of the landscape.289 Sarkar comes to a similar conclusion. He says that erasing and
reconstructing history precludes the wise use of landscape.290
Bridgewater et al. suggest that cultural landscapes should be renamed as “biocultural” in
order to make the cultural (human) and ecological (natural) connection more explicit.291 This
encourages that equal attention be paid to the human and nonhuman aspects of the land and
draws attention to the idea that the biological, cultural, and scenic qualities that make certain
landscapes special are the result of the interactions with people and nature over time.292 The
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“biodiversity of landscapes should be appreciated in terms of human diversity…each embodying
distinct heritages and experiences, which translate into knowledge systems, cultural expressions,
and languages, and enrich and transform the environment.”293 Such local-knowledge customs
carry within them the imprint of the landscape. Local knowledge and customs should be studied,
understood, and respected in preservation and conservation processes.294
Typically the preservation process is associated with “a kind of conservation, reservation,
and mummification of the landscape in an attempt to freeze the past…and make it something
excavated, packaged, and presented.” Essentially, it becomes something that is completed; its
historical story is finished. The origin becomes an invention rather than a sense of ongoing
historical processes. 295 For this reason, many landscapes thought of as “pristine,” when
examined closely, are actually the subject of a historical narrative involving a deeply embedded
human-land relationship.296
The idea of pristine landscapes, i.e., wilderness, has been strongly critiqued in its North
American homeland as well as in its exportation and application as a method of environmental
management in other parts of the world.297 Arntzen introduces three options for landscape
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preservation: static preservation, dynamic preservation, and no preservation. Static preservation
is the familiar, aforementioned attempt to keep a landscape unchanged and “frozen” in time,
usually ignoring and expunging the human historical element. Dynamic preservation is
preserving by maintaining the historic, traditional relationship of people and the landscape.
Dynamic preservation is the “mean between two extremes,” and he adheres to the idea that
preserving the landscape in this dynamic way is a way to uphold the continuity and coherence of
the complex whole of a landscape while remaining aligned with the traditions of its historical
past.298 He believes that only in this way can a traditionally peopled landscape become a place
where preservation prevails.
Arntzen states that, as a general rule, where there is considerable human presence, the
non-physical, intangible aspects of a place also seem to have a high degree of importance for
those who inhabit a physical landscape. This presence is loaded with “tradition, meaning, and
symbolic significance,” all of which are embodied within the landscape guiding the actions of
the people and helping to make it their environment.299 “Coherence,” then, is about sustaining or
extending tradition, meaning, or symbolic significance. The coherence of the non-physical
aspects leads to a coherence of the physical landscape, and so a consistent relationship is
maintained of a back-and-forth “responsive cohesion.”300 From this perspective, a sense of
reciprocal cohesion becomes fundamental to a dynamic approach to landscape preservation.
A landscape is infused with symbols, and symbols are dynamic and full of evolving
meaning. A cultural landscape is information stored in active, symbolic form, “an environmental
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archive of sorts…a peerless and imperishable repertoire of the past experience of all species.”301
Cultural landscapes function as historical accounts, symbolic legacies “conveying, if not
realizing,” information from one generation to the next regarding “subsistence ways, cosmology,
territory or historical position.” The symbols convey the position of the landscape in time:
historic buildings, monuments, and unbuilt nature all signify social continuity by evoking not
only memories of what came before, but an awareness that there was existence and life before.302
Cultural landscapes preserved in a dynamic, engaging fashion have a strong potential to
communicate temporal depth.
Relating to the land as a preserved, cultural landscape becomes a process of living
evolution, and of recognized and responsible coexistence. Embedded in a cultural landscape is a
sense of belonging that allows both human and nonhuman nature to thrive. Gambino promotes
this sense of belonging when he indicates that natural values cannot be separated from cultural
meanings. Since one becomes dependent on the other for survival, a guardianship emerges
whereby the people, by way of their established interaction with the landscape, preserve the
landscape.303 Belonging “presupposes the continuity of lives and activities of the present with
those of the past.”304 This continuity over time aims to maintain the human presence, therefore
retaining the daily and associated cultural activities that are part of a traditionally peopled
landscape.
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The dialogue that has emerged rejecting conventional modes of preservation and reenvisioning landscapes provides a theoretical grounding for a practical application of the
frameworks surrounding cultural and natural landscapes. The discussion helps to bring
awareness to the relationship that people have to the landscape through history, knowledge, and
cultural traditions. It allows landscape preservation to move forward toward a more egalitarian
approach.
A Proposal from the Andes
Preservation that involves local people and their customs on traditionally peopled
landscapes is not part of the conventional preservation and conservation framework. There is an
area in the Andean territories in Latin America, however, that is trying to formally challenge this
viewpoint. In the year 2000, various indigenous communities from seven different countries
came together to present a proposal highlighting their interest in reviving an ancient preHispanic, pre-Christian route called the Ruta Cóndor/Ruta Wiracocha. This is a cultural and
historic landscape with mythical, spiritual, and natural associations.305 Its origins are relatable to
those of the Camino. The route travels from Venezuela to Chile, and a traveler along the way
would encounter traditional villages “where architecture and the surrounding terrain set the stage
for a continuation of simple agricultural practices and communal living” and capital cities, which
are “evidence of the ancient human impact.”306
This idea was presented as a “new paradigm” of “route mentality,” to be implemented
and managed by the indigenous people of the area. The local communities would form the core
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of the protected area as the ones who preserve the biological and cultural diversity of the
landscape. The route would be a cultural landscape, preserved by way of multipurpose
protection through cultural use, rather than strict conventional “protection.”307 As observed by
Brown et al., strictly protected landscapes have failed.308 This multipurpose protection
embraces: “nature, culture, spirituality, history, and leads to a bioculturally rich land.”309
The Ruta Cóndor/Ruta Wiracocha will connect landscapes that developed organically
and were intimately tied to the early history of the Andes. The route is expected to revitalize
communities and empower their common identity, give them a sense of belonging and strength,
and preserve their traditions jointly with the ecology of the landscape.310 In “Cultural
Landscapes: New Strategies of Preservation,” Monique Clavel-Leveque et al. affirm that the
route dynamic works best on “landscapes with ancient realities.”311
Parallels exist between the Ruta Cóndor/Ruta Wiracocha and the Camino. Their ancient
realities have persisted: on the Camino, in the actuality of daily use by pilgrims and dwellers and
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on the Ruta Condor/Ruta Wiracocha, in the use of, but more so in the memories of, its
inhabitants. Both landscapes were being moved upon and dwelled in during the pre-Christian
eras. Both are evidence that traditionally peopled landscapes can be preserved with the people, if
their traditions and cultural lifeways are also preserved. Sarmiento states that long-standing
traditions are what protect sacred landscapes. The established dwelling, walking, and serving
dialogues on landscapes, such as the Camino and the Ruta Cóndor/Ruta Wiracocha, reinforce the
harmonization that can exist among people and preservation. Such traditionally peopled
landscapes reveal the history, concerns, and aspirations of local communities. In the words of
Mitchell et al.:
These places embody their history, and it is they that have
been and will be their stewards. They know these places where
they have often lived all of their lives, and their ancestors
have likewise lived in them for centuries. They know them
from close observation as well as from cultural transmittal from
one generation to the next. It is important to respect their traditions
and the rhythms of their culture, embodied in cosmologies, stories,
behavior, rituals and traditional environmental knowledge to come
to an understanding of these landscapes.312
In Changes in the Land, Cronon writes, “Our project must be to locate a nature that is
within rather than without history, for only by so doing can we find human communities which
are inside rather than outside nature.”313 He advises that it is important to think of other possible
histories inside nature, of the meanings of patterns in vegetation, of making paths through the
forest, of abandonment, and of telling stories in a particular place and a particular time. 314 It is
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necessary to begin to integrate with those other histories as modes of lived experience, with
implications for the way humans and landscape coexist.
Implications for the Official Recognition of the Camino
To a certain extent all peopled landscapes may be considered “cultural,” yet there are
particular landscapes that have an exceptional blend of characteristics that more directly reflect
the interweave of cultural and ecological evolution, revealing a long-term, coupled relationship.
These landscapes have a blending of both the tangible and intangible elements of culture.
Cultural landscapes are maps as well as key players in history: they are ways of seeing how
deeply rooted cultural values manifest themselves on the land and help to shape it. There is a
history of patient interplay within these kinds of landscapes, which seems to allow for peaceable
co-evolution to take place, slowly and actively preserving the landforms and traditional ways of
being.
In “Sustaining Spanish Culture: The Camino Francés?,” tourism researchers Philippa A.
Hunter-Jones and Nigel Morpeth state that the Camino is one of the oldest journeys known to the
Western world, and it is a worthy subject of investigation as an “exemplar of sustainable tourism
in practice.”315 The specific focus of its sustainability is the ability of the Camino to uphold,
revitalize, and celebrate the cultural heritage and environmental qualities of Spain. They posit
that the Camino provides an opportunity for cultural understanding between travelers and hosts
through their intercultural contact and that the celebration of traditional festivals and cultural
activities is an indication of cultural sustainability, not a commodification of culture. One of the
examples they give is the running of the bulls in Pamplona and the surrounding towns in
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Navarra. “The fact that such events occur anyway for the host population reduces the problems
of staged authenticity of culture,” experienced in other toured areas.316
The Camino is an “alternative form of tourism” which can be traced back to medieval
times.317 Hunter-Jones and Morpeth bring attention to other heavily toured landscapes in Spain
and point to a dramatic difference among the landscape and the people as compared to the
Camino. On the Mediterranean beaches of Spain, for example, where the presence of visitors is
also prevalent, they point out that there has been a “disappearance of agricultural activity,
abandonment of fishing activity…[and a] radical change in lifestyle and customs.”318 Visitors to
these southern coastal areas began in the 1960s, and numbers have been high.319 Visitors to the
Camino began over one thousand years ago and numbers have soared and never ceased. The
landscapes in the south of Spain have not had a traditional movement of people establishing a
rhythm and a route across the landscape as has occurred on the Camino. Therefore, the dwelling
presence has not been able to organically evolve with the movement, and hence, has not been
preserved. Neither has the general landscape. It is precisely the combination of the walking and
dwelling traditions as they play off of one another in service that have also allowed for the
physical landscape to be sustained. The same cannot be said for the southern coasts.
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The Council of Europe
Recognition of this long-established tradition came twenty years ago. In 1987, the
Council of Europe declared the Camino de Santiago the first European “cultural route.”320 The
Council recognized all of the Camino routes in October of that year. Also, the year 2007 was the
25th anniversary for the “award of the European flag to the city of Santiago de Compostela
thanks to its continental prominence as St. James goal.” Four criteria must be satisfied in order
to be recognized as a cultural route. They are:
Criteria i - be centered on a theme representative of European values and common to
several European countries
Criteria ii - follow a historical route or (in the case of cultural tourism) a newly created
route
Criteria iii - give rise to long-term multilateral cooperation projects in priority areas
(scientific research, heritage conservation and enhancement, cultural and educational
exchanges among young Europeans, contemporary cultural and artistic practices, cultural
tourism and sustainable development)
Criteria iv - be managed by one or more independent, organized networks (in the form of
an association or a federation of associations)

The Council’s objective was “to demonstrate in a visible way, by means of a journey
through space and time, how the heritage of the different countries and cultures of Europe
represented a shared cultural heritage.”321 The pilgrimage route demonstrates in a concrete way
the fundamental principles of the Council, which are: “human rights, cultural democracy,
cultural diversity and identity, dialogue, mutual exchange and enrichment across boundaries and
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centuries.” The Council of Europe initially designated the Camino as a source of inspiration, but
then it became the reference point for the development of future activities. In 2004, the Camino
was additionally awarded certification as a “Major Cultural Route of the Council of Europe.”322
The Council defines culture as the “soul of democracy” and envisions its mission to
include: a fostering of diversity, a dialogue as a means of peace building, and values in order to
reflect a dynamic, integrated, and creative European society. As regards cultural and natural
heritage, the council specifies that they should be celebrated as complex pieces associated with
sharing a landscape and that they are essential to the development of justice and a genuine
openness of mind.323
Naming the Camino as a the first European cultural route was a “transcendental event”
for Spain, and “the declaration meant the official confirmation of the Pilgrim’s Road as the
greatest benchmark of European and pro-European cultural routes.”324 It meant an integration
and signified “an attitude of mind that encompasses an attentiveness toward others and a deeply
felt commitment to the European experience.”325
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UNESCO
In 1993, UNESCO identified the Camino de Santiago as a World Heritage Site, declaring
it to have “universal value.”326 UNESCO described the Camino: “Some 1,800 buildings along
the route, both religious and secular, are of great historic interest. The route played a
fundamental role in encouraging cultural exchanges between the Iberian Peninsula and the rest of
Europe during the Middle Ages. It remains a testimony to the power of the Christian faith
among people of all social classes and from all over Europe.”327
Of the aforementioned ten criteria for World Heritage Sites, these three were determined
by UNESCO to be representative of the Camino:
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Criteria ii - to exhibit an important interchange of human values, over a span of time or
within a cultural area of the world, on developments in architecture or technology,
monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design;
Criteria iv - to be an outstanding example of a type of building, architectural or
technological ensemble or landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in human
history;
Criteria vi - to be directly or tangibly associated with events or living traditions, with
ideas, or with beliefs, with artistic and literary works of outstanding universal
significance. (The Committee considers that this criterion should preferably be used in
conjunction with other criteria)
What are excluded from these criteria are the physical, natural landscape itself and the
historical relationship humans have to it. The Camino is designated as a “cultural” site rather
than a “natural” or “mixed” site, meaning that the physical landscape, as per UNESCO, is an
insignificant aspect of the pilgrimage. Moreover, this categorization demonstrates that UNESCO
views the culture of the Camino as disconnected from the natural landscape.
Understanding the history and evolved use of the route, however, shows that the cultural
and the natural are inseparable. Through the legends and origin myths, one can begin to see the
role of the nonhuman elements of the landscape in the development of the human cultural
aspects. The natural landscape that pilgrims began to forge approximately two thousand years
ago seems to have no place in the World Heritage designation. The numerous legends ascribed
to mountains, fields, forests, stones, and the Camino stars are ignored. The direct interplay and
influence between the cultural and the natural are obvious attributes; both exist simultaneously
and cannot be separated from one another. From mountains, through Meseta, and out to sea—
without the physical landscape, the pilgrimage landscape does not exist.
Despite the World Heritage Committee’s inability to recognize the Camino landscape as
a natural landscape, as a country, Spain finds great importance in having the World Heritage
designation, especially the areas through which the Camino passes. As a result of these cultural
recognitions, there were many celebrations in towns and cities across the Camino landscape.
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The city of Santiago de Compostela also became a World Heritage Site, and from what I have
gathered from the residents across the Camino, few, if any, changes to their communal and
personal lifestyle patterns have come as a result of the World Heritage designation. Dwellers
have said, and pilgrim records indicate, that the numbers of people have gone up since 1993 and
that more people are coming from outside of Europe than before. Certain cities and towns have
begun actively restoring older buildings, but for the most part the residents attest that their lives
along the Camino have not changed as a result. They view the heritage designation as an award
rather than an imposition because it does not interfere with the traditional workings and
established patterns of the Camino.
Vitality of the Pilgrimage
This attention from the Council of Europe and the World Heritage Organization appears
to have influenced the Galician government because in the Holy Year 1993 they began an
organized regional campaign to actively promote the Camino.328 The campaign set out to
encourage more pilgrims to walk the Camino during that Holy Year and the Holy Years of 1999
and 2004. As a provincial government, Galicia’s regional authority included tourist and cultural
matters. They decided that the history and monumental character of ancient parts of the Camino,
including the cities, would be a key part of their campaign. Their plan involved special attention
to the French Route and the Silver Route. The goals included investing in resource
improvements, infrastructural upgrading, and a well-targeted marketing campaign.329
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For example, in order to encourage even more pilgrims to walk the landscape, they
decided to open a network of free refuges all throughout Galicia.330 This network is still in use
today and the refuges are still free of charge in the entire province of Galicia, up until the city of
Santiago de Compostela. Several cities in the other provinces along the Camino followed suit
with campaigns of their own: Pamplona, Logroño, Burgos, and León. In all of these campaigns
the governments aimed to call people’s attention toward their deep “historical heritage, cuisine,
and their peaceful and unspoiled image.”331 In the regions of Navarra and Galicia, other
important aspects to promote were the regional languages. In Galicia, the language of Gallego is
spoken, and in Navarra, the language of Euskera is spoken.332 Each of the autonomous
communities through which the Camino passes has a long-standing historical tradition of
dwelling and walking, but they also have their own region-specific traditions associated with
their local languages and customs.333
The local communities were involved integrally, and their involvement was voluntary. It
was up to them to participate in the campaigning or not. Many became actively involved in
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improvements, such as waymarking and upgrading accommodations, “in effect meeting a widely
recognized goal of sustainable development.”334 Others proceeded as they had for generations
with no added participation in the campaigning of 1993. Mostly, the dwellers and pilgrims of the
Camino continued to do what they had been doing for centuries, except now their ongoing
pilgrimage tradition was becoming recognized in an “official” way, both nationally and
internationally. This recognition of the Camino drew global attention to the path attracting more
and more people to the landscape. The ancient cities of the Camino received more visitors and
so did the small rural villages of the path.
“The Camino is trodden, in rather long stretches” with modern numbers ranging
somewhere between 30,000 to 120,000 pilgrims walking on the Camino in any given year.335
Holy years tend to be years with especially high numbers of pilgrims. This occurs rhythmically
every eleven, six, five, and six years. Holy Years are called años santos or años Xacobeos. In
the Holy Year of 1999, there were approximately six million visitors to the city of Santiago de
Compostela. This number is representative of all visitors to the city, those journeying along the
Camino as well as those who arrived there by other means.
In Mary Lee and Sidney Nolan’s study entitled Christian Pilgrimage in Modern Western
Europe, they claim that an estimated 100 million pilgrims actively undertake—in some form or
another—a pilgrimage to a European shrine each year. These include those who define
themselves as devoutly religious, those in search of spirituality, and those interested in religious
and/or secular history and culture.336 Along the Camino, as it gained more worldly recognition
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as a heritage site and a cultural itinerary, the numbers of pilgrims began to rise again, reflective
of what they were in medieval times.
Sustainability and Service
Below are the most current numbers of pilgrims walking and receiving the compostela, or
“pilgrim certificate.” These are only administered to those pilgrims who walk with a credencial
or “pilgrim credential,” which demonstrates by way of a series of dates and sellos or “stamps”
where they began and stayed throughout the journey. Each village over the years has developed
its own unique symbol to place in the credencial booklets of medieval origin. These symbolic
markings vary, each celebrating a local custom, aspect of the natural landscape, or an image of
its history as a town along the route. Mainly stamps are obtained in pilgrim refuges and
churches, but now some local restaurants have also begun to participate in stamping. At the end
of the journey the pilgrim passport is a visual reminder of all of the many places, people, and
stories that make up the Camino. It also serves as “proof” of the journey, demonstrating
eligibility for the pilgrim certificate with much more ease. These recent pilgrim data are
compiled by the Pilgrim Office in the city of Santiago de Compostela:337
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Year
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996

# of Pilgrims
2,491
2,905
3,501
5,760
4,918
7,274
9,764
99,439
15,863
19,821
23,218

Year
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

# of Pilgrims
25,179
30,126
154,613
54,004
61,418
68,952
74,614
179,944
93,924
81,783
93,953

Table 1: Numbers of Pilgrims Walking to Santiago from 1986-2007 (Holy Years in bold)
From these statistics, the amount of pilgrims walking the landscape over the last two
decades becomes very evident. Official records of pilgrims preceding 1986 do not exist. The
information that does exist comes from the refuges, but it is sporadic and incomplete, as some
villages documented it and others did not. Also, the information varies depending on where a
pilgrim began the pilgrimage. Nevertheless, the refuge records as they exist remain significant
as evidence of the tracking of pilgrims, but are considered unofficial due to their discontinuous
nature. All pilgrim records—both official and otherwise—indicate that numbers have increased
as the Camino has gained more and more recognition.
Along with the Camino’s recognition as the First European Cultural Itinerary, the
European Tourism Industry decided that it would promote principles of sustainable tourism. As
a result of this, the Framework Plan for the Competitiveness of Spanish Tourism sought to
encourage diversity in its tourism, highlighting things that maximized social benefit and
minimized environmental impacts. The industry believed the Camino to be an example of
sustainable tourism and thus promoted it fervently between 1992 and 1995. This promotion of
its “culture and landscape” helped it to attract the attention of other places and peoples beyond
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the reaches of Europe. This was ideal as the holy year of 1999 was approaching and high
numbers of pilgrims were expected on the Camino. In the year 2000, Santiago de Compostela
was additionally honored and named one of Europe’s Capitals of Culture.338 As stated by the
pilgrim and author Robin Hanbury-Tenison, the Camino landscape is “a symbol of the European
identity within which so many cultures and nations are included.”339
Even though the 1993 UNESCO recognition of the site as having universal value did not
categorize the Camino as a cultural landscape, all three of its categorizations consist of a
language that encourages a discussion of the Camino as such a landscape and allows for
connections to be made to its cultural traditions, of dwelling, walking, and serving.
The three categories of UNESCO cultural landscapes are: “associative, designed, and
organically-evolved.”340 The first category of “associative” landscape means a landscape that
holds “powerful religious, artistic or cultural associations of the natural element”—both material
and non-material.341 The Camino’s connections to associative cultural landscapes are most
apparent in its existence as a pilgrimage route. The path is a material process and product
associated with the Camino; the route itself an image that comes to mind when people think
about the landscape. Another example of an associative characteristic is the Camino’s
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connection to the Milky Way Galaxy. In pre-Christian and medieval times pilgrims used the
starry path as their visual map and guide since the line of stars actually led them to Santiago and
Finisterre.342 This pilgrim association is non-material in nature and reflects a very strong
connection.
According to Arntzen, both the material and non-material components of a land play an
important role in the functioning of cultural landscapes. The non-material association that
humans have with landscapes actually shapes the character of the people. A cultural landscape is
ultimately a place that is not solely influenced by humans, but is in fact a landscape that
influences humans’ views of themselves, their present, and their past.343
Inherently, the words “associative” and “association” beget the idea of relationship,
union, and fraternity implicit in the service tradition that unites dwelling and walking.
Consequently, along the Camino it may be difficult to distinguish among the UNESCO
associations of “religious, artistic, and cultural” because for the people who live and walk this
place these may not be separate elements, but instead a combined representation of all three.
Viewed as a cohesive blend of the “artistic, religious, and cultural” influences, the Camino
shows that the people walking and dwelling have jointly become both affected by and reflected
in the “natural” layout of the landscape.
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The second category of UNESCO cultural landscapes is the “clearly defined” landscape,
which is described as one “designed and created intentionally by humans.” Categorization is
based upon the “originality, change, and the physical boundaries” of the landscape, as well as
“the close links between nature and people.”344 UNESCO considers these kinds of cultural
landscapes to be a visible means by which to see the interplay of humans and the land.345 One
example by which the Camino can fall into this category is that most of the towns were
deliberately created for the walking pilgrims. Churches, convents, hospitals, and refuges were
built with the intention and clear purpose of serving pilgrim needs. Also, the existence of
historic homes, cathedrals, parks, orchards, and gardens are built creations reflecting direct
human design. The path, although not necessarily “designed” by humans, was “created” by them
through their constant passing over it over the centuries and is a visual representation of the
“close link” people share with the Camino environment.
This leads to the third and final UNESCO cultural landscape: “the organically-evolved”
landscape. In many ways, this third designation is where all three UNESCO categories come
together as one on the Camino. These landscapes are those which have resulted from “an initial
social, economic, administrative, or religious imperative” and have developed their present form
by association with, and in response to, the “natural environment.”346 And so the organicallyevolved landscape incorporates “associative” as well as “clearly defined” elements through the
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religious, administrative, social, and economic frameworks that surround it. The category further
has two subcategories, which are a “living-continuing” and “relict” landscape.347
In this discussion, the existence of a “relict” cultural landscape is neither appropriate nor
applicable. It seems to entail a level of disregard for both the human and nonhuman element
making up the landscape, and for this reason is not a part of the cultural landscape vision of the
Camino. According to UNESCO, many rural and industrial landscapes fall into this relict
category because they are no longer “economically feasible,” their way of life no longer “viable”
in contemporary society.348 The fact that a small group of representatives from European nations
are making this kind of determination about a landscape, even if it is inhabited by people or is a
sacred site worshipped by people, has the potential to be a form of cultural prejudice and
hierarchy. UNESCO reports that it is important to abandon nostalgic sentiment when dealing
with such landscapes. And it is UNESCO that makes the ultimate determination as to whether a
landscape should be categorized on paper as a living space or a fossilized, relict one, even if it is,
in fact, a place full of cultural and natural life.
A UNESCO living-continuing landscape is described to be almost the complete opposite
of a relict land. It is described as a place that retains an active social role in contemporary
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society as well as a close association with a traditional way of life. UNESCO finds that these
kinds of landscapes are still “evolutionarily in progress” and for that reason are able to continue
to endure. In addition to this, the evolution of such landscapes over time must have observable
“existing material evidence” to prove their historic progression.349 Through the Camino’s
“associative” and “clearly defined” characteristics, the connections between the land and the
people promote the perception of it as an organically-evolved, living-continuing landscape.
The Camino landscape is unlike other pilgrimage routes where the object of the journey
is mainly the shrine; the Camino has gained recognition for the actual physical route it follows as
well.350 It is also highly regarded because the route itself represents Spanish culture. The route
passes through several of the regional autonomies of Spain: Navarra, La Rioja, Castilla-León,
and Galicia. Each reflects a particular style of architecture, culture, and design. The Camino
embraces about 265 villages, towns, and cities, most of which grew originally as a result of the
pilgrimage.351 Other pilgrimage routes avidly tend to avoid population centers, but on the
Camino they are an integral part of the pilgrimage.352 This is a sign of the historical intimacy of
the physical path that is the landscape, its people, and the origins of their relationship.
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One of the most fascinating characteristics of the Camino is the opportunity it presents to
continually develop a positive dweller-pilgrim, or host-guest, dialogue. This dialogue also
extends to and includes the landscape that is worked and walked. This is facilitated by the ability
of the dwellers to maintain their own cultural identity, language, and role on the pilgrim route as
Spaniards in their respective autonomous communities. The language and cultural identity of the
pilgrim that passes through is not forced on the dwellers, but rather there is an assumed
coexistence of both kinds of cultural entities.353 The pilgrim and author Alan Peacegood
describes this as a kind of “easy affinity” among the local and visiting people.354 The historical
way in which the route has developed is conducive to cultivating an organic interaction among
the people. The interaction that pilgrims and dwellers have with one another is voluntary, and
the constant option for contact reduces the probability of the negative affects of their isolation
from one another. There is a “pilgrim-host contact/continuum,” and the opportunity for contact
depends on the intentions and desires of both the dweller and the pilgrim. This reemphasizes the
perspective that walking pilgrims do not negatively impact the “authentic cultural fabric” of
communities living along the Camino.355
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The Camino “has re-emerged as a potential exemplar of alternative tourism with
sustainable qualities…[and] the special relationship that has been galvanized over a millennium
has sustained the integrity of culture of the host communities.”356 For example, the pilgrim
provides economic benefits to areas that would otherwise normally be isolated from other types
of tourism; the Camino links small, family-owned businesses with larger enterprises along the
route; and pilgrims are housed, fed, and otherwise incorporated into the landscape in many
already-existing facilities so as to reduce unnecessary construction. The route encourages
visitors to partake in the well-established sustainable tradition of walking in order to traverse “a
variety of topographical features with little recorded impact.”357
The Camino landscape as a model of sustainability can also be envisioned as a model for
preservation. This means that it is the people of the landscape who uphold it as a traditionally
walked-upon and dwelled-in pilgrimage route. Even though the regional governments associated
with the pilgrimage in the modern-day have supported the Camino, it is the local, organic
management of the landscape through its own chosen community involvement, generation after
generation, that is providing a constant service to pilgrims and receiving a service from them.
The people are the “key to sustainability” on the route.358 They are the key to the preservation of
the Camino, its customs and traditions, and its landscape.
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Section Summary and Conclusion
In the overview of the Meseta, I provided a detailed description of the villages, cities,
cultivation, and steppe character of the landscape. Within that emerged a discussion of service.
Middle is where the dwelling and walking traditions have somewhat dwindled and for that reason
it is the area that experiences less authentic service along the pilgrimage. Taking its place are
managed, more conventional services provided in an inorganic way. They did not evolve with
the traditions of the peopled landscape, but rather have been overlaid, adding to the feel of
emptiness in this section. This led into an analysis of the current perceptions and dialogues amid
protected, cultural, and preserved landscapes. Within this review of the existing theoretical and
applied visions for landscapes, surfaced the complexities and problems of the established
paradigms causing further consideration of who or what is being served on these landscapes.
In the preserved landscape framework, the focus is mainly the land, but within the
cultural landscape initiative, the focus tends to fall on the people. The Camino, viewed as a
combined preserved and cultural landscape, serves both the human and nonhuman element. It is
a place that bridges these current paradigms of preservation in an actual and theoretical sense and
merges them together on the landscape. Movement and dwelling challenge the current
boundaries of landscape preservation, and encourage a more fluid and stable approach to the
time-honored relationships humans have to land on traditionally peopled landscapes.
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PART III: End
CHAPTER 5. León to Santiago de Compostela to Finisterre

Figure 48: The End of the Route from León (Astorga) to Santiago de Compostela to
Finisterre
Although dwelling, walking, and serving exist in all sections of the Camino, it is in this
third section that the interplay among them—between the people and the landscape—is the
strongest. Conventional landscape preservation appeals to the idea that preservation is upheld
best with less people. The Camino, as a traditionally peopled landscape, defies this notion. In
the Beginning, people abound, as does the preservation of tradition, history, culture, and nature.
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In the Middle, where there are less pilgrims and dwellers, preservation has lessened. And here,
in the End, where there are the most people walking and the most dwellers residing, the overall
preservation of the landscape is greatly enhanced. The dynamic of dwelling, movement, and
service continues to thrive as it has for millennia.
The Landscape of Galicia
Having left the Meseta behind near Astorga, the landscape takes on different
characteristics. Not too far past the large town comes the town of Murias de Rechivaldo. The
undulating land is full of shrubs covered in holm oak and melojo oak forests, housing wolves,
bluethroats, and choughs. Castrillo de los Polvazares is a town of medieval design, but actually
came into being during the 16th century. The homes are made of stone and clay, which are ocher
and orange in color. The doorways are large with decorative, wide archways whose width was
made large enough to permit the passage of horse-drawn carts. Most of these homes are
designed with a spacious interior patio, which served as a place to store the carts. The oldest
homes in Castrillo have thick walls with iron balconies and windows. The doors and windows
are made of carved wood—mostly painted green, white, or brown. The streets are wide and
made with stones placed in a clay soil. As in several places on the Camino, this town center is
pedestrian-only. Vehicles are not permitted through the center.
The Camino heads uphill slightly through areas populated with shrubbery and saplings
until the town of Santa Catalina de Somoza. Then comes the rounded Mount Teleno dominating
the landscape. It was a mythical holy site for the pre-Roman culture of the Astures. Teleno was
the name of their god of war. It is also a home for many communities of mountain bird species.
El Ganso, “the Goose,” is the next village. It is a tiny town with houses of straw roofs.
This is one of the first places on the Camino where these home structures still exist. The path
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narrows once out of El Ganso and heads into a forest of oak trees. Close by is the old Roman
mine of Fucarona. Now the forest is made up of much older oak trees which border the entrance
into the village of Rabanal del Camino. This is another typical town for the León mountain
region; the homes and buildings are made of ocher-colored stone and red roofs. The deep green
of Mount Irago fills the landscape just behind the town.
Trees
The abundant forests and lone trees along the trail are another way to sense the time
elapsed on the Camino. They are a sign of age; standing tall, thick, providing shelter, shade,
escape, and support. Trees are a part of the dialogue between people and landscape. Whether
the interaction is direct or indirect, dwellers and pilgrims experience a sensory relationship with
the landscape by way of the trees. Pieces of trees are discovered and utilized as walking sticks
by pilgrims; some dwellers take time to fashion fallen sticks with carvings in order to sell them
or give them away. They are distance markers and one part of the elaborate system of
waymarking that exists on the trail.
Trees played a significant role in Celtic culture. The lives of people were intimately
associated with forests for protection, refuge, heat, and food. Trees established the
communication among the three levels of the cosmos: what lay underneath the landscape due to
their roots, the surface of the landscape because of their trunks, and the sky because of their
canopies and reach of their branches. The Celtic calendar was based on the lunar cycles, of
which there are 13. Due to the importance of trees, each of the 13 cycles was represented by a
different tree species. Those trees represented by the calendar, as well as others, had sacred
meaning to the Celts. They created a hieroglyphic called “The Alphabet of the Trees,” which

they used to interpret their relationship to trees.359 Listed below are the sacred trees presently
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found all along the Camino. Many of the Celtic values they represent are commonly sought,
experienced, and manifested in some way in journeys of pilgrimage:
Birch – symbolic of beginnings; used to purify
Ash – the tree of life; magical
Alder – emotional strength and perseverance
Willow – emotional balance and regeneration
Oak – sacred tree; it is power and strength; king of the forest
Holly – symbol of struggle and protection
Hazel – knowledge and wisdom
Yew – sacred tree; symbolizes rebirth; associated with death and the other life
Apple – love, power, and youth; the tree of the beyond
Beech – symbol of strength; queen of the forest
Pine – fertility and protection
Walnut – wisdom and consciousness
Fig – abundance and fertility
Although the Camino forests are made up of a variety of tree species, forests of oak are
one of the most common species found along the entire Camino all throughout the beginning,
middle, and end stages. There is one oak tree, in particular, that has special gained attention, and
it is called the Roble del Peregrino or the “Pilgrim Oak.” It is found at the entrance of the
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village of Rabanal del Camino. It is possible that the importance of the Pilgrim Oak is related to
the historic Leyenda de la Encina or the “Legend of the Holm Oak.” The legend is as follows:
During the 5th century, St. Toribio, who was the bishop of Astorga, brought many relics
back from Palestine and Jerusalem. During the Reconquest it was common for sacred items,
such as relics, to be kept hidden and, therefore, safe in different places within the landscape:
underground, in bodies of water, and in trees. Many hundreds of years later in 1178 A.D., the
Knights Templar were planning to construct a castle near the town of Astorga. As they entered
the forest to begin to clear the area, they noticed a bright light coming out of a tree. In its interior
was a statue of the Virgin Mary that had been hidden there in order to protect it. As a result, the
forest was not cleared to make way for the castle, and it became a sacred grove venerated by
locals and pilgrim travelers alike.360

Figure 49: The Pilgrim Oak Tree, near Rabanal del Camino
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Ingold assesses the way in which trees help to create a bridge between humans and the
landscape. Trees draw the landscape in around them and provide a point of focus; by their
presence they constitute a particular place, a place that came into being with the trees. In its
present form a tree embodies a particular character and identity, the entire history of its
development from the moment it took root. “And that history consists in the unfolding of its
relations with the manifold components of its environment, including the people who have
nurtured it, tilled the soil around it, pruned its branches, picked its fruit” and found shade beneath
its branches or admired it from a distance. He indicates that the people are as much bound up in
the life of the tree as is the tree in the lives of the people.361 As is the case with the manifold
inhabitants of the tree: the fox, who has built its lair between the roots; the owl who perches on
its limbs; the squirrel who nests atop the branches; the ant who forages in the crags; the beetle
who lives beneath the bark; and the many birds and other wildlife that find refuge, play, or
nourishment in the tree.362
Moreover, trees grow within the memory of humans and these other creatures, in a way
different than the valleys, mountains, and hills. Thus, as understood by Ingold, their
“temporality is more consonant with that of human dwelling.” It also is representative of
“temporal rhythms” ranging from the long cycle of growth and decay to its shorter cycle of
flowering, fruiting, and foliation. A tree resonates with permanence as well as movement. In a
sense, a tree “bridges the gap between the apparently fixed and invariant forms of the landscape
and the mobile and transient” forms of life that surround it. He concludes that a tree is visible
proof that the most permanent presences dynamically join with the most fleeting in order to
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create a place. The trees on the landscape of the Camino are a visual representation of the
bridge that exists between the permanence and movement of dwelling, walking, and serving,
which together have created the Camino over time.
The climb toward Mount Irago is full of stonewalls that line the path of prairies with
heavy, varied vegetation. Before reaching the top there is one last opportunity to look back over
the yellows and browns of the Meseta that remain behind. Almost at the top of the mountain
comes the worn town of Foncebadón. It is a village almost wholly made of slate with livestock
wandering in the surrounding steep pastures. Often foggy because of the high altitude, it is a
place of mythology and mysticism, and like many Camino towns, makes one notice how the past
is very much a part of the present landscape. Then comes Manjarín, a tiny enclave in the
mountain, which nears the valleys of Compludo where there are forests of holm and melojo oaks.
Stones, Prayers, Waymarking
The people’s connections to the Camino landscape are marked both tangibly and
intangibly along the route. In general, tangible markers in a landscape can be natural features
such as bodies of water or coastlines, high points, or humanly created places such as monuments
or dwelling settlements. For Tilley, human activities become a part of the landscape “such that
every cliff, large tree, stream, [and] swampy area becomes a familiar place.363 A traditionally
peopled landscape is experienced and created through life activity; it is a sacred, mythic space
replete with social meanings wrapped around buildings, objects, and features of the local
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topography providing reference points and planes of emotional orientation for human attachment
and involvement.364
The landscape can be seen as a sign system for historical and mythological events. It is
the fundamental reference system in which individual consciousness and social identities are
anchored. Because landscapes anchor events, they act to ensure their enduring significance for
populations moving around and experiencing them on a daily basis.365 From this association, as
visual representations of histories and myths, they become objects of sedimented knowledge
through the passage of time whose accuracy continually validate the culture and way of life of
the people.
Stones, in particular, are anchors to the land.366 On the Camino, some of the earliest as
well as the most modern dweller homes are made of stone. The path is mostly dirt and rock, but
in certain areas the path is comprised of rock quartz, a sacred stone in many ancient traditions.
And in a few small towns, placed atop the roofs of houses is a large piece of white quartz. I was
told that this was a long-established custom used to harmonize the energies of the home.
Stones are also used by dwellers to help delineate the path. Every few kilometers an old
stone marker appears sometimes engraved with the name of the upcoming town or etched with
the amount of kilometers left in the journey. They also tend to have a painted yellow arrow on
them confirming that the pilgrim is headed in the right direction. In conjunction with the scallop
shell, this arrow is one of the most well-known symbols of the Camino. Dwellers aid in the
maintenance of the path by painting these arrows on stones and tree trunks along the route.
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Figures 50, 51, 52: Stone waymarkers and a painted stone with a yellow arrow
Today the arrows are viewed as something to help to keep pilgrims following the right
path, but the image of an arrow is a Celtic symbol of old representing decisions and the
objectives one has to fulfill. The part of the cosmos with which it is affiliated is the stars.367 It is
unknown as to when the arrow originally became a symbol along the Camino, but the correlation
to the Celtic tradition is interesting because inherent in pilgrimage is the objective of the journey
and destination, which along the Camino is guided by the Milky Way stars, a kind of celestial
arrow.
Pilgrims use stones to mark the way as well. Along the pilgrimage route there are
specific places—ritualistic places—where pilgrims are metaphorically and spiritually encouraged
to leave behind their heavy burdens symbolized with stones. At the top of Mount Irago is the
Cruz de Ferro or “Iron Cross,” one of the most famous symbols on the Camino. It is the custom
here to throw a stone at the base of the cross and, due to this tradition, there are millions of
stones surrounding its base. The stones are meant to represent burdens that people carry with
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them as they make the journey. As they throw them to the cross, their burden is lessened and in
a way, left behind on the journey as the pilgrim moves farther and farther away from it. This
mountainous zone was also a sight believed to be of great importance for the Celtic, Roman, and
Visigoth pre-Christian cultures as well.
Leaving a stone at the base of this cross carries a lot of symbolism. The stones may come
from the pilgrims’ homes or may be found and picked up somewhere along the route. Either
way, it is a stone chosen by the pilgrims to represent the difficulty of their pilgrimage. A stone is
small enough to carry, yet is a symbol of weight as well as strength. Pilgrims carry them in their
pockets, touching them every so often, a symbol of the inner weight that they carry on the
journey. As they approach the mountain of stones left behind by past pilgrims, they see the
burdens of many that have been left behind. Theirs will be one more; it will join with the
burdens, hardships, and challenges of others helping to create a sense of mutuality and
community amid the pilgrims.
The stone leaves the pilgrim’s hand, travels through the air, and disappears inside the
enormous rock pile. It may break, crack, or stay intact, and it will eventually be covered with the
stones of pilgrims yet to pass. The pilgrim borrows this organic symbol from the land, carries it
for days, and then gives it back in this ritual of service to the self. By throwing it into the large,
ever-growing hill of stones that now cover the bottom half of the cross, the burden is released,
and the pilgrims continue on their journey freed of that weight. The mountain of stones marks
the last highland before entering into the final region of Galicia. And so this Iron Cross
Mountain is a visual representation of a saturated landscape inhabited by the minds and bodies of
past and present peoples. It honors the peopled history of the route.
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Figure 53: Iron Cross on Mount Irago

Although the entire Camino can be described as having traces of saturation, dating back
to its initial use, this iron cross provides a clear visual for this concept. Legends state that this
was a sacred mountain for pre-Christians as well, particularly the Romans, who left items in
honor of the god, Mercury.368 Mercury is known to have been worshipped in places of high
elevation, and, due to Roman syncretism, Camino legends suggest that it represents the Celtic
god, Lugus as well. As Christianity grew in favor along the Camino, this tall, medieval cross
was placed on the sacred mountain. Visiting this area gives one the sense that there is an ongoing
dialogue across the continuum of time on the pilgrimage.
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This pre-Christian and medieval mountain is the most famous area for stone rituals, but
throughout the whole path people leave stones in varieties of places on the landscape.
Sometimes they are stacked up into tall cairns that look as if they may teeter over at any moment.
Even so, there is also something in these fragile structures that emits strength, willpower, and
perseverance, which makes me think of them as resembling the prayers and intentions of
pilgrims. These cairns are found all throughout the Camino and serve as another set of
reminders of the continuous presence of pilgrims over time and their direct connection to the
landscape itself. Dwellers and pilgrims both take time to create these decorative and ritualistic
images on the path.

Figures 54, 55: Decorative stone structures on the path
Other types of stone monuments are encountered on the route as well. Some are wellworn monuments from the pre-Christian era, some are stone altars for worship, while others are
stone shrines made in the spirit of service to honor the people who have died on the path. Not
only are stones used to honor present pilgrims, but they are indeed a service to those who have
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come before as well. On many occasions, offerings are left at these sites; these are mainly small
rocks, foods, flowers, or writings.
Stones are a recurring theme along the path. The small stones left behind are humble in
comparison to the large mountains that make up the route. Their presence is powerful whether
one is seeing them from a distance or slowly climbing them to reach the peak. These mountains
of stone each have names and legends associated with them. One legend in particular is that of
Santiago arriving to the Iberian Peninsula. He arrived in a marble boat of unsinking stone, was
placed in a tomb of stone, and he was discovered at the Pico Sacro or “Sacred Peak.”
In accordance with the anthropologist Michael Harkin, mountains often emanate feelings
of sentience and are thought to house strength.369 This can be seen in the fog-filled mountain
passes near Manjarín and those of O’Cebreiro, which are believed to house special healing and
guiding properties for those who slowly pass through their valleys.370
Through a tactile interaction with the Camino, mountains and stones, by way of prayer,
waymarking, and other kinds of careful and subtle service, the pilgrims and dwellers sense and
animate the power of the stones. Over the course of the journey, they actively incorporate them
into part of the purpose of the pilgrimage. Whether as gifts, offerings, burdens, whether shared,
carried, or stacked, the stones become a part of the people and the people a part of the stones.
The landscape permeates and fills the permanent and sojourned presence on the Camino,
anchoring the people to the place and including them in its sacred history.
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Deep valleys and high peaks define the area known as El Bierzo. This leads to the
outskirts of Ponferrada, which is located in a geographic depression encased within three
mountain ranges: to the north is the mountain range of Gistredo and the Cantabrian Mountains;
to the west are the mountains of O Courel and the Ancares, signaling the beginning of the region
of Galicia; and in the south are the Aquiliano Mountains. In this southern direction is found the
Valley of Silence, “where a large block of chalky limestone dominates over an acidic
environment of masses of forest well preserved.”371
Toward the small city of Ponferrada are the valleys of the Meruelo River, that flows
narrowly amid shrubs and an abundance of white quartz engrained in the path. Not far away is
the area known as Las Médulas, an abandoned Roman goldmine, with elder chestnut and oak
woodlands, filled with cork oak. Because this landscape is so close to the base of the Ancares
Mountains, the following species are also common: deer, marten, wolf, bear, Iberian wildcat,
fox, wild boar, goat-antelope, and the capercaillie.372
In the beginning of this descent towards Ponferrada come several small villages. The
first is El Acebo. The path is the town’s street and divides it in two, as is the case in many and
most small Camino villages. Homes are made of stone with slate roofs and decorative outer
walls. They are different from the houses of previous towns in that these are typical of the
region of El Bierzo, and thus called Bercianas. They typically have a wooden balcony with
exterior steps made of stone leading up to it. Here the slate-stone towns blend in with the
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surrounding rock and with the gray fog and clouds that tend to hover over this mountainous piece
of the path.
Continuing the descent, the rocky path passes between tall trees on into Riego de Ambós.
This is a village of few homes that exists on the slope of this mountainside. Wolf sightings
through El Bierzo are common, and they are seen even more often on the outskirts of Riego de
Ambós amid the old growth forest of chestnut trees. The chestnut trees are between 500 and
1000 years old in age. The extensive dense shrubbery also offers a good refuge where the
wolves can move and hunt deer or other creatures.373 The descent is rapid and winding. It is
sometimes difficult to maintain one’s footing on the smoothed over path of rock. Alongside the
Camino is a deep valley with forests of willows, oaks, and chestnuts.

Figures 56, 57: Ancient chestnuts near Riego de Ambos
Molinaseca is the next town. It is full of prairies and gardens and boasts a medieval
bridge, which leads to a pedestrian main street that is the Camino path as well. Finally the
descent is complete, and the small city of Ponferrada appears. Ponferrada is the last major
urban nucleus along the Camino until the city of Santiago de Compostela. It is closed in by two
373
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rivers: the Sil River and the Boeza River. It also has a small industrial area in the land right
outside its periphery. The old center of this city is dominated by the impressive Castle of the
Templars. In the 12th century the Templars converted Ponferrada into one of their main
strongholds on the Iberian Peninsula. By the 13th century, the castle was completed and stood
tall on the banks of the Sil River, as it still does today.
Cuatro Vientos and Camponayara are next outside of Ponferrada and bring the Camino
into the cultivated lands of vineyards, fruit trees, and extensive forests of poplars. Then comes
Cacabelos, which is a town with many small chapels and churches, one of which has converted
its patio into part of a pilgrim refuge. The Camino comes to Pieros next. This is where the preRoman settlement of Castrum Bergidum once was. The Astures were also associated with this
site.374
Soon after comes the village of Villafranca del Bierzo, where a 16th-century fort stands at
the entrance. The Camino comes to the Church of Santiago, which was a place of extreme
significance to pilgrims in medieval times. For those travelers who could not continue on to the
end, they were able to enter the “Door of Forgiveness” in this village church and receive
absolution for all of their sins without having to make the entire journey to the tomb of St. James
in Santiago de Compostela.
After passing the church, the Camino goes through the town flanked by homes and
ancient palaces, blossoming with centuries of life and visible medieval ruins. Following the
Valcarce River, the trail continues in and out of dense forest until reaching a narrow valley
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locked in with high mountains covered in shrubs and trees. Pereje and Trabadelo, two small
towns, are accessed as the Camino weaves in and out of a main road leaving the road behind in
the villages of La Portela, Ambasmestas, and Vega de Valcarce. This last town has the Castle of
Sarracín high up on a mountain overlooking the village.
Elders and Pilgrims
The path is a social space where dwellers and pilgrims constantly interact with one
another. It is common to see dwellers standing or seated right outside of their homes, in the town
plazas, or on a stone or log on the path awaiting an opportunity to speak with a pilgrim.
Engaging with the dwellers in this way maintains the long tradition of cultural exchange on the
Camino. Pilgrims share stories of their home and experience, and the dwellers do the same. It is
a simple example of service and one that is possible on the Camino even though there may be
language barriers. When verbal communication proves difficult, people explore other avenues of
expression, such as sharing photographs and exchanging gifts.
It is mostly the elders of the towns that make themselves available to pilgrims. They
offer to show them the town and the church and even give advice on how to best continue on in
the journey. Sometimes they recommend certain refuges in which to stay, restaurants in which
to eat, and general things to keep in mind. They offer a great deal of wisdom to pilgrims because
they have lived on and experienced the Camino for many years. This kind of dwelling, walking,
and serving relationship is an example of how the locals organically manage the pilgrim
presence. By recommending refuges or towns to visit, they help to mediate the pilgrim
movement. By making themselves visible and available to the pilgrims, they also slow the
walkers down and remind them that the Camino is a homeplace in addition to being a place of
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pilgrimage. This personal contact with elders helps the pilgrims to integrate and internalize their
own experiences of the path.
Las Herrerías is a tiny village that exists in a straight line on the Camino along the banks
of the river. The town is pressed close up against the riverbanks and hillside; across from it are
the fertile prairies of the valley. Typically, there are cows and sheep grazing in these prairies.
Entering Galicia requires an intense ascent over a rocky path of varying widths. At this
altitude the weather shifts and changes rapidly. Heavy fog, winds, snow, and rain are common
for the area. The shadowy path that slithers up the mountainside is lined with old woodlands
filled with oaks and chestnuts. La Faba is the first town on the ascent. The steep incline levels
out for the length of the town. It is a typical town of few homes and buildings.
Laguna de Castilla is next; it looks over lush valleys and decorates the Camino with
stonewalls covered in moss and shaded by large birch trees. Here the famous Galician hórreos
make their first appearance on the trail. Those found here are of the most ancient style: stone
with a straw roof. Hórreos are used for storage, typically grains or any kind of food that needs
drying. The walls are also made of stone with thin lines carved out so that air can pass through.
The Camino is shared on the ascent with many creatures; the most visible are the sleeping village
dogs, chickens, and roosters.
The Camino enters the region of Galicia via the unique Celtic village of O’Cebreiro. It
is a very small place atop a high mountain. Most of the constructions are made of slate, but there
are several pallozas, or traditional homes, as well. In general, pallozas are one story and are
circular in shape with low stonewalls that are almost invisible due to the large, low-hanging roof
of hay that comes down all over the sides. These homes find their origin in Celtic tradition; the
Celts’ influence is still strongly present all throughout Galicia. Many locals refer to it as “Celtic
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Galicia.” One of the pallozas has become a public place for people to go inside and see the
layout of its simple interior. This town is one of the last places to see these particular remnants
of Celtic ancestry. A pre-Roman church or temple from the 9th century is also a popular site in
O’Cebreiro.

Figure 58: A Celtic/Galician Palloza
Leaving town provides a beautiful view of the forested Lucense Mountain and the deep
valleys at its base full of birch, holly, and beech trees. Continuing onward begins a walk over
the crest of the Rañadoiro mountain range full of pine trees. At Liñares, the trail ascends briefly
to the highland of San Roque. There is a large bronze statue of a pilgrim walking against the
wind toward Santiago.
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Figure 59: Large bronze pilgrim statue at the Highland of San Roque
The next town along the crest is Hospital da Condesa with typical homes of stone with
roof tiles of slate covering each building. Moving toward Padornelo, the path is shaded among
shrubbery and stonewalls. The low-lying walls have become almost invisible due to the
brambles, ferns, blackberries, birch saplings, and elders that have overtaken their surface.
The highland of Poio is the next peak leading to the village of Fonfría. From here is a
view into a deep valley at the foot of Mount Ouribio. The Camino becomes a non-level terrain
within stonewalls and dense hedges of hazelnut, ancient chestnuts, and birch trees. Next is the
town of Bideudo and the descent into the valley nearing the village of Triacastela. The area is
green and full of chestnut, ash, oak, but mostly birch. The route encounters a few more towns,
some only consisting of about five homes, almost all made of slate and stone, standing strong
against the old forest, which helps to shield these areas.
At Triacastela, at the base of Ouribio Mountain and on the banks of the Ouribio River, a
fertile valley opens to the Camino. Rocks of slate and white quartz dominate the area, but there
are also large deposits of limestone. Medieval legend states that some of the earliest pilgrims
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had transported one piece of limestone from this town all the way to Castañeda—a place near
the end of the route—where the limestone was prepared for the construction of the Santiago
Cathedral.
Past Triacastela, wooded hillsides, narrow valleys, tall poplar, alder, holly, oak,
chestnuts, and wild mushrooms surround the trail. The town of Balsa is next, somewhat hidden
near the edge of a brook. A pilgrim fountain in the shape of a scallop shell greets the pilgrim at
the top of the ascent toward San Xil. The view from here is of the next valley, one of extensive
forests of birch with many of its ancient, large canopied trees covered in lichens, adding a white
sheen to their thick trunks.
The highland of Riocabo provides a view of the Galician landscape undulating across
mountains and fertile valleys. Montán, set in a heavily wooded area, is the next village. A
square pigeon house made of dark slate, not the first that can be seen along the walk, appears in
clear view near vegetable gardens and orchards. As the pilgrim moves onward, the path is lined
with wide oak trees. And the combination of the stone pigeon house, gardens, and orchards is
repeated in a succession of individual, small stone homes with gardens and orchards. The
majority of the gardens grow potatoes, green vegetables, and some corn. Larger spaces are taken
up by fields of grazing livestock, native cows called rubias gallegas or “blond Galicians”
producing milk, one of the main products of the Galician region.
Zoo and Furela are the next two villages, each with homes of slate whose roofs and walls
covered in yellow lichens seem to age the town’s appearance even more. Following Furela is
Pintín, a tiny village of just a few homes and a milk-producing facility. And after that comes
Calvor, which takes the Camino into the fringes of the larger town of Sarria, leaving behind
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Villorríos and immense lands of forested countryside, with hedges of oak and grand chestnut
trees.
The route enters Sarria by way of a medieval bridge over the Ouribio River. Here there
is a pilgrim fountain within a tunnel of alder trees through which the river flows. Sarria has
several medieval monuments and is a famous starting place for pilgrims. From this point onward
there are only about 100 kilometers left until Santiago de Compostela. 100 kilometers is all
walking pilgrims need to journey in order to receive the compostela. The compostela is the
official document registering people as Camino pilgrims. In the Catholic tradition along the
Camino, by becoming an official pilgrim to Santiago, one’s sins are absolved completely. This
tradition has led this final piece of the Camino to be the most heavily traveled piece of the path.
Leaving Sarria with the multitudes, over the Celeiro River, there is a dense uphill track
of Camino through a heavily forested area of old growth. Then the Camino is once again open
countryside and made up of continuous prairies and hedgerows of trees, which, at times, form
small forests of slender oak or ancient chestnuts. These kinds of forests on the Camino are
reminiscent of the original forests, all of them serving as a refuge to the wildlife and here in this
area also protecting the fields from the wind, helping to eliminate erosion and thus favoring the
production of crops.375
One of the next towns is Barbadelo, with a restored Romanesque church constructed in
rural Galician style. Rente is another village, somewhat set back from the trail, within a wooded
setting. The Camino passes through several more villages, some with blackbirds and buzzards,
and after this the route opens back up into a mix of forest and prairie.
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Peruscallo is situated on the edge of a lush oak woodland, which allows for a view of
green fields lined with low, stonewalls. Sheep and cows pasture in the fields. This town, as in
so many other places on the path, gives a sense of tradition and antiquity. Galician hórreos
reappear and are abundant, but these are somewhat different in style than the previous ones with
straw roofs. These are considered “Galician style” and are rectangular, but long and thin in
shape, elevated and made of stone and wood. For the majority of them, the base and frame are
stone, but the sides of the rectangle are wooden panels that allow small spaces for ventilation.
These are mainly used to dry crops, especially corn.

Figures 60, 61, 62: Different styles of Hórreos
The path continues through several more seemingly isolated, tiny villages typical of the
Camino. Most have medieval churches, just a few stone homes, livestock, and a pilgrim
fountain. Beyond the town of Ferreiros, the prairies cede land over to the forests of oak and
chestnut. In all of this landscape one sees many kinds of birds, such as the green woodpeckers
and wood pigeons.
Near Vilachá, where the Loio River and the Miño River meet, the forests are dense and
deep consisting of chestnut, oak, and old vineyards. There are small homes with individual
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orchards and vegetable gardens. There is also pastureland for the animals to graze. This town’s
homes are also made of slate, but rather than gray, the slate is brown in color. They give an air
of antiquity, as do the labyrinthine corridors that are the town’s streets.
Portomarín is the next town. In comparison to the villages just passed, this town seems
much larger. The entire town has been rebuilt on higher ground, as the ancient village was
submerged during the creation of a local reservoir in the mid-20th century. That said, both of the
Romanesque monuments of most importance from the original Portomarín were taken apart and
put back together piece by piece in the rebuilt town. These were St. Peter’s Church and St.
Nicholas’ Church-Fortress. In the latter, the numbers engraved in stone marking the order of the
pieces are very visible on the inner walls of the church.
Once outside of Portomarín, there is plentiful pastureland and the small towns, such as
Gonzar and Castromaior, maintain their agricultural and pastoral traditions of sheep, goats, and
cows. Ventas de Narón is a forested town a little further which leads up to the Mount of
Ligonde. This part of the path provides a panoramic view of open valleys with villages dispersed
among small prairies with ferns, shrubs, and woods of pine. Continuing with the path is the
descent and undulating trail into Lameiros and other villages, up through Valos, that are all
hidden within old growth woodlands, composed mainly of oak. The next town is Palas de Rei
which nears the mountain range of Careón, dominated by low shrubs where marsh harriers and
wolves live.376
Moving on, what stands out the most in San Xulian do Camiño are its numerous hórreos.
It is a town of few homes, but it would seem that almost each home has one or two hórreos.
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They are very unique in structure and give character to the Galician villages. Casanova is
reached via the dense woodlands of beech trees and very old oak trees.
Eucalyptus trees first enter into the landscape as the Camino crosses into the Galician
province of La Coruña. These trees, originally from Australia, were introduced in the mid-19th
century due to the many economic benefits of their leaves and wood. Although the eucalyptus
trees are not native, they have become a part of the Galician Camino landscape.
Leboreiro is a village full of hórreos with a few homes and vegetable gardens. The walls
of the homes are made of slate, but the roofs are made of red and black Arabic tile similar to
those first seen in the Meseta. The wooden windows are painted in vibrant colors. At the edge
of town is the Romanesque Church of Saint Maria facing an ancient pilgrim hospital. The path
continues and becomes rocky and then turns into an open prairie area with bushes until a
medieval bridge in Furelos.
Shortly after this comes the larger town of Melide. One of the most popular activities in
Melide is to eat Pulpo a la Gallega, or Galician-style octopus. There are special bar/cafeterias
that serve only this dish and many belong to families whose ancestors helped to found the town.
Each is set up in a similar way with long rectangular wooden tables and benches, all in a large
dining area, with one or two deep steel pots in a corner for traditionally cooking the octopus.
Locals and visitors alike frequent these locales.
At the entrance of Melide is the Church of St. Peter. In front of the church is a Cruceiro.
A cruceiro is a medieval crucifix, normally sitting on a circular or square base with a tall column
upon which the cross sits. They are normally made of stone; this one, in particular, is made of
granite stone. The townspeople claim it to be the oldest in all of Galicia, constructed in the 14th
century. This town is also an area of archaeological richness with regard to pre-Roman cultures.
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According to the Spanish writer Manuel Rodríguez Castelao, cruceiros were often placed on
sacred lands of pre-Christian origin in an effort to convert and overtake the pagan belief systems
of the area.377
Just north of Melide is Castro de A Graña, which is a known archaeological site of Celtic
origin dating long before the arrival of the Romans in 8th century B.C. These fortified Celtic
stone settlements called castros in Spanish are very visible on the Galician landscape of the
Camino. These are also believed to house spiritual properties and are found on high peaks.
Harkin credits that certain places can have “the power to act on us if we allow them to,” and
elicits that the landscape does this in obvious and subtle ways.378 Groupings of oak, birch, and
chestnut trees encircle the Celtic settlement.379
Passing through Santa Maria de Melide and Boente, the Camino crosses over a hilly
landscape mostly used as pastureland. Then it turns into a small valley full of birch trees
growing along the banks of the Boente River. In general, the riverbank forests encountered
along the route “have been preserved in perfect condition.”380
Now the Camino reaches the town of Castañeda, which is where the earliest pilgrims
would bring the limestone they carried from the previously mentioned town of Triacastela to aid
in the construction of the cathedral of Santiago de Compostela. The path now opens into a new
valley and heads toward a shoreline forest, along the Iso River. It crosses over flowered fields,
drowning in yellow dandelions with elder oak trees standing tall accompanied by lime trees.
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A small arched bridge allows easy passage over the river and so comes the prairie
villages of Ribadiso de Baixo and Arzúa. Black and white cows and “blonde” cows are found in
the expanse fields. The Camino passes many pasturelands and tiny villages with woodlands of
eucalyptus and old birch. In the town of Rúa, the antique homes all line the only street the town
has, which is the path. The front of the homes are slate brick, brownish in color, and invasively
decorated with rose plants and vines. Orchards and green prairies surround the town, and here,
too, there is an hórreo designed in the most traditional style: a rectangular blend of carved stone
and wood panels.
A few more small villages, such as San Antón, make an appearance within an old growth
forest of birch and oak, cultivated gardens and orchards, and white and red clovers and daisies
surrounded once again by forest. The Camino continues through to wide, fertile valleys with
extensive prairies and woods with villages and a few individual homes dispersed among the
fields. To the south of the Camino are the well-preserved forests along the riverbanks of the
Ulla, Deza and Arnego Rivers.381
Gifts
Along the path are many examples of gift giving. Gifts can be tangible and intangible,
abiding or ephemeral, but regardless of these categories, they are always given voluntarily along
the pilgrimage. Gifts can be given person-to-person or encased in the spirit of anonymity. In
either situation, the exchange indirectly serves the landscape because it directly supports the
cultural lifeways of dwelling and walking. This is yet another example of the reciprocal nature
of the Camino. Gifts appear in many forms, some of which are: the spontaneous way in which
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peoples’ homes become refuges, the maintenance of food stands and tables along the route, the
availability of souvenirs, and the planting of gardens.
On many occasions, where there is no refuge, dwellers may open up their homes to
pilgrims. This happened to me several times, but one instance in particular was in the town of
Ribadiso de Baixo. The municipal refuge was full, and I went over to a restaurant to eat, and the
owner asked me if I would be staying in town that night. I responded that I would likely keep
walking because there was no more space in the refuge. Within minutes, she had offered me a
bed in her own house. I gratefully accepted.
Another way in which service becomes a gift on the Camino is in the case of food stands
and souvenirs. Dwellers tend to leave offerings for pilgrims along the route in different areas.
Mostly these are isolated stations on the outskirts of a village or in more solitary areas of the
path. Typically, there is a sign written in several languages greeting the pilgrims and welcoming
them to enjoy the water, teas, fruits, cookies, and other kinds of food or drink. The pilgrim
generally responds with a token of gratitude left behind in warm thanks. This can be a stone, a
donation, a drawing, a written note, or some other small item.
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Figure 63: Anonymous gift area, called the “Garden of Tea for Pilgrims”
These stands do not always exist in the realm of anonymity. Sometimes the dwellers are
present and personally greet and engage with the pilgrims. They will have their own stamps for
the pilgrim credentials and little gifts or sales of food, such as wool for pillows or homemade
cheeses. Supporting these local stands as well as any town shops helps the dwellers’ livelihoods.
Much of the local economy is directly connected to providing food, lodging, and other
necessities for the pilgrim. At these stands dwellers often even have souvenirs for pilgrims,
which walkers tie on to their backpacks, decorating them as Camino travelers. Some dwellers
give away or sell scallop shells, traditional gourds for storing water, and walking sticks. It is
common to see a stand where a sign indicates that monetary donations are not accepted. They
want the exchange to be about honoring the journey of the pilgrims, providing them with
something they may need along the way.
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Figure 64: Dweller attending to pilgrims with a variety of gifts (donations not accepted
here)
Dwellers also take time to plant flowers along several parts of the Camino, even if it does
not happen to be their own land. They do this to adorn the sides of route, keeping it blooming
and flourishing for the pilgrims as they pass. This is in addition to their own gardens and
orchards, which already decorate their homes as well as the path. All of these varied routine
actions reveal the spirit of service that prevails on the Camino amid the people and the place.
This last piece of the Camino, due to the close proximity to the large urban center of
Santiago de Compostela, meanders in and out of industrial and city-like environments.
Lavacolla is the next town, where the city influence shows greatly, especially because of the
closeness of its airport to the trail. Moving along this final stretch, there is another eucalyptus
forest and a few towns lined with acacia trees. The final ascent to the Monte de Gozo or “Mount
of Joy” greets the traveler with an enormous monument to pilgrims and is the first place where
the city of Santiago de Compostela at last comes into view.
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Even from this distance, the city’s well-preserved old center is distinguishable among the
modern layout as a dark colored stone core rising tall out of the middle of the expanding
contemporary city. Making one’s way into the old center takes time, but soon enough the Porto
do Camiño or “Door of the Camino” appears. This is the ancient entrance to the entire city; now
it is the entrance to the old portion of the city. Vehicular traffic is prohibited in this area. The
streets are cobblestone and the buildings are of the same stone tone and color. The weaving
medieval streets lead to the famous cathedral, where Christian legend states the remains of St.
James are preserved. Here is where the legend of falling stars took place beneath the Milky Way
path above.
For many pilgrims, Santiago de Compostela is not the end, but rather is only one of the
destinations of the route. These pilgrims continue under the Milky Way and walk on to the
previously referenced Coast of Death to the town and cape of Finisterre, considered the preChristian end of the pilgrimage.
The Pilgrims’ Mass
I met a young Hungarian couple on the Camino that I was able to spend time with on
various occasions throughout the journey. One of the most memorable moments I spent with
them was in Santiago. The young woman’s name was Esther, and she was an aspiring singer of
classical music. Throughout the journey we had asked her to sing for us, but she always refused.
She did, however, promise that the right time and place would come at some point on the
journey. It came in Santiago.
She asked me to help her find a way to sing during the pilgrims’ mass in the cathedral. I
had made contact with the main priest from the cathedral in Santiago the summer before when I
had gone to do archival work, and so I returned to his office with this special request. He kindly
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directed us to a small area in the back of the church where he said we would need to speak with
the head nun.
We found her seated at a desk in a back room surrounded by people. We decided to take
a seat and wait our turn. After a little while, she asked us what we needed. I told her that Esther
was from Hungary and was interested in singing during the mass. The nun was very excited and
started to speak directly to Esther about the song type and at what point in the mass she would
like to sing. Esther, smiling, pointed to me, and I began to translate the nun’s questions from
Spanish to English and Esther’s answers from English to Spanish. Esther wanted to sing the
Hungarian version of the Ave Maria, which she explained was very different from the more
popular version. She explained the rhythm and beats of the melody, but did not have a copy of
the music sheet. The nun called the organist to see if he had a copy of the music, but he did not.
Esther said that it was okay because she also liked to sing it without any music playing in the
background.
Now it was about 11:30; the mass was to begin at noon. They decided that it would be
best if Esther sang at the end of mass since there was such little time to communicate her
participation in the mass with the priests leading the service. It seemed to all be settled except
for one thing. The nun said that what she did not have was a lector, and asked if I would like to
read the first reading. I was a little nervous at the thought of reading there in the cathedral, it
being such a majestic and historic place, but I was also excited at the idea of it. The cathedral of
Santiago is a place that has filled many people with hope for over one thousand years. People
have walked specifically to this place in search of miracles, escape, cleansing, answers…I was
honored to be asked to take part in this pilgrim ceremony.
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We started to head out of the small back room and into the rest of the church. She
handed me the paper with my reading on it so that I could get comfortable with it in the few
minutes before the mass began. Then she led us to be seated to a special bench near to and
facing the altar. We were thrilled because at that point the church was completely packed and
we would not have found a seat at all otherwise. Esther’s partner joined us there, and we all sat
waiting for the mass to begin. The nun took her place at the podium and began to silence the
people in the church by beginning to sing. It was calming and emotional to listen to her. The
mass started, and after a little while I was signaled to come up to do the reading. Just before the
mass was going to end it was announced that the botafumeiro was going to be used. This is the
oversized censer that dates back to medieval time. We felt very lucky to be able to see the
botafumeiro because they only bring it out during special ceremonies.
Six men came out with the incense burner and carried it to the altar. They tied ropes to it
and pulled on them; it rose off of the ground. Through their rhythm, it began to swing from side
to side. It gained momentum and as it swung it released the smoke and smell of the incense.
After several minutes, the four men slowly began to quiet its movement until it finally came to a
halt. Esther was motioned to come toward the altar, and she commenced her singing. The
people’s gaze shifted from the burner to her. Her voice was extremely powerful, and it was
beautiful to watch her in song while the smoke dissipated around her. I looked around at the
people, and many were crying, being moved by her voice and the overwhelming sense of
something shared. As she finished she lowered her head and walked back to her seat. The place,
full of hundreds and hundreds of people, was silent. The priest broke the silence by dismissing
the mass and told us to all go in peace. Esther’s singing had brought us peace, and it was an
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unforgettable moment for so many pilgrims nearing the end of their pilgrimage in the cathedral
that day.

Figure 65: Cathedral of Santiago de Compostela
Leaving Santiago are hillsides of prairie and forest with many small villages amid them.
An oak forest leads into San Lourenzo that boasts a garden of box trees. One of the first villages
is Noia, a fishing village situated very close to Muros. This area is famous for its mussels and the
avian species found at Punto Carreiro. The path then leads into a view of an open blue water
lagoon called Louro. It extends across a large portion of the landscape and has low lying trees
and shrubbery all around it.
Continuing toward the village of Augapesada there is a small medieval bridge just before
the ascent of the Mar de Ovellas that overlooks the Valley of A Maía. Then, the path leads on to
the town of Ponte Maceira. It follows the River Tambre closely and crosses over a bridge
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originally constructed in the 14th century, which was of great importance in keeping Finisterre in
connection with Santiago.
Negreira is the next village. It is of medieval origin, which is apparent by the restored
medieval fortress near the chapel of San Mauro. The path leads out of Negreira up to the
Barcala River and then over high plateaus giving a view of the landscape from above. This
region is famous for the hórreos that are found in the small towns in the area of Xallas and
Maroñas. Mount Aro is the next climb of the undulating landscape where then the rivers and
forested banks become the protagonists of the path.
In the village of Ponteolveira the Xallas River and its banks overtake the landscape. The
route then heads into the town of Hospital, which, as its name signifies, was a well-known stop
for pilgrims, but the hospital-refuge no longer exists. Exiting the town the path continues
onward to the Sanctuary of Our Lady of the Snows which has a fountain that is believed to bring
health to those who drink and use the waters from it.
From the high peak of O Cruceiro da Armada, the cape, far off in the shores of the not-so
distant sea, comes into view. Legends state that the cape’s rocky strip, along the coast, reflects
the magic of the sea: one day the beaches are sand and other days they are full of rock
formations drawn out from the currents of the water.
Throughout this entire piece of the Camino, the path is made up of dense forests mostly
of pine. The route also passes through villages whose homes are adorned with orchards, gardens,
and small plots of land. It is not uncommon to see sheep and other forms of cattle, but as the
seascape approaches the central focus is on marine life. These places are fishing villages and
celebrate their proximity to the seacoast. For example, the last town before reaching Finisterre
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is Corcubión, and here each year on the first Saturday in August the townspeople gather to
celebrate the Feast of the Clam.
Once in Finisterre, the sea is all around and there is access to it from various beaches and
rocky shores. Nearby is the Church of Saint Maria, which was part of a medieval pilgrim refuge.
The kilometer marker zero is found on the final piece of the route on a high mountainous
shoreline on the way to the tip of the Cape, the furthest most edge of the Coast of Death. This
was the mythical place for the Celts, Romans, and Visigoths. The sea joins with the sky and
gives an uninterrupted view of the sun setting into the wild waters once believed to be “the end
of the earth” at Finisterre.

Figures 66, 67, 68: Kilometer-marker 0,00 and the Coast of Death at Finisterre
Water, Fire, Cleansing
As a pilgrimage, the Camino presents ritualistic opportunities to cleanse the physical,
mental, and spiritual body of people traveling the path. Normally it is the dwellers who let the
pilgrims know where and how these rituals take place along the path. The rites and places are
many, but in each case they are grounded by the traditional and universal elements of fire and
water. For example, it is common for lakes, rivers, seas, and other bodies of water to be viewed
as areas of purification. And water is one of the most common and historical images of
cleansing on the Camino.
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One well-known area of purification on the Camino is in the aforementioned village of
Lavacolla, near the entrance of Santiago. Historically, this used to be a place full of pilgrims and
dwellers because it was the last place with close access to a river before reaching the city of
Santiago. This meant that it was the last place pilgrims could bathe and clean themselves before
arriving at their first destination. Hence the name of the town, Lavacolla, means “to wash the
neck.”382 The washing of feet is also something that takes place in some refuges. Refuge
caretakers engage in the service of washing the feet of pilgrims as way to metaphorically cleanse
them as they physically walk and spiritually progress, by way of their feet, into the different
stages of the route. Treating their wounds and blisters is a part of the cleansing process as well.
In Santiago de Compostela images of fire are also used. The medieval tradition of
burning pilgrim clothing at the door of the cathedral was yet another way to purify the pilgrim.
This can be associated with the idea of death related to the city. The pilgrims were then given
new clothing as a symbol of cleanliness and were able to enter into the cathedral and experience
more purifying fire with the botafumeiro censor. These fiery symbols were all preparatory for
the final piece of the journey in Finisterre.
On the rocky cape, pilgrims burn their clothing and other selected items from their
journey on the high shores of the Coast of Death. Both fire and water are used to cleanse here.
Then, similar to the role of the fountains along the path, the waters of the sea rejuvenate the
pilgrims, symbolically baptize them into a new beginning, and represent the final stage in
purifying the body in the pilgrimage. They die and are reborn from the mythological sea, as has
been the tradition for many people over millennia.
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Figure 69: Finisterre, the end of the earth
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CHAPTER 6. Dwelling and Walking, Serving and Preserving
Interwoven and Overlapped
To walk on a landscape for an extended period of time, as people do on the Camino de
Santiago, is to intentionally embark on a metaphorical and literal journey of the body, mind, and
spirit. The Camino’s recognition as a historic pilgrimage route invites people from all over the
world to move over and through its landscape at a slow and constant pace. The movement of the
people over and through the landscape has been accepted, encouraged, and celebrated for
millennia.
To dwell on a landscape is to cultivate a long-lasting relationship with it. On the Camino
there exists a unique kind of dwelling due to its existence as a pilgrimage route. There is a
dwelling that arises from those who permanently reside along the path, as well as a variety of
different yet similar intimate forms of dwelling that come from the seasonal pilgrim travelers.
The origins of these combined forms of dwelling are most clearly seen from the eighth century
onward. During this period in history the Camino became widely recognized as a pilgrimage
route and, at the same time, many towns and villages were created—due for the most part to the
presence of the walking pilgrims.
Since the beginning dwelling and walking have grown steadily and deliberately across
the entire landscape from the Pyrenean border with France, through to the Galician city of
Santiago de Compostela, and onward to the seacoast of Finisterre. Dwellers and pilgrims have
continued to maintain their presence and movement on the path, serving one another over time in
the pilgrimage tradition.
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Dwelling, walking, and serving are the cultural lifeways at the center of the Camino.
They support one another, validate, and simultaneously allow for the other’s existence and
continued evolution. Pilgrims walked the landscape and dwellers settled on it. Dwelling towns
mostly came about due to an effort to provide for the pilgrims. As the parades of pilgrims grew,
the numbers of permanent residents did as well and the Camino became a traditionally peopled
landscape. It became a place of symbiosis where a mutualistic relationship exists among the
land, the dweller, and the pilgrim. The element of service, however, is not provided only to the
pilgrim. The pilgrim also serves the dweller, and by way of their interaction permits the
endurance of the dwellers’ traditional way of life along the path.
And so they have become interconnected and interdependent. An undefined movement
exists in dwelling and a kind of sojourned dwelling exists in pilgriming. The Camino dwelling
presence and walking movement are paired in such an inseparable manner that descriptions and
meanings of one automatically include the other, as is the case with the acts of service inherent in
both. This coexistence and co-dependency extend out to include the Camino landscape that is
dually and concomitantly lived, walked, and served. For this reason, a discussion of the
preservation of the Camino landscape cannot be had without including dwelling, walking, and
serving together.
Language and Landscape
The origins of the verb to dwell are discussed by the philosopher Martin Heidegger in his
essay, “Building, Dwelling, Thinking,” where he reevaluates and reestablishes the true meaning
of this verb which, over time, has gone out of use. In the following quote Heidegger connects
preservation and the act of dwelling:
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Mortals dwell in the way they preserve…in [their]
essential being, [their] presencing…To spare and preserve
means: to take under our care, to look after. What we
take under our care must be kept safe. Dwelling itself is
always a staying with things…Dwelling, as preserving…383
Heidegger emphasizes that embedded in the basic character of dwelling is to spare and to
preserve. He continues that dwelling is “preserving, caring for, cultivating, and making.” From
this, dwelling encompasses “the manner in which we humans are on the earth.”384 Thus, part of
the nature of creating a landscape is, in fact, dwelling on it and so preservation, care, creation,
and cultivation describe what it is to truly dwell on a landscape. By dwelling one decides to
“stay” with the land and as a result becomes in some way responsible for the ongoing creation of
and state of the place.
Staying with a landscape and becoming responsible for it is a reciprocal act of service.
To dwell on a land can also instill an unconscious desire to serve the landscape in a way that
becomes beneficial for both the land and the people; to serve the land is to preserve it. This
responsibility extends to other humans as well as to the nonhuman elements of the landscape.
For example, dwelling residents take pilgrims into their homes, feed and nourish them, as well as
inform them about things they may encounter as they continue to experience the Camino.
One dweller told me that he enjoys helping the pilgrims who lose their way to find the
path again. “In this town because there are so many small streets, pilgrims get confused and do
not know which way to go. Almost every morning I sit on my bench in the plaza watching them,
when I see that they are looking at their maps, I lead them over to where the Camino continues.
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It’s just behind that house, there, with the red carnations on the balcony…”385 Many pilgrims, in
turn, are careful not to disrupt the character of the Camino through which they are passing, by
heeding the advice of others and adjusting to the new and often surprising situations that they
encounter.
An Austrian pilgrim shared with me that she was encouraged by a refuge caretaker to try
the local dish called el cocido maragato or “the maragato stew” near the town of Astorga.386 She
said, “I tried to explain to him that I was not staying in town that evening and was only there to
stamp my pilgrim passport and continue walking, but he insisted that I had to eat this delicacy.”
She said that she went to the restaurant he recommended and sat down alone to eat. The waiter
proceeded to bring out a three-course meal of meat, vegetables, and soup. She described it as
“An unbelievable amount of food. There was pig ear, goat, cow—everything! Then garbanzos
and celery, then noodle soup” and continued, “I do not eat a lot of meat and so I looked out the
window and saw a pilgrim man walking and asked him to come in and help eat.” She said that in
the end listening to the dweller’s advice worked out and she made a new friend in the process,
but her plans for the day changed entirely. She and the pilgrim man ended up staying in town
because they were too full to walk any more that day. She closed the story by saying that she
thinks back on it smiling.387
Just as Heidegger helps to build a connection between dwelling and preserving through
their definitions and origins, the words “preserve” and “serve” also appear to have a linguistic
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relationship. The word “to serve” comes from the Latin word “servire” meaning “to serve,”
“provide,” or “benefit.” “Preserve” actually originates from the Latin word “servare,” meaning
“to keep” or “to maintain.” Together it seems that both of these words inherently contribute to
the meaning of preservation as is apparent in their shared Latin root of “serv” which means to
“serve,” “protect,” and “save.”388 In the English language, the word serve is embedded within
the word preserve, linking both of their origins and meanings directly to preservation.
Preservation itself comes from the English verb “to preserve”: “to keep safe from harm or injury,
to save, to take care of, and to keep alive.” Its origins are in ideas surrounding the “protection
of,” “guarding of,” and the state of keeping things well. The prefix “pre-” connects the concept
of preserving and preservation to history and is intrinsic in the notion of “before in time.”389
Acknowledging the history of the Camino landscape is vital to understanding the way it is
organically preserved.
The Perception of the Environment by the Scottish social anthropologist Tim Ingold
reinforces the importance of dwelling when he discusses what happens when the history and
people are removed from the place to be preserved. He identifies that the most common way in
which lands are preserved disempowers local communities, taking from them—in the name of
preservation—the responsibility and the ability to care for their own landscape environments.390
Many peopled landscapes chosen for preservation today are no longer allowed to have a human
dwelling presence once they are deemed “preserved.” As characterized by Ingold, these
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dwellers are frequently dispossessed and impoverished, which tends to permit detrimental
conditions for the landscape itself. It appears that this conventional application of the concept of
preservation is not aligned with its inherent meaning and is separated from the intent and purpose
found in its linguistic origins.
The removal of the people from the landscape results in a drastic shift in their ways of
being with the land. Once the people’s traditional ways of being on the land are removed, the
land is no longer the people’s dwelling place and it is no longer a place of cultural and natural
fusion. This affects the responsibilities toward the landscape that, according to Heidegger, are
embedded in a dwelling presence. Once removed from their traditional lands, the people no
longer have a deep relationship to that landscape or any other place. As a result, they no longer
experience a direct connection between their own survival and the survival of the whole
landscape, allowing them to take to retributive methods of destructive extraction as a
consequence to their mandatory removal from the land. These can include but are not limited to
such behaviors as poaching, overharvesting, and overgrazing.391 When this happens, when the
relationship of the people and the landscape dramatically changes against their will, the people
become disempowered, disengaged, and as a result, are forced to disregard the landscape that
was once their home. By removing the people’s presence from a traditionally peopled landscape,
both the people and the landscape suffer the consequences. But maintaining a landscape as a
homeplace seems to allow for the kind of dwelling that Heidegger describes.
Heidegger’s explication of why we dwell less fully today is complicated. The
phenomenologist David Seamon suggests that a diminished sense of dwelling has emerged
because “we manipulate and demand from our world rather than meet it [with] an attitude of
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sparing and preserving—i.e., allowing it to be and become. In this sense, a key to dwelling is
letting ourselves and the world be, and this letting be includes the ways we build, see,
understand, and think.”392
Ingold reveals that under the rules and guidelines of scientific (conventional) preservation
and conservation, local people cannot be conservers because “the principles and practice of
scientific conservation enjoin a degree of detachment which is incompatible with the kind of
involvement in the environment” essential to these traditional communities.393 In a traditionally
peopled landscape, “there is no incompatibility between conservation and participation. It is
through a direct engagement with the constituents of an environment, not through a detached,
hands-off approach” that people look after it.394 He equates caring for a landscape to caring for
people, stating that it requires a deep, personal, and affectionate involvement, “an involvement
not just of mind or body but of one’s entire, undivided being.”395
Heidegger links preservation to involvement and elucidates that humans dwell by, with,
in, from, and through. In the case of the Camino a “fusion” occurs with the humans and the land
by way of this dwelling. Heidegger calls this “poetical dwelling” and further describes it as, “the
essential task of authentic existence…as a letting be of the things-that-are.”396 The philosopher
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Thomas Langan, author of The Meaning of Heidegger, explains the “letting be of the way things
are” as a way “to preserve” what is, or that which exists.397
In The Song of the Earth, Jonathan Bate examines “ecopoetics,” stating that it constitutes
the most direct return to the place of dwelling and that dwelled-in landscapes are a kind of poetic
narrative.398 He affirms that “poetry is the original admission of dwelling and dwelling is an
authentic form of being.”399 Bate claims that viewing such landscapes as poems allows for
“green poems” to emerge, which are both a “revelation of dwelling” as well as a revelation of the
human connection to the land.400 Heidegger says that people “dwell insofar as they save the
earth” and that dwelling itself, “is the very mark of Being.” As people dwell, they begin to
“care,” and this caring through dwelling allows humans to serve and protect the earth,
“…through ‘sojourning with things’” around them.401
Heidegger writes that the German word bauen, or “build,” relates to nearness and
neighborliness and implies “to cherish and protect, to preserve, to care for.” Baun or “building”
means to dwell in the sense of remaining or staying in place. Through these connections to
building the structures along the route of the Camino can become laden with this intent of
staying in place. They are dwelling places.402 They are symbols of commitment to the
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landscape. The commitment of human presence to the landscape can be seen by way of the
traditionally built structures, which are the homes of the dwellers.
The ecology of the landscape upon which they are built is inseparable from this. The
prefix “eco-” comes from the Greek word, oikos, meaning homeplace or place of dwelling.403
The ecology of the Camino, therefore, does not need to be separate from its use as a homeplace
by people. Thus, dwelling itself becomes: “sparing, preserving…the kindly concern for land,
things, creatures and people.” Effective “building,” in an eco-place or a dwelling place, comes
out of a genuine sense of sparing and preserving. Bauen is one way in which dwelling helps to
shape the landscape.404 It gives the sense of continuity and community, of being in the world
through dwelling. Dwelling is a decision to stay, to sojourn with the landscape.
Similarly, pilgrimage carries with it many meanings connected to sojourning. The
anthropologists N. Ross Crumrine and Alan Morinis in their book, Pilgrimage in Latin America,
frame pilgrimage as a complex phenomenon that seeks out a kind of inner balance among the
sacred and the profane. This balance becomes a spiritual dwelling place along the journey.405
Medieval historian Diana Webb in her book, Medieval European Pilgrimage, interprets the
pilgrimage experience of the holy and the profane as a search for life’s authenticity. 406
Throughout her historical assessment of medieval pilgrims she gathers that pilgrimage
encourages a journey beyond the secular, a meandering into a world of sacredness. In the “holy”
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world of pilgrimage the spiritual dwelling place between the sacred and the profane becomes
fundamental to finding individual truth.
Heidegger categorizes dwelling in a “holy” or spiritual sense, stating that there are three
parts to the human “authentic” dwelling experience. These are “saving the earth, receiving the
heavens, and waiting on the Divine.” The dweller becomes a kind of savior: receptive, patient,
and attentive to the ways of the land and to the ways of the people. Heidegger perceives these
attributes as the “responsibilities” of the dweller. 407 These dwelling responsibilities are apparent
in the continued use and existence of pilgrim refuges along the Camino. The refuge becomes a
place along the path where the three ways of being—dwelling, walking, and serving—gently
intermingle. The contour and shape of the landscape on many occasions dictate the location of
refuges. The refuge serves as a place to find shelter from the challenges of the pilgrimage and
provides a space for reflection where one’s experiences are shared with the other people living
and walking on the same path. The refuges are dwelling places. The existence of these refuges
helps to reaffirm the role and purpose of each way of being on the Camino and is a visual
example of how the people and the landscape continually influence one another. Dwelling in
this specific and relational way, as per Heidegger, is an “essential need” for successful human
and nonhuman existence.408
Heidegger considers dwelling a necessity for human existence because it aids in the
search for truth.409 Seamon, in “Concretizing Heidegger’s Notion of Dwelling,” asserts that to
dwell is a “fundamental human activity.” He writes, “the world in which we find ourselves
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completes us in what we are” and that “people are immersed in their world, and this immersion is
qualitative, subtle—in many ways, ineffable.”410
Dwelling, as a core human necessity, is reflected in the definitions of pilgrimage as well.
The anthropologist William S. Sax portrays pilgrimage as an experience that unifies humans to
sacred places.411 Another anthropologist Ian Reader talks of pilgrimage as being the central
aspect of a person’s life, one that encompasses far more than religion. He argues that pilgrimage
is something that is made and re-made at the cultural level, as well as at the individual level, and
for that reason, believes that it reveals truths about life.412
Ingold regards life-truths as becoming evident in dwelling; that to dwell is an
“inescapable condition” of human existence.413 He sees dwelling as a significant, yet regular,
pattern of life where the world continually comes into being around the inhabitant. This coming
into being is a “truth” that incorporates the elements of both the human and the nonhuman world.
Ingold introduces this as a “dwelling perspective,” which points to the worlds and landscapes
people shape within the current of their daily life activities.414
Seamon summarizes Heidegger’s theory of dwelling as being the culmination of earth,
sky, people, and spiritual reverence. From this perspective, to dwell becomes the basic human
activity, “in the light of which both place and space find their first clarification.”415 This clarity
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is revealed in the dwelling towns and refuges on the Camino landscape. The act of dwelling
becomes a visible reflection of how people have consciously chosen to weave their lives and
forms of living, either permanently or temporarily.
If one can accept that dwelling and preserving are essentially linked in meaning, then it
would seem that a traditional dwelling culture could promote a daily pattern necessary for
preservation to emerge and endure. The associations these words have to one another allow for
an interpretation that dwelling is integral in order for preservation to be possible along the
Camino. Accepting that dwelling is a type of living and being with the land necessary for its
safekeeping, it is possible to see more fully its relationship to the concept of preservation itself.
Similar to dwelling, preservation also finds its origins in ideas surrounding the “protection of” or
“guarding of” things. The standard definition of preservation includes the words “a state of
keeping” and “the condition of being well...” and to preserve similarly means “to keep safe from
harm or injury, to save, to take care of, and to keep alive.”416 The words are linked in origin and
meaning, which should allow for the interpretation that dwelling is needed in order for
preservation to be successful.
Philosophy of Time
Historical evidence as to precisely when the first people began to move and dwell across
the Camino landscape is not exactly known. Archaeological evidence and material cultural
remains along the route, however, do show that the path itself existed prior to becoming a
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Christian pilgrimage route in the early ninth century.417 These forms of evidence highlight the
dwelling and moving presence of Celtic, Roman, and Visigoth cultural traditions. Some
observable examples of this are the remains of Celtic fortified settlements and the Roman stone
roads and bridges that pave parts of the present day path.
Preceding even these historical cultures, the town of Atapuerca has the distinction of
being the archaeological site of the remains of the first known European inhabitants dating back
approximately 800,000 years.418 The archaeological evidence stemming from these nomadic
cultures demonstrates a deeply rooted human presence on the Camino and suggests that a
specific movement along the path, i.e., the collective act of walking, has helped to create and
shape the landscape itself.
Heidegger articulates the essence of movement as a motion that is always in a moving
thing. Motion and time differ slightly in how they belong to that moving thing.419 This is an
intratemporal relationship and is significant with regard to the landscape of the Camino. The
Camino’s intratemporality reflects what is present in the experience of a motion, such as
walking, and how time is encountered along with it. In other words, the mark of time that has
passed over the Camino for so many thousands of years has left behind a distinctive mark on the
landscape; it is the mark of people. On the one hand, time is made visible in the landscape by
way of the Camino pilgrims. They have continuously made the pilgrimage on foot, thus
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delineating the path to follow. On the other hand, there is also a motion, although somewhat
undefined, deeply rooted in the way of being of the more permanent residents. They have
shaped the land in a way different, but complementary, to that of the pilgrims through their
movement. Theirs is a movement of routine intersected by the patterned movement of walking.
Both are continuous, kinetic engagements. Pilgrims move across the space of the landscape over
time and dwellers move within it.
The Pueblo Native Americans view space and time as a “single continuum,” meaning that
“time is cyclical,” and it becomes “apparent in the orderly and regular motions” of life.420 In the
customary motions of both the pilgrims and residents, the Camino landscape becomes a visual
representation of the back and forth interaction between the people and the land. Harkin
ascertains that time is not unidirectional, but more circular in fashion.421 In “Pilgrimage, Politics
and the Musical Remapping of the New Europe,” the ethnomusicologist Philip Bohlman insists
that the meanings of history proliferate, which is to say that they enter into fluid and changing
relations with the actions of the present.422 Camino pilgrim Walter Starkie in his book, The Road
to Santiago, holds that “a reflective pilgrim on the road to Santiago always makes a double
journey…the backward journey through Time and the forward journey through Space.”423
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Heidegger offers that movement has an “away from,” “ toward something” essence,
which is evident in the act of walking.424 Within this essence of walking there exists a notion of
“stretch,” or lengthening, and he asserts that this stretch gives way to continuity.425 Some
contend that rather than create continuity, movement instead creates a dislocation of people and
landscape. Although this may appear to be the case in some instances, the anthropologist
Barbara Bender clearly illustrates that people are always in some relationship to the landscape
that they move through—“they are never nowhere: ‘every movement between here and there
bears with it a movement within here and within there.’”426
People who move on the Camino are always moving within the realms of the pilgrimage
route, the path itself being a physical image of the elements of constancy and continuity. It can
be said, then, that the Camino path experiences the walking movement of the people as a stretch
continuum creating stability on the landscape. The stretching, or extension, from walker to
walker and from walker to land, aligns the people’s walking motion with the continuity of the
landscape. Ingold supports Heidegger’s idea of stretch when he says that every movement along
a path grows out of the one before to lay the footing for the next.427
The dwelling presence along the Camino also exudes an essence of continuity.
Continuity is normally associated to notions of time, but for some Native American groups, such
as the Pueblo, the principles of continuity apply to space as well as time. The social
anthropologist M. Jane Young finds that in storytelling people may talk about a myth as having
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occurred a “long time ago” or “in the beginning,” but they do not envision the events of the myth
as over and done with, or situated at a single point in a linear flow of time. Instead they perceive
the myths as ever-present, informing the landscape of the here and now.428 The Camino history
and cultural traditions of dwelling, walking, and serving are the same way. Amidst them we find
a “presentness of the past.”429
The Pueblo view of time and space as organic, continuous entities allow for the past,
present, and future to coexist.430 There is a sense of this coexistence on the Camino as well. It is
a place where time gives a feeling of paucity, but yet at the same time is dynamic. I spoke with
an older woman with regard to this feeling of antiquity and continuity that the landscape exudes.
She commented that:
Our histories and those of our ancestors remain here with us,
because we live on the Camino, we live those past histories today.
The way of life is basic, and in all of these years it has not changed
a lot. I work on my land and I follow my path of life just as the
pilgrims do that pass by alongside. We say hello and we continue—
each of us doing our own thing. I follow what my mother and father
did; the patterns that I follow are older than I am.431
Within this quote, the dweller discusses following a rhythmic pattern that has existed for
generations. She connects the life of her homeplace, the Camino, to those who came before and
she refers to her dwelling presence as an older rhythm that merges the pilgrim movement within
this notion of common antiquity. Drawing a parallel, the historical geographer David Lowenthal
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notes that there are places where the air permeates with antiquity and the “daily life of the
generations of mankind…has given to the scene that weight and destiny.”432
The landscape leaves traces to reexperience the past. The people, who know the
landscape through a dwelling knowledge, not only understand those steps as essential pieces of
the landscape’s history, but integrate them within their use and interaction in the present.
Heidegger seems to acknowledge that past events are imminent in the lives of the contemporary
members of organic communities. It can be understood as the “past persisting through its
continued effects on the present…”433 Dwelling on a particular landscape entails the ongoing
lived traditions and cultural relationships among people and places. Those places contain the
concatenations of past events and ways of being.434 They share a history. Such landscapes are
inhabited, “saturated with habitats of mind and body,” with traces of people and their
corresponding actions throughout time. 435
Michael Harkin, in “Sacred Places, Scarred Spaces,” attests to the notion that dwelling
creates the possibility of dialogue between place and person. Walking allows for the same.
Places are not merely passive recipients of human agency but are themselves subjects. Harkin
states that Native Americans, envision “the natural world to be continuous with the interior; if
not exactly a humanized space, then nevertheless one that shares a common moral and temporal
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framework with human agency.”436 Humans may then shape the landscape, but are also in turn
molded, confined, and defined by it. There is reciprocity amid the continuity of a traditionally
peopled landscape. The people and the landscape have long-established ways of communication
that continue to persist and preserve both the cultural lifeways and the land itself.
A trail like the Camino is a trail into the past, an active part of the present, and a leader
into the future. Harkin classifies routes as places commemorated in oral traditions with events
inscribed on the landscape, histories constructed on and around them, and relationships created
that mold the physical contour. Routes reflect not only the human inscription, but also their
active role as a participant in the evolution of these traditions, customs, and ways of life. This
unfolding of human and nonhuman becomes “obvious if one knows how to truly see the
landscape.”437 He describes a reciprocal relationship as one in which individuals invest
themselves while incorporating its meanings into their own most fundamental experience.438
Along the Camino one can see these connections to the route—people inscribing their histories
while at the same time being influenced by the landscape’s significant role in the telling of the
narrative. The route itself is both a reciprocal and visual representation of the ongoing narrative
among dwelling, walking, and the landscape. The landscape is not left out of the relationship; it
is at the core of it.
The original legends surrounding the Camino are replete with examples of the landscape
playing a central role in telling the story of the place and people. The legends within Celtic,
Roman, and Visigoth mythology, envisioning Finisterre as the dwelling place of their dying
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souls and the dwelling place of mystical forces associated with their gods, are clear examples.
Another is found within the Christian story of origin: the sacred mountain where the body of
Santiago was found encased in stone by a local dweller living in the area. In all of these
mythological beginnings the stars also play a key role in the story, leading and guiding the
people to their assumed destiny. Harkin portrays dwelling in certain landscapes as entailing a
consciousness of recurrent historical events.439 Along the Camino these historical events are
ever-present in the daily lives of dwellers; they are passed on and absorbed by the pilgrims and
are a part of both of their understanding and ensuing use of the landscape.
The associations that people have with the landscape are more than an inscription of
human events on a natural surface; there is a sense that the landscape itself participates in
historical possibilities.440 The advice one dweller says that he always gives to pilgrims is, “You
may walk the Camino, but the Camino also walks you. I know because I live here. I see the way
the land walks on the people.”441
Ingold discusses the idea of nonhuman elements “walking” as well. He gives the
example of the Batek women from Pahang, Malaysia who claim that the roots of the wild tuber
plants “walk,” just as humans and other animals do. Ingold is making a connection between
walking and creating, using the belief of the wild tubers as a way to show that both plants and
people walk the landscape; that they “issue forth along lines of growth,” and that they exist as the
sum of their trails.442 The Camino exists and is formed by the sum of the trails of the people who
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walk it as well. Ingold’s reference to the wild tubers broadens the concept of walking and avoids
the limitations resulting from the perception that walking is only “spatiotemporal displacement,”
or that it is a dislocation of “already completed beings” from one point to another, rather than the
movement of their “substantive formation” within an environment.443 This view of walking as a
form of creation helps to explain the kind of movement that takes place along the Camino.
The sociologist Judith Adler provides an assessment of human mobility as an art form.
Adler urges that travel has been written about and consciously practiced as an art for many
centuries, but its cultural classification as an art form has yet to be taken seriously. She also
affirms that in contrast to other forms of expressive culture, the study of travel is still in its
infancy. She relates that in the 15th century European countries referred to travel as arte
peregrinandi or “pilgrim art.”444 The Spanish word for pilgrim, peregrino, and the Latin
peregrinandi are very closely connected. Adler continues that because pilgrims consciously
envision their journeys as ways to evoke identity and spirituality, they fall centrally into the
perspective of “art” that she is advocating.445 This kind of analysis allows for the pilgrim
walking movement, in particular, to be considered an art form, helping to create the artistic,
visual, and textual portrait that is the landscape.
Adler states that the traveler whose activity lends itself to be conceptualized as art is one
whose movement serves as a medium for bestowing meaning on the self and the social, natural,
or metaphysical realities in which it moves. She elicits that performed as an art, travel, and
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movement become means of “world-making.”446 The environmental artist Richard Long
considers walking a creative art form as well. Through his footsteps he engages in an artistic
relationship with the landscape and believes that his walking steps are a means of sculpting land
and movement into a world of art.447 On the Camino pilgrimage route, the pilgrims’ art of travel,
paired with the dwellers daily movements, help to make up and continually create and recreate
the Camino pilgrimage world.
Into the art of travel, Adler incorporates the means by which fleeting experiences could
be permanently marked or inscribed. The markers of this experience can be either left in the
place of passage and/or in the homeworld of the traveler’s passage, i.e., with the dwellers.448
The Camino as a path reflects the permanent, physical markings of the passing pilgrims; its
existence as a pilgrimage also includes the spiritual markings left on the life of the pilgrims once
they leave the place and return home.
The geographers Jørgen Ole Bærenhodlt et al. build on Adler’s perception and state that
the actual movement of a being from one place to another is a significant, yet frequently
overlooked phenomenon. The sociologist John Urry makes a similar claim that corporeal
mobility is a characteristic often forgotten and not treated as a topic in its own right.449
Bærenhodlt et al. also view human movement as a performance art with its own style of relating
to landscapes, sites, and people, deeply affecting their awareness, experience, and enjoyment of
the place. In this way the pilgrim movement is “stylized” and becomes a way of “sensing
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places.”450 Conrad Rudolph, a professor of medieval art, in Pilgrimage to the End of the World,
describes his walking movement along the Camino as a “solemn” way to “sense” the
landscape.451 A dweller who I encountered on the path said that he uses the path daily to travel
between towns in order to visit family and go to the market. He said that his walks, although
short, give him “perspective” and allow him to “think his thoughts.”452
Perceiving the corporeal mobility of walking as a sensory experience encourages a great
deal of reflexivity. The reflexivity involved in a place such as the Camino is the exchange of
expression taking place through the interplay of the walking humans and the landscape. Thus,
the language of landscape on the Camino is “the language of mobility.”453 As persons move
through geographical space, meanings are discovered, created, and communicated.454
A Spanish professor and Camino pilgrim, Edward Stanton, in his book, Road of Stars to
Santiago, depicts his movement along the path as “pure” movement, in search for solitude for the
self. He talks of walking the pilgrimage as if it were a way of servicing his spirit. He concludes
that walking the path was his “rite of passage” to becoming a part of the landscape.455 Perhaps
the walking extends to serve the land as well as the self, leading further into Stanton’s belief that
walking the pilgrimage promotes a kind of “fellowship” amid the people and the place. On the
Camino landscape it would seem that creation is occurring, in part, due to the continual corporeal
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movement of the passing pilgrims, their walking presence reflexively communicating a flowing
pattern between the people and the place. Camino pilgrim Jean Watson describes walking the
route as a “quiet action” that transforms “caring into action.” She states, “it is made evident that
our intentional steps can imprint caritas consciousness into the earthly realm of our everyday
life.”456
The sociologist Zygmunt Bauman categorizes movement as an act guided by flow. He
integrates walking into a category of movement called “fluid modernity” involving “the
emotions” of movement itself, traveling bodies, lucid images, and information—all moving over,
under, and across places throughout time.457 The baseline elements of any kind of travel are
space, time, and the design and pace of the traveler’s movement through both.458 A walking
form of movement is the slow and patient interaction of these flowing entities with the land,
giving rise to Bærenhodlt et al.’s contention that this mode of movement affects not only how
places are sensed by people, but also how this movement is sensed and shaped by the
landscape.459 The movement then, is about the formation of a relationship—the co-presence of
human and nonhuman nature creating and permitting a place of movement that over time, in the
case of the Camino, can be aligned with the concept of preservation.
Sean Slavin, in his ethnographic study, “Walking as Spiritual Practice: The Pilgrimage to
Santiago de Compostela,” recognizes the movement of walking on the Camino as something that
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“reinterprets” a place.460 Slavin sees the practice of walking as both “productive and generative”
for the body and believes that it is a meditative act to walk the Camino pilgrimage.461 Through
this meditation, the walking body is simultaneously an agent contributing to the production of
self as well as a force generating, creating the landscape itself. It seems that Slavin’s
interpretation supports the notion that elements of service exist along the Camino, in that
walking pilgrims serve the self—through “producing”—and serve the landscape—through
“generating.”
Camino pilgrim Bettina Selby, author of A Pilgrim’s Road: A Journey to Santiago de
Compostela, explains being a pilgrim as a way of “knowing your journey.”462 According to
another Camino pilgrim, as quoted by Slavin, walking on the Camino creates an awareness that,
“…you walk across the earth but the earth [also] walks itself across you.”463 These statements
reflect the exchange of awareness, and perhaps also the give and take embedded in service that
occurs while traveling the pilgrimage, the way in which the land, pilgrim, and dweller come
together through movement. There is a synthesis of land, time, and person where the walkers
experience a rhythmic reflexivity through their moving encounter, which Slavin addresses as
both “immanent and transcendent” on the Camino.464 The people leave behind a “rhythmisation
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of perception” through their walking mark, whereby rhythm becomes their way of “being-in-theworld.”465
On the one hand, Heidegger defines being-in-the-world as an act of engagement and
presencing.466 Ingold, on the other hand, as an intentional presence and one that is, therefore,
“embodied.”467 The philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty, in The Phenomenology of Perception,
writes that rooted in the embodiment of a walking presence is “…to be involved in a definite
environment…” and to be “…continually committed…” to it.468 Camino pilgrim and
anthropologist Ellen Feinberg, in Following the Milky Way, distinguishes a walking pilgrim as a
person who “traverses the landscape of the soul as well as the physical landscape of Spain,” thus
declaring the deep-rooted involvement of the pilgrim with the land.469 Another Camino walker,
Shirley MacLaine, in The Camino: A Journey of the Spirit draws on the depth by which people
commit themselves to the walked path. She describes it as “complete surrender” to the
landscape.470
It is also possible to view this surrendered, committed movement as a “gift” that moves471
across the landscape—a gift of service to the landscape. The pilgrim would then be a walking
body “serving” the land by helping to maintain it and its existence as a traditionally peopled
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landscape through constant movement. Merleau-Ponty proposes that in movement the body is
“given with immanent intentionality.”472 By choosing to walk, the pilgrims make a commitment,
a pledge of safekeeping, to themselves as well as to the Camino landscape, leaving open the
opportunity for their committed movement to extend to and include its preservation.
Ingold reveals that “human beings do not in their movements inscribe their life histories
upon the surface of nature as do writers upon the page, rather, these histories are interwoven,
along with the life-cycles of plants and animals into the texture of the surface itself.”
Landscapes are a series of merged textures—the Camino landscape a merging of people,
movement, and place. He says, “If we recognise a man’s gait in the pattern of his footprints, it is
not because the gait preceded the footprints and was ‘inscribed’ in them, but because both the
gait and the prints arose within the movement of the man’s walking.”473
The Camino landscape and its preservation arise with the movement of the pilgriming
and dwelling people. It is a “living process;” the landscape “…makes men [and] is made by
them.”474 This making through movement has taken place over a thousand years, and so the
Camino’s preservation is a kind of coexistence of the past, present, and future, “in the way that
upstream and downstream are still a part of the singular thing we call river.”475 Like a river’s
flow, the flow of time is embedded in the Camino’s preservation. It is a persistent preservation
whose presence is not necessarily that which “is, but rather that which is being made.”476 The
landscape is a reflection of activities “collapsed” over time into an array of features.477
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Evolving Together
The Camino landscape is replete with a dwelling presence. People, whether they be
residents or pilgrims, choose to stay with and belong to the Camino; it is in this pilgrimage spirit
that dwelling exists on the Camino landscape. Dwelling in this sense is not simply occupying a
land, but rather living attentively and residing with it. Dwelling is one part of the preservation
dialogue taking place between the people and the Camino. It is a long-lasting reciprocal and
dynamic dialogue where the dweller helps to mold, create, and sustain the land while the land
invites and encourages a particular way of being based on its nonhuman characteristics.
One specific and historic example of this dialogue takes place in the region of Navarra
along the Camino. The residents of Navarra are well known for their cultivation of the endrino,
or “wild plum tree.” They have been using this small, native tree since at least the 13th century
for medicinal purposes. It is now most commonly used as the main ingredient of a drink called
pacharán. The people continue to cultivate the fruit or the endrinas in the forest where they
have traditionally grown, demonstrating the give and take relationship between the land and the
residents.478
There is an acquired knowledge that comes from dwelling in an environment. In
accordance with the anthropologists Keith Basso and Steven Feld, knowledge is incorporated
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and cultivated within the dwellers of a landscape, and this knowledge exists to be applied.
Because of this “...the landscapes in which people dwell can be said to dwell in them.”479 Their
work in Senses of Place is centered on the Western Apache culture, but their descriptions of
dwelling are applicable to the residents of the Camino as well. The inhabitants of a landscape
are inhabited by it as well. Within the “timeless depth of that abiding reciprocity, the people and
their landscape are virtually as one.”480
A dwelling presence, such as that which exists in such traditionally peopled landscapes,
readily permits a stable and enduring “encounter” with the landscape over time.481 Dwelling,
then, is not merely viewing the earth as a surface to be occupied, but rather a world to be
inhabited.482 The people who live along the Camino, whether always or in passing, inhabit the
Camino world. This landscape invites a close association between the concepts of dwelling and
preservation because it is a place that reflects the people’s steady engagement with the land over
time. The Camino—in its dwelling presence—encourages a new interpretation of the long-term
role humans can have in preservation.
In many ways, the Camino pilgrimage abounds with symbiotic relationships. The
dweller has evolved to live with the landscape—its physicality and its pilgrim movement. The
pilgrim grows accustomed to the townspeople, the culture of service, and the undulating nature
of the pilgrimage. Part of this evolution includes the role of dwellers as the keepers of sacred
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shrines, albeit indirectly, of medieval pilgrimage sites. It is their landscape through which
people pass and so a large portion of the responsibility of the place lies in their hands.483 As
indicated by the archaeologist Jennie Stopford, the relationship local people have to passing
pilgrims may be an important factor in the longevity of particular shrines. If the shrines are
protected and maintained, the surrounding landscape could also receive a similar form of
attention. On the Camino, there are many shrines along the route whose natural periphery has
taken on sacred meaning as well. One example is seen with the church of Santa Maria near the
village of Obanos. The shrine is centered within a grassland, which beyond has forest
surrounding it and then other distant, small enclaves. The church building has been maintained
as well as the natural areas around it. Sacred built structures likely helped to make the
surrounding areas sacred in some way as well.
The idea that dwellers and pilgrims are responsible for the Camino landscape is ever
present. For the most part, passing pilgrims cede to the knowledge of the dwellers and seek them
out for advice and counsel. They also seek them out specifically with regard to shrines. Many
times pilgrims want to enter local shrines as part of their journey to Santiago, but depending on
the town, the season, or even the time of day, these shrines could be closed. Sometimes the
dwellers are able to accommodate the pilgrims if they have the key to the shrine or know of
someone who can get access to it, and other times for whatever reason they may not be able to.
Access to local shrines is a way in which the dwellers and walkers engage with one another, and
it is also a form of service that the dwellers provide to the pilgrims.
Another and perhaps even more significant interaction is the service of pilgrim refuges.
People on the Camino combine centuries of traditional forms of habitation which include:
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modest stone houses built into the sides of mountains, farmhouses in the valleys of rolling
pastures, straw-roofed huts, small isolated villages, and larger towns and cities. All of these
coexist along with the constant but temporary dwelling of the pilgrims in places such as:
refuges, outdoor tents, hostels, schools, gymnasiums, fancy hotels, medieval churches, and even
the homes of local residents. The availability of these small, temporary dwellings is essential for
the pilgrims on the Camino.
One Spanish pilgrim told me about an experience she had where the treatment she
received overshadowed the difficulties of the journey. She said that after having walked about
30 kilometers each day, for six days straight, with no day of rest in between, in very intense
uphill heat, “the husband and wife invited me in and carried my backpack to my room. They
prepared me a delicious meal and as I ate, enjoying their company, the long days in the sun of
feeling burdened and lonely vanished from my mind…I could have stayed there for days…”484
Such experiences are common among pilgrims. The pilgrim-dweller relationship of service
extends into physical, emotional, and sometimes even spiritual assistance within and beyond the
refuges.
The earliest reference to the provision of a “specialist” pilgrim accommodation along the
Camino was in the year 866 in Ourense, near Santiago de Compostela. By the 12th century,
however, references to such refuges became numerous, but still very little detail is known about
them. Generally, large open halls were provided with a chapel attached. 485 On the present day
route, similar kinds of refuges are still commonplace and are much easier to come by.
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Landscape, with its history and present characteristics, provides a setting or context for
those who relate to it on a frequent or daily basis through their lives and activities.486 Perhaps
the landscape could also be viewed as something that provides companionship to the pilgrims
and dwellers, as one older gentleman who lives on the Camino stated: “If it were not for this
land that I have, I would be alone. It is a long-lasting friend and a loyal companion.”487 The
traveler and author George Meegan, who walked over 19,000 miles in South and North America,
identified the landscape as his confidant and “unwavering friend.”488
Arntzen argues that cultural landscapes belong to the people who live and associate with
them; “it is their environment.” He emphasizes that maintenance of the landscape is a necessary
factor for people to maintain their identity as individuals and as part of a community. These
individuals are anchored in the landscape.489 This is especially true of the dwellers on a
traditionally peopled landscape.
Bender points out that archaeologists and anthropologists have been slow to address how
people “on the move” engage with landscapes. Conventional approaches to landscape
preservation have disregarded human movement as a necessary piece of landscape evolution.
There has been a reluctance to think about the dynamics and impacts of people that move,
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especially with regard to long-distance movement. She reminds that there is an intimate and
personal engagement involved in moved-upon places and well-worn territories. 490
In a cultural landscape like the Camino, both moved-upon and worn, the people and
landscape readily engage with one another across the length of the entire path. Bender
summarizes this kind of interaction as simultaneously “osmotic” and creative, where the
boundaries between persons and things are understood as overlapping, or “intimately
imbricated.”491 Landscapes are no longer to be separated from human experience or seen as
purely visual and sensory, but rather they are a part of a world of movement, which includes
long-term and short-term relationships, memories, and histories. Meanings are discovered,
created, and communicated as persons move through and around geographical space in
stylistically specified ways.492
This world of movement includes the movement of the dwellers. The landscape of those
who remain in seeming fixity is also, in a way, on the move. Although this movement is less
defined and more ambiguous, it also plays a role in the shaping of the landscape. Because my
view of the Camino includes the element of service of people and landscape, it is important to
emphasize that the dwelling presence is actually strengthened by the ongoing pilgrim movement.
It is the “tenacity” in dwelling that reinforces it and allows it not to be shaken by the forces that
pass through.493
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In particular, the tenacity on the Camino comes precisely from the historical give-andtake relationship of service shared with the pilgrim movement. As demonstrated by much of the
literature on tourism and host-guest dynamics, this is not always the case. A balance does not
always exist between the traveling force passing through a place and the more fixed community.
The traditions of care, attention, and aid rooted in the Camino, however, provide an opportunity
for both communities of people—pilgrim and dweller—to benefit from the presence of the other.
As dwellers and pilgrims evolve together, constantly engaging in service with one
another, it becomes clear that embedded in “being-on-the-move is a degree of being-in-place.”494
Through the service element these two lifeways support each other and the landscape. The
service occurs in the midst of the dwelling and walking, bridging and merging the two, and
demonstrating their inseparability and intimacy. They are interwoven. They do not alter, but
rather provide validation and support for one another. Since the pilgrim-dweller relationship is a
traditional relationship on the Camino, the landscape and the people who live there are
accustomed to the traveling bodies passing through. For many dwellers, it is due to that walking
movement that their dwelling presence came to exist on that landscape. Broadening this
understanding, Adler asserts that the travel traditions of an area are a part of its cultural system,
and a part of the historical development of the “art” of the area as a whole. The possibilities and
limitations of any art as movement through an area are to a great extent determined by the norms
and mythologies associated with its existence over time.495
As they pass through, the pilgrims authenticate the way of life of the dwellers. In turn,
the dwellers sanction the walking movement of the pilgrims. Each cultural tradition continually
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reaffirms the other. Without one, the other would likely not survive in the same way. Just as the
beginnings of the pilgrimage demonstrated pilgrims as the main recipients of service by way of
the dweller’s creation of a pilgrimage infrastructure along the route, the dwellers have also
become main recipients. The pilgrims serve the dwellers as they walk. They support the local,
traditional economies and essentially allow the dwellers to continue living in their chosen,
traditional manner. Whatever a pilgrim’s reason for taking to the trail by foot, they are
participating in a history and tradition of walking, in a history and tradition of coexistence.
There is a coexistence of pilgrim, dweller, and landscape that, by way of walking, allows for a
blossoming and recurring of cultural traditions whose temporal boundaries are inevitably blurred.
Walking on the Camino helps to construct a world for the people of the path. Adler
elucidates movement as “a double movement of projection and reinternalization” in which
“values are emblematically fixed in a landscape and reappropriated through encounters with
literal geography.”496 So by way of their established movement, pilgrims create a tangible result
on the landscape and an intangible result temporally and culturally. Integration and
correspondence between modes of travel, such as walking, and other cultural presences, such as
dwelling, point to a unified sensibility. Movement, dwelling, and service make this unity
become apparent. The persistence of the three over time implies that the lifeways of dweller and
pilgrim have collectively sustained and continue to serve each other as well as the needs of the
cultural landscape of the Camino as a whole.
There is much hidden within the service innate in the dwelling and walking lifeways
associated with the Camino that cannot be quantified or extracted for analysis. The landscape,
however, helps to reveal these hidden stories by way of the legends, myths, and place names that
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persist among it. The landscape tells a story of its relationship with the people who have lived
there, be it temporarily or permanently. Written records that describe the dwelling as it evolved
over time are virtually non-existent.
Bender interprets these elements of landscape history as a “preliterate period,” and I
would add that in many ways that which becomes ordinary, routine, and regular, even within a
literate era, falls out of focus and draws little attention. Bender regards the material record for
places and times such as these as “inevitably coarse-grained and incomplete.” She affirms,
however, that even though this may be the case, they are normally a more democratic record than
one based purely on written sources.497 The landscape is “the material imprint of habitus, the
normal, banal, habitual, but nonetheless, socially and culturally specific environment in which
and through which people negotiate their lives.”498 Without written accounts, the landscape joins
with language as the mark and legacy of a more consciously created realm of social knowledge.
Dwelling is the conscious connection to the landscape along the Camino. The people
who dwell there have cultivated an enduring presence that is based on traditions begun over two
thousand years ago. The rural pieces of the Camino are a good example of this sustained
tradition. Many of these local farmers feel as if they preserve the landscape by way of their
time-honored and daily use. One man told me that living in his home on the Camino for over
forty years had given him the realization that the history of his life was the same as the history of
the land he worked and lived on. He said, “This may sound strange, but I realize now that the
land that I work has the same history that I do—well, hers is much longer, but we share one part
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together. Here in this land of everyday I find myself.”499 This man identifies with the landscape
and his dwelling has led him to develop a shared dependence with it.
Another dweller in the town of Azqueta, a farmer and gatherer, described his interaction
with the landscape as a mutual kind of maintenance. He articulated that the land and he work
together to support one another’s needs. “I place the seeds in my vegetable garden, water, and
cultivate the land. Then the land gives back to me and my family what we need to survive.”500
He went on to describe his walks through the forest and showed me a collection of stones and
wooden carvings made from fallen branches obtained on his strolls along the path. He said that
on many occasions he gives these to pilgrims as a memory of the Camino and of his small town.
In “Farming and Landscape Management,” the authors categorize such dwelling
activities as a “service to the landscape” because the actions are more of a service than a
production in and of itself.501 The dweller provides a care and attention to the landscape, and the
landscape responds with the production of goods. Cultural landscapes are “systems of duration
and evidence, smoothed with service and charged with accumulated messages.”502 Within these
landscapes, the life of each successive dweller continues to contribute to the permanence and
persistence of the pilgrimage landscape.
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Less Moving and Presencing, Less Preserving
On the Camino, the established traditional pilgrim movement is walking. Despite
advances in technology since the inception of the pilgrimage, engaging with the landscape on
foot has remained the strongest and most popular mode of travel along the route. Adler
promotes that attention be paid to travel style. In many ways, there is a kind of “shared
coherence” and “common emulation” amid pilgrims. Such coherence may be shaped
consciously and unconsciously. It can be molded by way of the traveler’s conscious devotion to
an explicitly formulated code of performance and other times it can be reproduced unconsciously
because of its connection to a time-honored pattern.503 Pilgrims on the Camino adhere to both of
these unconscious and conscious realities. Undertaken as a way of acting on consciousness,
mode of travel does not merely reflect views of reality, but creates and confirms them as well.
A large part of the Camino is laden with a sense of the traditional rural landscape. Areas
that maintain such traditions are better equipped to protect the landscape. The landscape
ecologist Nora Mitchell and historian Susan Buggey bring to light that “the move from the
predominance of family farms to agribusiness, alter both traditional patterns of the land and the
ways of life that produced the patterns.”504 Stylistic continuity, in the case of the Camino, by
way of a rural relationship in some areas, implies a parallel stability.
Stability in a place comes from traditional patterns of cooperative activity.505 Dwellers
and pilgrims cooperate daily as they intercept each other on the trail. The fact that the pilgrims
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continue to pass through the area on foot allows for the traditional dweller presence and
livelihood to persist. They support and stabilize one another as well as the landscape. Adler
posits that any major change in travel style affects the social and economic interests of those
whose concerted activity has sustained it.506 On the Camino this means that if pilgrims alter their
walking style and undertake a drastically different kind of travel through the landscape, then the
dwelling communities would be affected both socially as well as economically. Without the
dwelling presence the pilgrims would also be unable to successfully make the pilgrimage in the
traditional way. Because both have organically evolved together, lessening the force of one
cultural lifeway has grave implications for the other.
Correlations of People and Land
On the Camino there is a correlation between the preservation of the cultural lifeways of
the people and the preservation of the landscape. Through an examination of the towns and
population centers along the path, changing one appears to have a domino effect on the others.
The beginning and the end are evolving differently from the middle section; they are also the
sections pilgrims most consistently walk. A large number of pilgrims choose not to walk the
Meseta landscape. Instead they take a bus, taxi, train, or skip the middle piece entirely. The
reasons as to why pilgrims choose not to walk the middle section abound. Injuries and time
constraints are common reasons, as are an aesthetic dislike for the steppe flatlands as well as the
avoidance of the city industrial/commercial outskirts encountered while entering and exiting the
large cities of Burgos and León (a total of only about 6 to 8 kilometers.) There are also large
numbers of people who begin the pilgrimage in the last stage, avoiding the beginning and middle
completely. Whether for the religious reason of obtaining the Compostela, or official pilgrim
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certificate, for having completed a minimum of 100 kilometers on foot or due to a limited
amount of time allotted to do the walk, many people actually begin the journey at the end. They
begin in Galicia rather than at the entrance to Spain in Navarra.
It seems that this concentrated avoidance of the middle by pilgrims has affected the
landscape culturally and naturally. Without the passing pilgrims, the traditional dwelling
presence in that area is no longer consistently supported through service. It has dwindled in
comparison to the beginning and end. The resulting consequence is that for those pilgrims who
do choose to walk that area, they, too, find less support. Just as there is a positive reciprocity in
their shared presence, there is a negative feedback loop in their absence. The landscape itself is a
visual representation of this. The service element cannot prosper in the same way without the
continued interaction of both lifeways in the traditional walking-dwelling rhythmic patterns.
This changing relationship amid the people affects the land as well. Without the slow, patterned
walking movement and the stable permanence of villages maintaining one another, the physical
landscape also undergoes substantial change.
There are a few ways in which these changes manifest themselves. In the beginning and
end of the route the ancient forests of poplar, beech, chestnut and oak have been best sustained.
The middle section does not have the amount of old growth forests it once did. In general, it is
dominated instead by a series of large farmlands producing monoculture crops, cultivated by
hired hands with large machines and overseen by distant owners. This is very different from the
crop varieties found in the small gardens, lots, and orchards of the other sections of the route that
are labored and cultivated by the local dwelling families themselves. In addition to the large
expanses of grain fields, the middle piece has two of the largest cities encountered on the trail.
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Burgos and León are ancient cities with ties back to pre-Roman and Roman societies.
The fact that they were already established population centers when the pilgrimage became
Christianized may have aided their ability to flourish. Nevertheless, the city of Pamplona, which
is found at the beginning of the route, was also a thriving center in Roman times and yet has not
grown exponentially in the same manner. Comparatively, of all of the cities on the Camino,
Burgos and León are also the cities with the least preserved historical cores.507 Perhaps the
growth and development of these two population centers are also connected to the lessened
traditional interaction of the people and landscape in the middle piece.
The people in the middle move to the city and abandon their old style of life and along
with that their traditional service interaction with pilgrims and the landscape. In a study of the
population centers along the Camino by the historian and French architect Jean Passini, there are
certain towns that he categorizes as abandoned, meaning that the villages exist uninhabited by
people, falling into ruin. The Camino is around 830 kilometers long from beginning to middle to
end. From Roncesvalles to Burgos there are about 245 kilometers, from Burgos to León about
235, and from León to Finisterre about 340 kilometers. Of the approximate 265 dwelling
centers, only a total of 13 are abandoned. This is not a large figure, but what is interesting is that
the highest percentage of abandoned towns across the Camino occurs in the middle piece. In the
Meseta, 9.1% of the towns are abandoned as compared to only about 7.7% in the beginning. In
the end piece, where there are the highest numbers of pilgrims walking the landscape, less than
1% of the villages are considered to be abandoned.508
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The end piece has become the most traveled leg of the pilgrimage; the beginning comes
in second, and the middle ranks third. The most traveled areas are, in fact, the most preserved,
both naturally and culturally. The correlation that I see is that where the pilgrim walks, the
dweller is able to continue to live in a manner more consistent with the traditions of the Camino.
As the pilgrims walk over and through the landscape, they support the dweller lifestyle. And
because they are co-dependent, the same can be said of the reverse: where the dwellers live in a
more traditional manner, they are able and willing to provide for the passing pilgrims. The
landscape, engaged centrally in this historic dialogue of service, is cultivated and shaped by way
of these cultural lifeways. And so the Camino surfaces as an example of a place where
landscape and cultural preservation merge and flourish side by side. Directly contrary to beliefs
held in the conventional landscape preservation paradigm, the traditional lifeways of the people
are essential to the maintenance of the land.
Overall, each section has an extremely low percentage of abandonment and each one is a
vivid example of the enduring dweller-pilgrim dialogue of service to one another and to the land.
But among the three sections, the end—the area with the most people—is the piece of the
Camino which possesses the most preserved physical landscape.
This is in direct opposition to the conventional perception of preservation precluding
people. The difference here is that because this is a traditionally peopled landscape, its
preservation cannot exist without the people. It is dependent on the people. They are the key
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element to maintaining it. If the traditions of the cultural landscape are sustained, in this case the
walking-dwelling-serving relationship, then the landscape is thus protected and also maintained.
The traditions of dwelling and walking continue to be strong across the entire Camino
landscape. Although the Meseta is only one small section of the Camino, and the Camino is
only one cultural landscape in a world of many, I believe that this landscape may be illustrative
of the effects the loss of historical and cultural lifeways can have on a traditionally peopled
landscape. In addition, however, the Camino is also archetypal to the positive implications the
maintenance of cultural traditions can have on such a landscape and its preservation.
Service and the Preservation of Landscape
On the Camino, landscape preservation comes in many forms, but the underlying
connection amid them all is that preserving is made possible by way of serving. Through
dwelling and walking, there is a preservation of history, tradition, culture, and nature across the
entire pilgrimage. It is a dialogue of engagement between people and place.
The Service of Volunteers
A special part of this pilgrimage is the relationship between the people who walk the
Camino and the people who live along it. Historically, many of the towns along the route were
created in order to serve the pilgrims in their journeys to Santiago. This tradition of service to
the pilgrim still exists in many ways, one of the most obvious ones being that of a hospitalero or
“refuge caretaker.”
I had the opportunity to serve as a caretaker during one of my many Camino journeys.
Along the Camino, there are numerous pilgrim refuges, each one slightly different in style and
structure, but for the most part all of them attend to the needs of the pilgrim in similar ways. On
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several different occasions, I decided to stay on and volunteer at the pilgrim refuge where I had
stayed the night. Although this occurred in different places and the pilgrims and hospitaleros I
encountered were completely unique and distinctive to that place and time, the tasks varied only
slightly from place to place. Essentially, I would arrive between 3pm and 5pm after my walking
day and then request permission from the caretaker to stay and help for one, two, or three days.
For the most part, resident caretakers tended to be very receptive to my offer to assist them. I
was happy to give them a break, some time to themselves, and an opportunity to enjoy the
pilgrims in a more relaxed fashion.
Soon after my arrival the duties began. I would sign people into the pilgrim log book,
which includes information such as: name, nationality, how they traveled—by foot, horse, or
bike—and from where they started the pilgrimage. Then I would stamp and date their pilgrim
credentials with the marking of that town, give them a tour of the home or building, and then
take them to their designated beds. Pilgrims frequently reach the refuge with exhaustion and
because of this I also carried their backpacks up the stairways and down the hallways to their
rooms. This small gesture is a tremendous gift at a moment like that. I only knew to do this for
other pilgrims because it had often been done for me.
The caretakers across the entire Camino landscape are volunteers, and when asked why
they decide to dedicate their time to the pilgrims in this way, most say that they like to talk and
interact with them. Of course, as a hospitalero, among all of the responsibilities associated with
the refuges, typically the caretaker does not have a lot of opportunity to talk with pilgrims as
much as s/he would like. This was one of the things I was happy to provide more time for during
my stay with them. While they relaxed and enjoyed the pilgrim company, I took over the
cleaning and maintenance of the refuge. Although, I did a lot while pilgrims were getting settled
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in, the majority of the work took place in the early morning after pilgrims had left for the day.
This is when everything had to be in order so that the refuge would be ready for the next wave of
pilgrims entering town.
I cannot explain how difficult it is to attend to so many people at once day after day—
some kind, others irritated, others demanding—and yet these hospitaleros with whom I stayed
were so patient with each person who entered the place. They were truly exceptional people, and
I was fortunate to have been able to spend time learning from them, watching and participating
with them in genuine acts of service toward unknown people in need. There is a simplicity in
what they do each day, but I believe that in a place like the Camino, it is precisely that simplicity,
those small almost forgotten details, that make all the difference in the experience of the
landscape.
Communication
The moment that I walked in the door, I was in awe of the place and the spirit with which
this particular hospitalero, Luis, approached his life on the Camino. This pilgrim lodging is a
hospital refuge and is also the home of the caretaker. The house itself is an old, traditional stone
structure with wooden beams, stonewalls both inside and out, and hardwood floors. It feels
ancient and magical. The way in which he runs the refuge is unique in comparison to all of the
rest. He is in constant communication with the pilgrims that are in the house and encourages
them to help him cultivate a sense of community. Luis has walked the path a total of three times,
the first time being in 1966. What he found most fascinating about the Camino is the way that
the pilgrim grows as a person as a result of it. He would gather us around as a group asking us
questions and sharing his pilgrim-turned-dweller perceptions with all of us.
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Along the Camino, most pilgrims are hungry for that kind of stimulation. People want to
hear about the journey and the thoughts others have about its history, sacredness, and promised
wisdom. During these sessions of shared conversation not everyone is able to understand Luis
because he speaks only Spanish. As he would speak I started to translate quietly in the
background for those who spoke English, and as people heard me doing this, we realized that it
made sense to do this for everyone. So Luis would say some things and then pause while I
translated into English. Then after I was finished a Frenchwoman translated into French. It was
nice to watch everyone listening, fully able to participate and hear what this caretaker had to
offer. I think that it was also beneficial for him because by doing these translations we made it
clear to him that we were genuinely interested in what he had to say.
Translating is another simple way that people engage with one another. Communication
becomes fluid and verbal exchange is made more meaningful to the people involved. It helps to
create an all-inclusive space for pilgrims and dwellers alike.
Companionship
For some pilgrims the Camino can be a lonely experience. Although many people come
to walk alone, there are also some moments where companionship is very much needed and
solitude undesired. There is also an element of needed companionship with the dweller as well.
As I went through certain small towns, I would see people seated or standing outside very
near the trail just watching the pilgrims as they went by. As a pilgrim, I would get the sense that
this person wanted to share something with me or wanted me to share something him or her—
that there was a interchange of stories that needed to occur. At times I would be taken to
someone’s home and shown a garden. Other times I would be told stories of other pilgrims or of
the town itself. And yet still at other times I was not supposed to be the listener but rather the
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storyteller in the exchange, sharing where I was from and why I had come from so far to walk
this landscape of the Camino. For some of the elders in these remote towns, the pilgrims passing
through are the main entertainment and excitement that the town has.
Talking with the residents of the towns provided many of my most rewarding and
enjoyable moments. The residents readily aim to provide a sense of stability and enchantment to
the land of the Camino and the pilgrim experience of it. When talking with other pilgrims about
this, one said that sometimes it seemed as if the dwellers were almost an invisible piece of the
landscape—not that there was a disregard for them, but rather a non-regard for them, as if they
were so integrated with the land, that they did not stand out.509
Pilgrims also seek out opportunities to talk with people, and whether this happens on the
trail or in a refuge it is in the spirit of service to be a good listener. I was happy to listen to
people as they told me different things about their lives and their Camino experience. For the
most part, people would tell me of the things they had left behind in their respective countries.
The phrase buen camino is also a common way to begin to speak with people on the path.
It generally is a way to wish someone a “good walk” and a “good pilgrimage.” Companionship,
however, does not always entail verbal communication. Sometimes it is enough to walk silently
with another pilgrim, listening to the sound of walking sticks and shuffling feet. It is impossible
to know the story of every pilgrim on the path, and for that reason, I think it is very important to
take these kinds of companionship requests—whether direct or indirect—to heart. Through
these moments of being with people in these ways, I grew to be more patient and began to see
that the virtue of patience is a central part of service.
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I really believe that as each day passed, I became more sensitive to these opportunities
and better able to discern and read what people needed or wanted from me. Though these were
short-lived relationships, I learned a tremendous amount about how the simple idea of giving
some of your own personal time to someone else can be a great gift to everyone involved. I
always wondered if any of them were intentionally doing the same thing for me, even though I
thought that I was doing the service to them. The magical movement of an act of service: it is
impossible to know with whom and where service begins, or with whom and where it ends. It is
just there, and it is up to the people to try and understand and capture the spirit of it. I find that
the Camino landscape is a place where the forces, mystery, and simplicity of service come
together in an interwoven mesh of reciprocity of people and place. Pilgrims and dwellers are
vessels for service on the Camino.
Ecology: To Preserve Is to Serve
As a traditionally peopled landscape, the Camino has the palpable mark of humanity, but
simultaneously it is a place of ecological integrity. Although conventional paradigms of
preservation do not find that movement and dwelling are compatible with the sustainability of
the landscape, I believe that the Camino shows otherwise. With the passing time, the constant
steps of walkers across the landscape, the continuous movement of dwellers within the
landscape, and the dwelling of both groups of sojourners, the Camino continually becomes a
place of preservation.
A coupled human natural system is a landscape where the cultural and natural
components are integrated with one another. Such a coupled approach takes into consideration
the feedback and reciprocal connections between the people and land, landscape patterns,
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biodiversity, social networks, and the temporality of the landscape.510 The argument could be
made that most landscapes demonstrate some kind of integration, but the intensity and character
of that integration differ from landscape to landscape. The Camino is a coupled system where
the people and landscape have become entirely interconnected and interdependent.
Historical ecology describes a landscape as an area of interaction; it focuses on the
intermingling of people and the environments in which they live. Pilgrims and dwellers are a
part of the historical ecology of the Camino, they dwell on the path, some abiding and some
more sojourned. This approach to ecology understands that different types of societies influence
their landscapes in different ways and that it is a relationship that needs to be comprehended
holistically.511
Such a historical approach to the ecology of the Camino is appropriate because, similar to
environmental history, it is aligned with the idea that human culture and the land are in dialogue,
that they influence and respond to one another in continuous cycles, and that people and
landscape are a connected trend of coexistence.512 Each is dependent on the other and thus the
landscape becomes visual evidence of the whole historical interaction of the cultural and natural.
Within the discipline of landscape ecology, the idea of connectivity is significant. It is
the measure of how coupled or spatially continuous a corridor, network, or matrix is. Corridors
function as strips of landscape, which tend to differ from the adjacent lands on either side, and a
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network is an interconnected system of such corridors. A mosaic describes the patterns or
internal order of corridors, matrices, and patches that make up a landscape in its entirety.513
The Camino is an ecological system with a series of forested, wetland, desert, and
mountainous patches through which it passes. It is a landscape of high connectivity; the path
itself functions as a kind of long corridor connecting the overall matrix mosaic across the north
of Spain. Within it are boundaries and edges that include distinctive species composition and
abundance between the interior of different patches and their edges. For example, throughout the
Beginning and End there are many occasions where the path shifts from a densely forested patch
into a grassland or valley. Where these two types of vegetation join is considered the ecotonal
edge. Along the pilgrimage, the path could be considered one long edge effect, where species of
plants and animals integrate with the walking pilgrims.
Overall, the Camino’s ecological integrity aligns closely with the concept of an ecocline.
Ecoclines are areas of gradual and continuous change. Due to the fact that the route is so varied
in geographical composition, ranging from mountains, to desert, and into a seascape, the
ecoclines allow for an understanding of species distribution within such diverse landscapes. The
communities that are a part of ecoclines are considered more environmentally stable than those
of ecotones or ecotopes.514
As a theory, landscape ecology stresses the importance of system stability, and it
explicitly includes the role of human impacts on landscape structures.515 The landscape stability
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principle highlights the importance of the interplay of relationships among the various
components of a landscape.516 Of the various components on the Camino, the relationship of
dwelling and walking through serving has specifically created a stability on the landscape over
time. If disrupted, it would destabilize the landscape and make it more vulnerable to external
threats. In the Middle, for example, this is occurring. The dwelling, walking, serving dialogue
has lessened and the pattern of the landscape is changing. The patch dynamics of the area is
shifting from structural heterogeneity to homogeneity. Patch dynamics refers to the concept that
all landscapes are in fact dynamic; hence the maintenance of diversity and the preservation of
this middle landscape are dependent on the continuation of evolved organic disturbance regimes.
The middle piece is becoming susceptible to rapid, non-gradual change as the traditionally
peopled presence of authentic service is being replaced with conventionally managed services.
Maintaining the evolved cultural and ecological integrity of landscape components helps to
sustain the resistance to inorganic disturbance regimes.
Landscape ecologists define non-cyclical human events as disruptive to the ecological
integrity of an area.517 This means that the walking movement and dwelling presence on the
Camino should not be considered erosive forces on the natural landscape. They are instead a
part of its cyclical nature. Dwelling and walking are performed in cycles; they are regularly
repeated routines, which have organically-evolved on the landscape for millennia. It is the
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service that exudes from these cultural lifeways that sustains the people, the land, and their
enduring wholesome dialogue.
Section Summary and Conclusion
End began with a cultural and natural description of the region of Galicia. This included
a few of the sensescapes that are a part of the end of the route such as: trees, stones, fire, and
water as well as examples of gifts of service via dwelling and walking that are common in the
final stretch of the route. This last section reflects the philosophical interweave of the long-held
cultural relationships of dwelling, walking, and serving. It is here where they are fully
acknowledged and taken into account as the viable means by which the landscape and culture are
simultaneously sustained.
Dwelling, walking, and serving represent the wisdom of caring for people and land, and
thus are the antithesis of a conventional, contrived form of preservation; they embody a new
understanding of landscape preservation based on a dynamic, evolving, and organic nature.
Ecological theories support the connections of people and the preservation of the land. The
pilgrimage traditions of the Camino challenge the pervasive belief that people are always
problematic to landscape preservation. Moreover, where there are the most people walking,
dwelling, and serving, the history, traditions, culture, and nature are most maintained. In this
end section, the ancient serving spirit of the Camino proves to be the essence of the spirit of
preservation on the modern-day pilgrimage.
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CONCLUSION
This study has attempted to show a strong connection between dwelling, walking,
serving, and preserving on the Camino de Santiago pilgrimage landscape. I set out to explore the
ways in which attention to these enduring traditions provides a new vision of the pilgrimage
route, as well as a different perspective regarding landscape preservation beyond the Camino.
One of the main goals of this research was for the Camino to become a part of the ongoing
protected landscape dialogue and for it to be an exemplar of where it can go in the future.
This research contributes to the existing literature of the Camino de Santiago; the
literature on pilgrimage; that of landscape preservation, conservation, environmental justice, and
local knowledge; as well as the growing literature on traditionally peopled and cultural
landscapes. This study broadens the literature in these areas by integrating them with a
distinctive understanding of dwelling, walking, and serving. Although within the preservation,
conservation, and cultural landscape literature ongoing discussions have been taking place
regarding the role of people in preservation, they have not yet found a way to fully integrate
cultural traditions and their associated lifeway patterns into a lasting cultural relationship with
preserved landscapes. I envision the cultural relationships of dwelling and walking, along with
the elements of service embedded therein, as essential to a discussion of successful landscape
preservation of traditionally peopled, cultural landscapes.
The significance of this research, therefore, is mainly focused on the Camino and its
people, but it also has the potential to extend out and include other peoples and other landscapes
by helping to create a different direction for the discussions presently taking place regarding the
theory and practice of preservation. The current practice of preservation, as it is most commonly
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interpreted in the creation of national parks and other such areas managed by outside “experts,”
generally includes the removal of the people that have traditionally interacted with the land that
is to be preserved. The policies delineating the preservation of such peopled landscapes over the
last century have not allowed for people to maintain their permanent presence on the land, and
have instead required people to limit their presence, essentially, to that of a fleeting visitor. The
traditions of dwelling, movement, and service have not yet been a part of the conventional image
of landscape preservation. These policies, however, are being challenged by individuals and
communities across the globe, which are creating a gradual momentum for positive change.
This study not only introduces new interpretations of dwelling on a landscape, but also
incorporates the significance of movement on that same landscape. These are not separate
concepts: dwelling exists within a pilgrim walking journey, and movement imbues a daily
dweller presence. Movement seems especially contradictory to the notions of static boundaries
that are a part of the conventional approach to preservation. But in a pilgrimage place like the
Camino, boundaries and movement are not in opposition; they are overlapping, osmotic, and
fluid, constantly being generated and recreated in service.
It is my hope, on the one hand, that this research will contribute to the evolution of the
changing preservation dialogue and encourage a view towards an inherent preservation of
landscapes by the people who have traditionally lived and moved on the land, and, on the other
hand, discourage a top-down legislative designation of lands made for the people by outside
interest groups. In this research, I emphasize that organic preservation is what protects
traditionally peopled, cultural landscapes and their human and nonhuman, tangible and
intangible elements.
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The Camino landscape is unique in that it has both a permanent human presence through
dwelling and a pilgrim-visitor presence through walking, helping to make it many things for
many people: a place of pilgrimage, a sacred land, a spiritual journey, a search for identity, a
reflection of history, a land of legends, a rural landscape, an urban landscape, a permanent home,
a temporary home, a place of passing, a national symbol, and a cultural way of life. This study
provides a means by which to merge these perceptions with an idea of landscape preservation
and begins a discussion of how the Camino informs the protection of other landscapes.
Another significance aspect of this research is that it has presented the Camino as a
bridge to the divide between the cultural and the natural, honoring both and showing their
interdependence and interconnectedness to one another. In doing so, it was necessary to
complement the cultural landscape initiative with a new preservation framework that aids in
transforming the current way people understand preservation and service, as well as enhances the
perspective of cultural landscapes. All of which now allow for a dynamic shift in the perception
of humans and landscapes and support the idea that people can be conducive as both visitor and
dweller in other preserved landscapes worldwide.
With regard to dwelling, the works of Heidegger have demonstrated it to be a form of
habitation on the land that compels guardianship, protection, and safekeeping. These ideas are
intrinsic to the origins of the word to dwell, giving rise to the interpretation that dwelling can be
seen as a synonym for preserving. The relationship that emerges between the dweller and the
landscape can be one that evokes a sense of belonging to and responsibility for the human,
nonhuman, tangible, intangible elements of the landscape. Ingold has also lent strong support to
the connection between dwelling and preservation. For him, to dwell is to take up a world in a
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landscape, thus the dwellers on the Camino landscape are actively, practically, and perceptually
interwoven within it.518 Through their living on the path, they bring life to the path.
A parallel phenomenon is happening with the pilgrims. Walking is a movement that
creates and maintains a relationship between the land and the walker. This relationship is
embedded in reflexivity, which means that there is a fluid, back-and-forth dialogue between the
walking movement, being constantly influenced by the landscape, and the landscape, in turn,
being continually shaped by those walking. This dialogue between walking and the landscape
generates an embodied rhythm that, with care and purpose, leads to a pattern of preservation.
According to the Navajo, movement is fundamental to life and movement exemplifies life. The
dynamic flow of the deliberate walking movement of the people brings the necessary balance
among regeneration, renewal, rejuvenation, and beauty. Life and beauty can only be experienced
through flowing motion.519 The walking steps on the path bring the fluidity of life to the
Camino.
Throughout this study, I have upheld my belief that the engagements of people and
landscape, through dwelling and walking, are based in service and are meaningful actions. Due
to the history and constancy of the human-landscape interaction on the Camino, the cultural
relationships are already established and, as a result, continually give the people the choice to
engage with the Camino landscape. The recurrent engagement among people and landscape
reaffirms and validates these ways of being, securing their place evermore within the cultural
traditions of the Camino, providing a sense of value and viability.
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If a landscape is stripped of its sedimented human meanings, “considered to be purely
epiphenomenal and irrelevant,” it becomes a surface open for exploitation.520 It becomes
desanctified and set apart from the people, myth, and history that are an integral part of its
evolution. If they are maintained then they become mutually supportive, rooted in the landscape,
and they dialectically aid in the construction and reproduction of one another. The Camino fits
into this framework of sedimented meaning. It has held meaning for people across cultures and
across generations; time has evolved and has left a legacy of human and nonhuman interaction.
And so the categorizations that organizations, such as UNESCO, have made of the Camino
pilgrimage are only partly accurate. They are missing an essential part of the story of the
Camino’s heritage: the landscape itself and the organic relationship people have cultivated with
it over time. Part of my aim throughout this work was to reveal these whispered, overlooked, yet
powerful dialogues so as to promote a more comprehensive vision of the Camino landscape, to
reconceptualize it as a varied and inclusive, ancient, historical, theoretical, and philosophical
landscape.
This holistic perspective included an exploration of the areas that people choose to
quickly pass over by driving rather than slowly pass over by walking and found that there is a
resulting pattern that surfaces on the landscape, connected to its preservation. This has provided
a deeper understanding of the historical relationship embedded within the reciprocal exchange
occurring between the people and landscape of the Camino. I have found that preservation on
the Camino landscape is directly correlated to the persistence of dwelling, walking, and serving.
Where the people have maintained the cultural relationships and sustained their historical,
traditional presence on the landscape, the physical land is most preserved as well. And so no
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matter what the inner, personal motivation is of pilgrims and dwellers, as they move, dwell, and
serve, they, along with the landscape, participate in a kind of communal cultivation whose outer
reverberation is that of preservation.
Ultimately, to preserve a landscape is to serve it—in all of its aspects. Landscape
preservation must not exclude the human element of the land, and the cultural landscape
paradigm must not exclude the natural element. Preservation is a term I have revisited on the
Camino linguistically, culturally, and empirically. Its meaning has been revisioned in this study,
in an effort to restore and reintroduce the original concept as well as reveal its egalitarian essence
for people and landscapes.
The people of the Camino jointly bring a “living-continuing” element to the land: the
dwellers in their living of life, recurrently engaging with the landscape as their homeplace; the
walkers passing through and over the landscape repeatedly and with intention. Throughout these
processes the people create their cultural landscape: by their “associations” with the land, as
they “clearly define” the meaning of the land, and as they “organically evolve” side by side with
it. Time has been of the essence on the Camino in constructing these relationships. The
geographer Yi Fu Tuan states that time is needed to accumulate experience and build up care and
concern for a landscape. Due to the communal and inclusive history of the people and the place,
the landscape has become what Tuan terms as a “field of care.”521
The landscape has been, is, and becomes preserved through the organic nature of the
dwelling-walking-serving Camino process. It is a landscape that is the direct coalescence of
people and land through an organic progression of time and space. There is interplay amid the
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people as well as an integration of the people with the landscape. Overall this study has
emphasized the dynamic, reciprocal, and fundamental nature of the relationship between
preservation and people on the Camino de Santiago pilgrimage route. It is a circular
relationship of humanity and landscape built on an enduring presence and a stable intentionality,
constantly preserving the cultural and natural.
In this way, the landscape serves as a text and ready dialogue that speaks to people about
how they should live and interact with it. Basso and Feld elucidate that a “place is there to be
seen only if we have the vision to behold it.”522 Cronon insists that the “choice is not between
two landscapes, one with and one without human influence,” but rather “it is between two human
ways of living, two ways of belonging to an ecosystem.”523 Seddon observes that a utopian form
of preservation would surely recognize the place of the human in landscape and revel in the
interplay of the cultural and the natural elements. Mending this divide between the cultural and
the natural is necessary because “fresh cracks originate from epicenters of incomprehension
[and] they spread and threaten. If we value true learning, if we wish to continue humanity’s age
old, unrequitable quest for seamless knowledge and understanding, we need fissure-menders,
voices which challenge but unify.”524 This study has challenged convention in an effort to
broaden, reconceptualize, and unify the landscape and lifeways of the Camino and in doing so
has also revealed the innate meaning of preservation.
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By dividing the Camino into the three sections of Beginning, Middle and End, I was able
to let the ecology and geography of the landscape direct the discussion of the Camino, thus
allowing for a fresh interpretation of the route’s ancient history, a revelation of the route’s
relationship to the preservation paradigm, and a comprehensive understanding of the deeply
inherent, yet overlooked, interactions of dwelling, walking, and serving as they relate to the
preservation of history, tradition, culture, and nature.
The Camino landscape and its people are at the heart of this study. I believe that the
story of this landscape cannot really be told without equal attention to the human and nonhuman
elements. The legend of the transport of Santiago’s holy body to Spain cannot be told without
the sea, the stars, the marble stone, or the sacred mountain peak where he was found. The
legends dating back to the Celtic, Roman, Visigoth, and Christian use of the landscape cannot be
told without attention to the Milky Way, the geese, the scallop shell, water, fire, trees, sun, moon,
stones, and the cape where the mythical sea and Coast of Death join together at Finisterre, the
end of the world.
These are the places that historically and presently inspire and ground the people. The
physical landscape is at the core of these histories, myths, and legends. In all of the ancient and
ancestral stories, as well as in the modern day experiences of the people routinely and
ritualistically associated with the Camino—whether pilgrim or dweller—the landscape is
present. At times, the land is an element of discovery, a source of hardship, a source of refuge,
or a means of encounter. But no matter what its role, it is central and crucial to gaining an
understanding of the Camino throughout time. The cultural and the natural are all intertwined
together, coinciding and feeding off of one another—as a symbiosis of sorts—where as long as
one survives, the other will as well.
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As a result of this research on the Camino, I hope to have made a strong case for
traditionally peopled landscapes across the globe. This study has provided a conceptual
framework for understanding the relationship among dwelling, movement, and service and has
demonstrated how over time the cultural lifeways of the people have continued to validate one
another as well as co-create the landscape of the Camino. The Camino pilgrimage serves as an
appropriate study because through these human traditions people across cultures interact and
coalesce with landscapes. History confirms that the mutualism of dwelling, walking, and serving
is the legacy of the land and people of the Camino de Santiago. It is a place where pilgrims and
dwellers have served one another and the landscape, organically preserving the integrity of the
cultural and natural elements of the place.
From this research, it becomes apparent that the Camino is not an antiquated remnant of a
2,000-year-old pilgrimage, but is a telling model for the future. The Camino has emerged as a
positive example of egalitarian preservation by way of its long-lasting inclusion of people and an
acknowledgement and acceptance of their cultural and historical ways of being, thus making a
significant contribution for future research in many disciplines and fields of study. This research
encourages the exploration of other landscapes in order to find ways to recognize and promote
more examples of organic preservation on traditionally peopled lands as it is embodied and
exemplified in the interweave of dwelling, walking and serving on the Camino de Santiago
pilgrimage landscape.
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